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Abstract

In this thesis several control mechanisms for mobile agents are proposed, i.e. mechanisms for

locating and for terminating mobile agents and for orphan detection in a mobile agent system. 

First, control mechanisms are discussed that have been specifically designed for mobile agent

systems, taking into account the peculiarities of the mobile agent paradigm. The energy concept

is presented, which supports orphan detection for mobile agents. In this concept every agent gets

some energy. Every action the agent takes, every service that is used, costs energy. When the

energy is used up, the agent is terminated. Then the path concept will be discussed, a variant of

which is used in the area of distributed systems to track mobile objects. Every agent leaves a

path in the system, i.e. on migration, information is left behind about the agent’s target place.

This path can be followed to find the agent, and/or to terminate it. The third concept presented

is the shadow concept. This concept supports locating and terminating of mobile agents and fur-

thermore, provides orphan detection for mobile agent systems. This concept combines the en-

ergy and the path concept in a way that leaves the agents most of their autonomy, has low com-

munication costs, and provides excellent fault tolerance (i.e. a high availability). An agent

leaves a trail in the system, but in contrast to the trail in the path concept, this trail is cut short

in regular intervals. To allow for simple termination of agents, a delegate of the application is

left in the system, the shadow. As long as the shadow exists, all dependent agents are allowed

to continue their work. The agents are no longer depending on the availability of the application.

Thus no permanent connection between agents and application is needed, an application can e.g.

run only intermittently to check for results. Furthermore, we discuss for each of these concepts

fault tolerance and message complexity.

In the area of distributed algorithms, mechanisms have been developed to solve similar prob-

lems (i.e. termination detection and distributed garbage collection). TEL AND MATTERN (1993)
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proved that the class of termination detection algorithms and the class of garbage collection al-

gorithms are identical. Using a transformation, an algorithm of one class can be changed into an

algorithm of the other class and vice versa. In fact, new algorithms were discovered this way.

A similar transformation providing the conversion of either of these classes into control algo-

rithms for mobile agents should allow access to a large number of algorithms for controlling

mobile agents. But the failure model of the area of distributed algorithms and of the area of mo-

bile agents are radically different, ruling out the direct use of these mechanisms.

Instead we will use transformed garbage collection algorithms to show the following: all the

principles of the transformed algorithms can be found in the control mechanisms developed ex-

plicitly for mobile agents. Furthermore, if a new, radically different algorithm is developed ei-

ther in the area of termination detection or in the area of distributed garbage collection, it can

be transformed at once and its principles can be exploited for developing new control mecha-

nisms.

Finally, the control mechanisms are compared with mechanisms presented in the literature re-

garding reliability, message complexity, interference with the agent autonomy and usability for

applications.
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wissenschaftlichen Arbeit.



2 1  Einführung

1 Einführung
Das Konzept des mobilen Agenten, das bereits in den frühen 90er Jahren eingeführt wurde, hat
in den vergangenen Jahren in verschiedenen Bereichen der Informatik steigendes Interesse ge-
funden. Ein mobiler Agent ist eine aktive Entität, die sich selbstbestimmt durch ein Netzwerk
von Knoten zu Knoten bewegt, um eine Aufgabe des Benutzer zu bearbeiten. Mobile Agenten
sind während ihrer Ausführung unabhängig von ihrem Benutzer, und können Berechnungen
auch dann durchführen, wenn dieser nicht erreichbar ist. Eine weitere Eigenschaft von mobilen
Agenten ist die Möglichkeit, die Programmlogik zur Bearbeitung von Daten auf den Rechner
zu bewegen, auf dem sich die Daten befinden. Betrachten wir folgendes Beispiel: in einer gro-
ßen Datenbank muß eine komplexe Abfrage durchgeführt werden, bei der sehr viele Daten be-
trachtet werden müssen, um eine kleine Resultatsmenge zu erhalten. Durch den Einsatz eines
Agenten kann die gesamte Bearbeitung der Daten lokal durchgeführt werden; nur das Ergebnis
wird übermittelt. Hierdurch kann der Netzwerkverkehr, und damit die Verbindungszeit, dra-
stisch gesenkt werden.

Das Hauptanwendungsfeld, das im Zusammenhang mit mobilen Agenten genannt wird, ist der
“elektronische Handel”. Die hinter diesem Begriff stehende Vision ist die eines elektronischen
Marktes, in dem Agenten die Käufer und Verkäufer von Waren und Dienstleistungen sind. Mo-
bile Agentensysteme bieten eine Umgebung, in der ein Händler das Äquivalent eines Einkaufs-
zentrums zur Verfügung gestellt bekommt, in dem die Agenten für Benutzern Geschäfte tätigen
können. Weitere Anwendungen sind von verschiedenen Autoren identifiziert worden (siehe RO-
THERMEL AND SCHWEHM (1998), FÜNFROCKEN AND MATTERN (1999), WONG, PACIOREK AND

MOORE(1999) und LANGE AND OSHIMA (1999)). Beispielhaft seien hier Informationssuche im
WWW, beschrieben in THEILMANN  AND ROTHERMEL (1999), und die Verteilung paralleler Be-
rechnungen, wie in STRASSER, BAUMANN  AND SCHWEHM (1999) dargestellt, genannt. 

All diesen Applikationen ist gemein, daß Mechanismen benötigt werden, die den Benutzer in
die Lage versetzen, die ausgesandten mobilen Agenten zu kontrollieren. Kontrollmechanismen
bieten Funktionalität, um Agenten zu finden, um Agenten zu terminieren, und um dem Agen-
tensystem die Identifikation von Waisen zu ermöglichen. Während in den letzten Jahren im Be-
reich der Systemmechanismen für mobile Agenten sehr viele Mechanismen vorgeschlagen und
implementiert wurden, ist die Entwicklung von Kontrollmechanismen lange Zeit vernachlässigt
worden. Die publizierten Mechanismen gehen von vereinfachten System- und Fehlermodellen
aus, und können deshalb nicht ohne weiteres in offenen, weit verteilten Systemen mit unzuver-
lässiger Kommunikation wie dem Internet eingesetzt werden.

In dieser Arbeit entwerfen wir Kontrollmechanismen, die von einem realistischen System- und
Fehlermodell ausgehen. Wir beginnen mit der Diskussion zweier einfacher Kontrollmechanis-
men, dem Energiekonzept und dem Pfadkonzept. Das Energiekonzept unterstützt Waisenerken-
nung für mobile Agenten, und das Pfadkonzept bietet die Möglichkeit, mobile Agenten zu fin-
den. Wir diskutieren die Schwächen beider Konzepte, und entwickeln ein weiteres Konzept, das
Schattenkonzept, das die Vorteile der beiden vorher diskutierten Konzepte kombiniert, ohne
ihre Schwächen aufzuweisen. Das Schattenkonzept beschränkt die Autonomie eines Agenten
nur minimal, hat im Vergleich zu anderen Kontrollmechanismen geringe Kommunikationsko-
sten und eine hohe Verfügbarkeit.

Im Bereich der verteilten Algorithmen gibt es Lösungen für ähnliche Probleme in den Teilbe-
reichen der verteilten Terminierung und der verteilten Garbage Collection. TEL AND

MATTERN (1993) haben gezeigt, daß diese beiden Klassen von Algorithmen ineinander überge-
führt werden können. Durch die Anwendung einer Transformation kann ein Algorithmus der ei-
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nen in die andere Klasse transformiert werden. Eine ähnliche Transformation, die eine dieser
Klassen in Kontrollalgorithmen für mobile Agenten überführen könnte, würde den Zugriff auf
eine große Menge von Algorithmen für die Kontrolle mobiler Agenten ermöglichen. Allerdings
ist das Fehlermodell so radikal unterschiedlich, daß eine direkte Verwendung von Transforma-
tionen ausgeschlossen scheint. Stattdessen werden wir Garbage-Collection-Algorithmen trans-
formieren, um zu zeigen, daß alle Prinzipien der transformierten Algorithmen auch in den in
dieser Arbeit bzw. in der Literatur vorgestellten Kontrollalgorithmen verwendet werden. Hier-
bei zeigt sich, daß diese Menge der Transformationen eine echte Teilmenge der Kontrollalgo-
rithmen für mobile Agenten darstellt. 

Im nächsten Kapitel werden die in der Arbeit verwendeten Modelle, d.h. Agentenmodell, Sy-
stem- und Fehlermodell präsentiert. Daraufhin werden in Kapitel 3 die vorgeschlagenen Kon-
zepte detaillierter vorgestellt. Kapitel 4 enthält eine kurze Diskussion der Transformationen von
Garbage-Collection-Algorithmen, und in Kapitel 5 werden die verschiedenen existierenden Al-
gorithmen kurz verglichen. Kapitel 6 schließt die Kurzfassung mit einer Zusammenfassung ab.

2 Die verwendeten Modelle

2.1 System- und Fehlermodell

Ein verteiltes System besteht aus autonomen Knoten, die mit den anderen Knoten durch ein
Kommunikationsnetzwerk verbunden sind. Jeder Knoten besteht aus einem Prozessor, und pri-
vatem flüchtigen und stabilen Speicher. Außerdem hat jeder Knoten Zugriff auf eine korrekte
Uhr, die es den Knoten ermöglicht, Alarme zu verwalten (z.B. für Time-outs). Die Knoten kom-
munizieren ausschließlich über Nachrichten. Die Auslieferung von Nachrichten findet geord-
net, korrekt und exakt einmal statt, solange kein Netzwerkfehler auftritt.

Wir nehmen ausschließlich transiente Fehler vom Typ Crash-Failure an. Wir unterscheiden zwi-
schen Knoten- und Netzwerkfehlern. Knotenfehler führen zum Anhalten des Prozessors und
zum Verlust des privaten flüchtigen Speichers. Fehler des Kommunikationsnetzwerkes können
zur Partitionierung des Netzes führen. In solch einem Fall können Knoten in verschiedenen Par-
titionen nicht mehr miteinander kommunizieren. Knoten in der selben Partition sind weiterhin
in der Lage zu kommunizieren. Knoten- und Netzwerkfehler können entdeckt werden, eine Un-
terscheidung der Fehler durch die Knoten ist aber nicht möglich.

2.2 Das Agentenmodell

Unser Agentenmodell nimmt mobile Agenten an, die sich innerhalb des Agentensystems von
Platz zu Platz bewegen (siehe Bild 2-1). Plätze befinden sich vollständig auf einem Knoten. Sie
stellen die notwendige Infrastruktur bereit, um mobile Agenten auszuführen. Zusätzlich können
sie Abstraktionen der Dienste des unterliegenden Knotens anbieten. 

Ein mobiler Agent ist eine aktive Entität, die sich autonom von Platz zu Platz bewegt, um andere
Agenten zu treffen und mit ihnen zu kommunizieren, oder um durch den Platz angebotene Dien-
ste in Anspruch zu nehmen. Ein Agent wird durch einen global eindeutigen Namen identifiziert,
der unveränderlich ist und den Namen des Platzes enthält, auf dem der Agent erzeugt wurde.
Kommunikation zwischen Agenten kann lokal oder global stattfinden.
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2.2.1 Abhängigkeiten zwischen Agenten

In der Arbeit verwenden wir den Begriff der Abhängigkeit zwischen Agenten, um Waisenerken-
nung durchführen zu können. Anders als in “normalen” verteilten Systemen existieren aller-
dings keine natürlichen Abhängigkeiten im Bereich der mobilen Agenten. Wir führen deshalb
das Konzept eines Abhängigkeitsobjektes ein:

Definition 2-1: Abhängigkeitsobjekt

Ein Abhängigkeitsobjekt ist ein Objekt, das für ein anderes Objekt eine Elternbezie-
hung zur Verfügung stellt.

Das Abhängigkeitsobjekt kann hierbei ein Agent, ein spezifisches Objekt auf einem Platz oder
sogar der Platz selber sein. Wir nehmen an, daß ein Agent die Existenz mindestens eines Ab-
hängigkeitsobjektes benötigt. Daraus folgend definieren wir:

Definition 2-2: Waise

Ein Agent ist ein Waise, wenn kein Abhängigkeitsobjekt für diesen Agenten existiert.

2.2.2 Kontrollmechanismen für Mobile Agenten

Wir definieren als Kontrollmechanismen solche Mechanismen, die zumindest eine der folgen-
den Funktionalitäten aufweisen:

• Finden von Agenten. Hier wird entweder der momentane Aufenthaltsort des Agenten oder
die Information, daß der Agent nicht existiert, zurückgeliefert.

• Erkennung von Waisen. Es wird entsprechend der Definition 2-2 entschieden, ob ein Agent
ein Waise ist.

• Terminierung von Agenten. Durch Verwendung dieser Funktionalität wird ein Agent unab-
hängig von seinem Aufenthaltsort beendet und aus dem System entfernt.

3 Kontrollalgorithmen für Mobile Agenten
Zuerst werden wir das Energiekonzept präsentieren, das Waisenerkennungsfunktionalität bietet.
Danach werden wir kurz das Pfadkonzept diskutieren, das Finden und Terminieren von Agenten

Bild 2-1. Das Agentenmodell

Mobiler Agent

Platz

Agentenmigration Desktop

Server

Datenbank

App. / Ressource

Lokale Kommunikation

Globale Kommunikation Benutzerapplikation

Laptop
System

Ressourcen
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ermöglicht. Schließlich stellen wir das Schattenkonzept vor, daß die beiden vorherigen Ansätze
und ihre Funktionaliät kombiniert.

3.1 Energiekonzept

Dieser Mechanismus bietet ausschließlich Waisenerkennungsfunktionalität, weder Finden von
Agenten noch ihre Terminierung werden unterstützt. Jedem Agenten wird ein Betrag Energie
zugeordnet, die von dem Agent innerhalb seines Lebens durch die Verwendung von Ressourcen
aufgebraucht wird. Dadurch, daß jede Ressource und jeder benutzte Dienst Energie kostet (sie-
he Bild 3-1), ist garantiert, daß der Agent nur eine beschränkte Menge an Ressourcen verbrau-
chen kann. 

Der Agent kann neue Energie von seinem Abhängigkeitsobjekt (normalerweise die Anwen-
dung) anfordern, wenn die verfügbare Energie zu weit abgesunken ist, um die Aufgabe zu er-
füllen. Wenn das Abhängigkeitsobjekt nicht mehr existiert, dann erhält der Agent keine neue
Energie. Sobald die Energie auf Null sinkt, wird der Agent als Waise erkannt und vom System
entfernt. Auf diese simple Weise kann ohne entfernte Kommunikation bestimmt werden, ob ein
Agent ein Waise ist.

Wenn zum Zeitpunkt einer Energieanforderung der Kommunikationskanal nicht verfügbar ist,
kann ein Agent fälschlicherweise zum Waisen erklärt werden. Es wird aber jeder Waise korrekt
erkannt und entfernt, auch bei Nichtverfügbarkeit des Kommunikationskanals.

Durch das Protokoll werden zwei Nachrichten pro Agent pro Energieanforderung hinzugefügt.
Bei Verwendung von negativen Bestätigungen werden zwei zusätzliche Nachrichten benötigt.

3.2 Das Pfadkonzept

Das Pfadkonzept unterstützt das Finden und Terminieren von Agenten. Der Mechanismus bietet
keine Unterstützung für Waisenerkennung. Beim Verlassen eines Platzes hinterläßt jeder Agent
seinen neuen Aufenthaltsort in einem Proxy. Hierdurch wird ein Pfad von Proxies erzeugt, der
vom Erzeugungsort des Agenten zu seinem momentanen Aufenthaltsort führt. Dieser Pfad kann
verfolgt werden, um den Agenten zu finden (siehe Bild 3-2).

Bild 3-1. Energiekonzept: Energieverbrauch durch die Benutzung von Ressourcen.
(a) Dienstanfrage. (b) Energie wird durch Dienst verbraucht

Platz

Mobiler
Agent

Dienst-
agent

Platz

Mobiler
Agent

Dienst-
agent

(a) (b)

Energie
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Die Hauptprobleme dieses Ansatzes sind die Entfernung überflüssiger Proxies, und die Verfüg-
barkeit des Pfades bei einer hohen Anzahl von Proxies. In Bild 3-3 ist die Verfügbarkeit Ap(t)
in Abhängigkeit von der Fehlerrate λ und der Länge des Pfades n aufgetragen.

Das Erzeugen des Pfades kostet keine Nachrichten, das Finden erfordert allerdings  Nach-
richten bei einer Pfadlänge von n.

3.3 Das Schattenkonzept

Wir werden jetzt das Schattenkonzept beschreiben. Wir verzichten auf die in der Abhandlung
beschriebenen Varianten hierarchischer Schatten und mobiler Schatten. Im Schattenkonzept er-
zeugt jede Anwendung ein Abhängigkeitsobjekt innerhalb des Agentensystems auf einem Platz.

Bild 3-2. Pfadkonzept: Erzeugen des Pfades bei der Migration

Bild 3-3. Pfadkonzept: Verfügbarkeit des Pfades in Abhängigkeit von t, λ und n
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Agent

Agentenplatz
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e-3nλ

Ap(t)

tZeit t [Stunden]

n 1+
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Das Abhängigkeitsobjekt wird Schatten genannt. Der für den Schatten gewählte Platz muß nicht
notwendigerweise auf dem gleichen Knoten wie die Anwendung plaziert sein. Jeder Agent, der
von der Anwendung erzeugt wird, ist von dem Schatten abhängig (siehe Bild 3-4). Der Agent
ist damit nicht mehr von der Anwendung abhängig, die nun z.B. auf einem System ohne stän-
digen Netzwerkkontakt oder mit Unterbrechungen abgearbeitet werden kann. 

In regelmäßigen Abständen, ttl (time to live) genannt, wird für jeden Agenten überprüft, ob der
zugehörige Schatten noch existiert. Während der Überprüfung befindet sich der Agent in der
Check-Phase. Diese dauert an, bis ein neues Zeitquantum empfangen wird (siehe Bild 3-5). Ein
Agent in der Check-Phase darf nicht migrieren. 

Falls der Schatten nicht mehr existiert, z.B. weil ihn die Anwendung entfernt hat, dann ist der
Agent definitionsgemäß ein Waise. Dies wird entdeckt, sobald das Zeitquantum des Agenten
aufgebraucht ist. Wenn ein Platz, auf dem sich ein Schatten befindet, nicht erreichbar ist, dann
wird wiederholt versucht, den Kontakt aufzunehmen. Nach n nicht erfolgreichen Versuchen
wird angenommen, daß der Knoten auf dem sich der Schatten befindet, abgestürzt ist. Mit dieser
Annahme ist der Agent ein Waise und kann entfernt werden (siehe Bild 3-6).

Bild 3-4. Schattenkonzept: Erzeugung eines Schatten

Bild 3-5. Schatten: Anforderung eines neuen Zeitquantums

Bild 3-6. Schatten: erfolglose Anforderung eines neuen Zeitquantums
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Dies Verhalten ist korrekt, wenn der Knoten tatsächlich abgestürzt ist. Falls aber nur der Kom-
munikationskanal nicht verfügbar war, dann ist der Agent inkorrekterweise entfernt worden. Al-
lerdings weiß der Schatten spätestens nach der Zeit , mit d als der angenomme-
nen maximalen Nachrichtenübertragungszeit, daß der Agent terminiert ist, und korrigiert seine
Liste von abhängigen Agenten. Dies Verhalten garantiert korrekte Information beim Schatten
auch bei Netzwerkpartitionierungen. Der Vorteil ist, daß auch bei Netzwerkpartitionierung eine
obere Schranke für die verbleibende Lebenszeit aller abhängigen Agenten bei Entfernung des
Schatten gegeben werden kann. Diese Schranke ist auch wieder die Zeit . 

Neu erzeugten Agenten wird der Schatten des erzeugenden Agenten als Abhängigkeitsobjekt
zugeordnet. Weiterhin erhält er die gleiche verbleibende ttl wie der erzeugende Agent (siehe
Bild 3-7). Dies wird getan, um zu verhindern, daß ein Agent unendlich lang lebt, indem er kurz
vor Ablauf der ttl einen Kindagenten erzeugt. 

Die bisher beschriebene Funktionalität des Protokolls stellt nur eine Variante des Energiekon-
zeptes mit Zeit als beschränkendem Faktor dar. Durch Hinzufügen einer Variante des Pfadkon-
zeptes erweitern wir die Funktionalität um Terminierung und Finden von Agenten. In regelmä-
ßigen Abständen kontaktiert der Agent den Schatten und aktualisiert damit dessen Information
über seinen Aufenthaltsort. Die nun überflüssigen Pfadproxies können ohne weitere Kommuni-
kation entfernt werden. Um dies zu tun, wird die verbleibende ttl bei den Proxies gespeichert,
und der Proxy wird entfernt, sobald garantiert ist, daß der Pfad nicht mehr gebraucht wird (siehe
Bild 3-8). Selbst wenn der Pfad nicht mehr verfügbar ist, ist die oberste Zeitschranke, bis der
Agent wieder erreichbar ist, das zugeordnete Zeitquantum, da nach dieser Zeit ein Kontakt mit
dem Schatten notwendig ist.

Wenn zum Zeitpunkt einer Energieanforderung der Kommunikationskanal nicht verfügbar ist,
kann ein Agent fälschlicherweise zum Waisen erklärt werden. Durch die wiederholten Anfor-
derungen ist allerdings das Verhalten bei kurzfristigen Partitionierungen der maximalen Dauer

 besser als das Verhalten des Energiekonzeptes. Jeder Waise wird korrekt erkannt und
entfernt, auch bei Nichtverfügbarkeit des Kommunikationskanals.

Durch die Verwendung der ttl zur regelmäßigen Verkürzung des Pfades verfügt das Schatten-
konzept effektiv über eine Reparaturfunktionalität. Aus diesem Grund verfügt es über eine deut-
lich höhere Verfügbarkeit als das Pfadkonzept. Um genauere Vergleiche zu machen, haben wir
zwei Szenarios definiert, eines mit hoher Verfügbarkeit von Systemen und Kommunikationska-
nälen, und eines mit niedrigerer Verfügbarkeit, und vergleichen für eine Pfadlänge von 
die resultierenden Verfügbarkeiten.

Bild 3-7. Schatten: Erzeugung eines neuen Agenten

ttl 2 n 1+( )d+

ttl 2 n 1+( )d+
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Platz

Agent

Schatten

Platz
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Wir vergleichen zuerst den Einfluß der ttl auf die Verfügbarkeit des Pfades im Schattenkonzept.
Die Ergebnisse sind in Bild 3-9 dargestellt. Es ist zu berücksichtigen, daß selbst eine ttl von 6
min einen sehr hohen Wert darstellt. Die Wichtigkeit der ttl im Vergleich zur Verfügbarkeit der
Pfadkomponenten ist deutlich zu erkennen (siehe Vergrößerung in Bild 3-9b).

Bild 3-8. Schatten: regelmäßige Aktualisierung des Pfades

Bild 3-9. Schattenkonzept: Verfügbarkeit in Abhängigkeit von t, Fehlerrate λ und ttl
(hohe Verfügbarkeit=schwarz, niedrige Verfügbarkeit=grau, n=20)
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Wir vergleichen nun das Schattenkonzept mit dem Pfadkonzept. Wir wählen die vergleichswei-
se hohe ttl von 6 min. Wir sehen in Bild 3-10, daß die Verfügbarkeit des Schattenkonzepts durch
die wechselnden Verfügbarkeiten der beiden Szenarios kaum beeinflußt wird, während der Ein-
fluß auf das Pfadkonzept deutlich zu erkennen ist. Dies zeigt sich ganz besonders in den Gra-
phen, die die Differenz der Verfügbarkeit der beiden Konzepte darstellen.

Durch die Aktualisierung des Aufenthaltsortes des Agenten werden zwei Nachrichten pro
Agent pro ttl benötigt. Um Agenten zu finden, muß eine Nachricht entlang des Proxy-Pfades
geschickt werden. Dies bedeutet  Nachrichten entlang des Pfades.

4 Transformation von GC-Algorithmen
Wir geben nun eine kurze Übersicht über die alternativen Ideen für die Transformationen:

1. Agenten werden als Objekte definiert, die Abhängigkeitsobjekte γ referenzieren, d.h. ein 
Agent ist bezüglich des Garbage-Collection-Mechanismus ein Elternobjekt des Abhängig-
keitsobjektes. Ein Agent wird ein Waise, sobald er keine Referenzen zu Abhängigkeitsob-
jekten mehr hält. 

2. Ein Abhängigkeitsobjekt wird als Elternobjekt von abhängigen Agenten definiert. Wenn ein 
Agent durch kein Abhängigkeitsobjekt referenziert wird, dann erkennt der Algorithmus den 
Agenten als Waisen.

Verschiedene Transformationen bieten Funktionalität, die vergleichbar ist mit der Funktionali-
tät verschiedener Kontrollmechanismen für mobile Agenten. Insgesamt läßt sich aber festhal-
ten, daß die Transformationen einer Untermenge der existierenden Kontrollmechanismen ent-
sprechen. Es gibt z.B. keine Funktionalität, die dem Schattenkonzept entspricht. Beispielhaft
seien hier als Transformationen genannt:

• Weighted Reference Counting unter Zuhilfenahme der ersten Idee. Diese Transformation
bietet eine Funktionalität, die der des Energiekonzeptes entspricht. Der Verbrauch von zuge-
ordnetem Gewicht (dem Äquivalent zur Energie) ist allerdings auf Migrationen beschränkt.

• Local Reference Counting unter Zuhilfenahme der zweiten Idee. Durch diese Transformati-
on wird eine dem Pfadkonzept vergleichbare Funktionalität implementiert.

Bild 3-10. Vergleich der Verfügbarkeit von Schattenkonzept und Pfadkonzept

Schattenkonzept

Pfadkonzept

Differenz

Szenario 1

Szenario 2

Szenario 2

Szenario 1

n 1+
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5 Vergleich
Wir vergleichen nun die verschiedenen Ansätze. Die wichtigsten vergleichbaren Ansätze sind
vorgeschlagen worden in MILOJICIC ET AL. (1998), der Beschreibung des Standards MASIF,
und für die Aglets Workbench in ARIDOR AND OSHIMA (1998). Eine detaillierte Beschreibung
der verschiedenen in der Literatur vorgeschlagenen Mechanismen ist in der Abhandlung zu fin-
den. Die verschiedenen Mechanismen können unterteilt werden in nichtdeterministische (non-
deterministic) Mechanismen, in Mechanismen, die zusätzliche Information speichern (logging),
und Mechanismen, die keine zusätzliche Information verwenden (no logging.). Im Bereich der
nichtdeterministischen Ansätze finden sich Advertising (vorgeschlagen im MASIF-Standard),
das Energiekonzept und die Transformation von Weighted Reference Counting, WRC. Im Be-
reich der Mechanismen, die Information speichern, kann man Ansätze mit Pfaden und Daten-
bankansätze unterscheiden. Bei Pfaden finden sich als zeitbehaftete Variante das Schattenkon-
zept und als Variante ohne zeitlichen Einfluß das Pfadkonzept, Local Reference Counting LRC,
die Kombination von LRC und WRC, und Logging. Bei den Datenbankansätzen finden sich un-
ter anderem Registration, das Schattenkonzept, und eine weitere Transformation, Direct Refe-
rence Counting (DRC). Mechanismen ohne zusätzliche Informationshaltung werden aus-
schließlich im MASIF-Standard und in der Aglets-Workbench vorgeschlagen. Diese
Unterteilung führt zur Klassifikation in Bild 5-1.

Es ist deutlich sichtbar, daß die verschiedenen Transformationen eine Teilmenge der existieren-
den Kontrollmechanismen für mobile Agenten darstellen. 

In Bild 5-2 sind die verschiedenen Mechanismen eingeordnet bezüglich ihrer Nachrichtenkom-
plexität, ihrer Verfügbarkeit und der Verzögerung, die sie bei der Agentenmigration bewirken.
Abgesehen von den Mechanismen, die das Pfadkonzept implementieren, ist allgemein eine
hohe Verfügbarkeit gegeben. Aber die Mechanismen mit der niedrigsten Nachrichtenkomplexi-
tät (das Energiekonzept, WRC und Advertising) sind ungeeignet für das Finden und Terminie-
ren von mobilen Agenten. Weiterhin bieten nur das Energiekonzept und WRC die Möglichkeit
zur Waisenerkennung.

Die verbleibenden Mechanismen haben eine höhere Nachrichtenkomplexität. Aber nur beim
Schattenkonzept ist diese beeinflußbar, in Zusammenhang mit der Verfügbarkeit des Mechanis-
mus. Dieser Mechanismus bietet als einziger sowohl Waisenerkennung, als auch die Möglich-

Bild 5-1. Klassifikation der verschiedenen Ansätze
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keit, Agenten zu finden und zu terminieren. Außerdem behindert dieser Mechanismus nicht die
Autonomie von mobilen Agenten durch Verzögerung der Migration.

Die Mechanismen, die Datenbankfunktionalität implementieren, d.h. Registration und DRC ha-
ben im Vergleich eine höhere Nachrichtenkomplexität, die Migration ist verzögert, und die Me-
chanismen bieten keine Waisenerkennungsfunktionalität.

Der verbleibende Mechanismus, Brute Force, hat eine extrem hohe Nachrichtenkomplexität.
Die Anzahl gesendeter Nachrichten für das Finden eines Agenten entspricht der halben Anzahl
der Knoten im Agentensystem. Dies macht den Mechanismus in größeren Umgebungen un-
brauchbar.

6 Zusammenfassung
In dieser Arbeit haben wir neue Mechanismen für die Kontrolle von mobilen Agenten vorge-
schlagen. Besonders das Schattenkonzept bietet bei hoher Verfügbarkeit und wählbarer Nach-
richtenkomplexität sowohl Waisenerkennung als auch Finden und Terminieren von Agenten als
Funktionalität. Gleichzeitig wird die Migration und damit die Autonomie von mobilen Agenten
nicht behindert.

Weiterhin haben wir Transformationen aus dem Bereich der verteilten Garbage Collection vor-
geschlagen, und haben nachgewiesen, daß die Menge von Transformationen von Garbage-Col-
lection-Mechanismen eine Untermenge der Kontrollmechanismen für mobile Agenten darstellt.
Zusammen mit den Ergebnissen von TEL AND MATTERN (1993) kann diese Untermengenbezie-
hung auf den Bereich der Verteilten Algorithmen ausgeweitet werden.

In Zukunft könnte das Schattenkonzept so erweitert werden, daß als Parameter nur die benötigte
Verfügbarkeit gegeben wird. Der Mechanismus bestimmt selbstständig die momentane Verfüg-
barkeit und paßt das ausgegeben Zeitquantum entsprechend an. Außerdem könnte das Konzept

Bild 5-2. Vergleich der Eigenschaften verschiedener Kontrollmechanismen
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der zeitabhängigen Pfade in den Bereich der verteilten Garbage Collection eingebracht werden,
um die dort verwendeten Pfade (z.B. bei Local Reference Counting) mit höherer Verfügbarkeit
zu implementieren.
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1 Introduction

The Internet is widely advertised as the solution for all problems having to do with information

retrieval and electronic commerce. The common belief is that nearly everything can be found

and/or bought on the Internet. Moreover, the Internet itself is imagined to have technical quali-

ties that are nearly magical (at least by those who never used it): unlimited bandwidth, no net-

work latency, reliable communication are only a few of these. However, many of the technolog-

ical problems of the Internet have still to be solved before belief and reality meet. Besides

limited bandwidth and unreliable communication without quality-of-service guarantees, one of

the most difficult questions is how to deal with the dynamics of an ever-changing and daily

growing environment. Furthermore, mobility plays an increasing role. The problems associated

with it are manifold: a mobile device is frequently disconnected, be it through communication

failures, e.g. because the device communicating over a wireless network enters a screened area,

or because the user unplugged its network connection. It is neither foreseeable when and wheth-

er the device connects back, nor if it is connected back to the same network, e.g. if the device is

transported from Europe to Asia. These extra difficulties add considerably to the gravity of the

Internet’s problems.

On top of the Internet with all of its problems the World Wide Web has been established. The

World Wide Web provides access to information structured to some extent with hyperlinks. But

with every passing day it is less suited to organize a tremendous and ever growing amount of

data, that at times only incidentally conveys useful information. To make matters even more

complex, an electronic commerce infrastructure begins to emerge from the World Wide Web,

that has to support a secure means of online transactions with fault semantics that differ consid-

erably from those of the underlying network, the Internet. Additionally this electronic com-

“Where shall I begin, please your Majesty?” 
he asked.

“Begin at the beginning,” the King said, gravely, 
“and go on till you come to the end; then stop.”

Lewis Carrol, Alice in Wonderland
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merce infrastructure is orders of magnitude larger than every traditional distributed system, for

which solutions providing secure online transactions exist.

Thus in a situation that becomes worse with every day traditional distributed systems have no

ready answer to solve the problems of the Internet, the World Wide Web and the emerging elec-

tronic commerce systems.

In this situation, a shift in the underlying computing paradigm seems necessary to provide a

fresh and unobstructed point of view to find new solutions for these problems. One of the new,

encouraging paradigms studied in detail is the mobile agent paradigm. Mobile agents promise

to deal more efficiently and elegantly with the dynamic, heterogeneous, and open environment,

which is today’s Internet.

A mobile agent is an active entity that can act within a distributed system of agent places on

behalf of its user, following a given task. A place provides an abstract representation of a host

and its services. The agent can autonomously migrate from one place in the network to another

during its execution. While it computes, it is able to observe its environment and to adapt dy-

namically to changes. It can continue its computations asynchronously even if the user that has

started it is (temporarily) not connected to the distributed system any more, i.e. the mobile agent

paradigm is able to support mobile computing quite naturally. By moving the agent to the host

on which data resides, communication latency may be reduced in many cases. Furthermore, by

processing the data and sending only the relevant results, the consumption of bandwidth and/or

the connection time can be reduced, which is again an advantage for mobile computing.

Applications for mobile agents are widespread and encompass not only applications in electron-

ic commerce environments and applications to search and filter global information spaces, but

can also be found in the areas of network management, monitoring, information dissemination

or parallel processing. These are only some of the application areas on which many different

authors agree, e.g. ROTHERMEL AND SCHWEHM (1998), FÜNFROCKEN AND MATTERN (1999),

WONG, PACIOREK AND MOORE(1999) and LANGE AND OSHIMA (1999) consider these and oth-

er application areas.
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In all of these applications mechanisms are needed that provide the user with the ability to con-

trol mobile agents. Control mechanisms can have the following functionality:

• Finding agents. For example, if an agent has been sent out, and the user requests a status re-

port, then the agent has to be located somehow to allow a detailed examination.

• Termination of agents. If a user decides that an agent is no longer used, then the system

should allow the user-controlled termination of the agent.

• Orphan detection. If an agent has become an orphan, then the system should detect this and

remove it. To detect an orphan, a relationship is needed that can be exploited to derive the

status of an agent. In contrast to e.g. client/server systems no natural relationship between

mobile agents, or between mobile agents and objects outside the mobile agent system exists.

Hence an artificial definition of such a relationship has to be introduced to allow orphan de-

tection.

In this thesis, we will define a relationship between an agent and a dependency object that al-

lows the detection of orphans. The dependency object might be another agent, a system struc-

ture or something else. Based on this we will propose different mechanisms providing function-

ality for locating agents, for terminating them, and for orphan detection.

In the area of mobile agent systems the current research concentrates on the implementation of

basic systems, i.e. systems supporting simple communication and migration. Only slowly the

problem area of control algorithms for mobile agents is beginning to evoke the interest of the

research community. The approaches published are not very complex and do not fully take into

account the unique situation of a widely distributed system with unreliable communication and

frequently disconnected devices. One example is an approach that implements a brute force

search of the whole distributed system, which is comparable to a broadcast to all nodes of the

Internet. Another approach is to try and guess the agent’s location. The system and failure mod-

els of these approaches are still a bit idealized and do not fully fit the situation in the Internet.

In this thesis we will concentrate on mechanisms based on a system and a failure model con-

forming to the existing Internet. 

First the energy concept is presented, which supports orphan detection for mobile agents. In this

concept every agent gets some energy. Every action the agent takes, every service that is used,

costs energy. When the energy is used up, the agent is an orphan and can be removed by the

system. Locating an agent or terminating it is not possible with this concept.
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Then the path concept will be discussed, a variant of which is used in the area of distributed sys-

tems to track mobile objects. This concept provides functionality for locating agents and for

their termination, but offers no orphan detection functionality. Every agent leaves a path in the

system, i.e. whenever an agent migrates, information is left behind about the agent’s target

place. The path can be followed to find the agent, and/or to terminate it.

The third concept presented is the shadow concept. This concept supports locating and termi-

nating of mobile agents and furthermore, provides orphan detection functionality. It combines

the energy concept and the path concept in a way that leaves the agents most of their autonomy,

has low communication costs, and provides excellent fault tolerance (i.e. a high availability).

An agent leaves a trail in the system, but in contrast to the trail in the path concept, this trail is

cut short in regular intervals. To allow for simple locating and termination of agents, a delegate

of the application is left in the system, the shadow. As long as the shadow exists, all dependent

agents are allowed to continue their work, i.e. the agents are no longer depending on the avail-

ability of the application. Thus no permanent connection between agents and application is

needed, an application can e.g. run only intermittently to check for results.

In the area of distributed algorithms mechanisms have been developed to solve similar problems

(i.e. termination detection and distributed garbage collection). TEL AND MATTERN (1993)

proved that the class of termination detection algorithms and the class of garbage collection al-

gorithms are identical. Using a transformation, an algorithm of one class can be changed into an

algorithm of the other class and vice versa. In fact, new algorithms were discovered this way.

A similar transformation providing the conversion of either of these classes into control algo-

rithms for mobile agents should allow access to a large number of algorithms for controlling

mobile agents. But the failure model of the area of distributed algorithms and of the area of mo-

bile agents are radically different, ruling out the direct use of these mechanisms.

Instead we will use transformed garbage collection algorithms to show the following: all the

principles of the transformed algorithms can be found in the control mechanisms proposed in

this thesis or in the literature. Furthermore, the proposed control algorithms show elements (e.g.

the timed paths of the shadow concept) that are not found in garbage collection algorithms. This

ensures that, even if the failure model is still different, the class of garbage collection algorithms

is a subset of the class of control algorithms for mobile agents. Furthermore, if a new, radically

different algorithm is developed either in the area of termination detection or in the area of dis-
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tributed garbage collection, it can be transformed at once and its principles can be exploited for

developing new control mechanisms for mobile agents.

Finally the control mechanisms are compared with mechanisms presented in the literature re-

garding reliability, message complexity, interference with the agent autonomy and usability for

applications.

1.1 Roadmap to the Thesis

In this thesis we will present control mechanisms specifically designed for mobile agent sys-

tems, and transformations of algorithms from the area of distributed systems. 

To this end, we start with brief introductions to some of the areas that we touch in the course of

the thesis. Chapter 2 contains a short introduction to mobile agents, presents the agent model

used in this thesis and a precise definition of a relationship that can be used for orphan detection,

defines requirements for control protocols in mobile agent systems, and gives an overview of

related work. In Chapter 3 we give a short introduction to fault tolerance and establish the failure

model used throughout the thesis. 

In the following chapter we go into the details of different control mechanisms for mobile

agents. Chapter 4 contains the protocols that we propose for mobile agent systems. 

In Chapter 5 we will examine algorithms from the area of distributed garbage collection. These

algorithms are then transformed into control mechanisms for mobile agents in Chapter 6. We

compare the transformations with the existing control mechanisms for mobile agents in Chapter

7.

Chapter 8 completes the thesis with a summary of the contributions and a discussion of future

work. In Appendix A an introduction to probability theory is given.
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2 Mobile Agents

Due to its notable properties the mobile agent paradigm has received a rapid growth in attention

over the last few years. The research community involved in the area of mobile agents is steadily

growing, and more and more systems are being developed in both academia and industry. More-

over, standardization efforts for mobile agent facilities and architectures are already in progress. 

These architectures have to provide functionality for agent migration, communication of agents

with other agents and with the underlying system, and for agent control (i.e. to start agents, to

stop agents, to find agents etc.). While support for agent migration and for communication be-

tween agents is provided by nearly all mobile agent systems, support for control mechanisms

(apart from the ability to start agents) is neglected in most existing systems so far. 

Depending on the application in which the mobile agent paradigm is to be used, additional sup-

port for security or for transactions is necessary. Since we concentrate on control mechanisms

in this thesis, we will not discuss these further. The interested reader is referred to HOHL (1997)

regarding security, and to ROTHERMEL AND STRASSER (1998) regarding a mechanism providing

exactly-once semantics for mobile agents.

This chapter first gives a short introduction to mobile agents, including a short history, a discus-

sion of properties of mobile agents and of applications using mobile agents. Examples of mobile

agent systems will provide us with an understanding of the similarities between the different ap-

proaches. This understanding allows to define a minimal agent model that provides a common

ground for all the existing systems. By using this agent model as the basis for developing our

mechanisms, it is ensured that they can be used in all these systems (and most probably in other

existing systems as well). We will then assert why control mechanisms for mobile agents are of

importance if applications are to be used successfully in an open environment like the Internet.

Over hill, over dale,
Thorough bush, thorough brier,

Over park, over pale,
Thorough flood, thorough fire,

I do wander every where,
Swifter than the moone’s sphere.

W. Shakespeare, Midsummer-Night’s Dream
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We will examine why control mechanisms for mobile agents have to be different from those for

classical distributed systems. Finally, we will give an overview over the work in the area of mo-

bile agents which relates to control aspects. 

2.1 Introduction to Mobile Agents

2.1.1 A Short History of Mobile Agents

The idea to send machine independent executable messages via a network can be traced back to

the very beginning of the Internet, where the Decode-Encode-Language DEL was considered

for running interactive programs on remote consoles of a networked system (RULIFSON (1969)).

Later the idea emerged independently in the area of radio network communication, where the

SOFTNET project used Forth-messages to transmit data as well as to reprogram the underlying

network. Details can be found in ZANDER (1981). Another early approach was the Network

Command Language by FALCONE (1987). 

In the early eighties a new communication paradigm, the concept of the remote procedure call,

introduced by BIRRELL AND NELSON (1984), became increasingly popular, and led to today’s

prevalent architectural model for distributed systems, the client/server model. STAMOS AND

GIFFORD (1990) combined the RPC and the idea of executable messages into a concept called

remote evaluation. Here a process passes not only the parameters of the called procedure but the

code of the procedure as well. 

In the beginning of the nineties the term ‘messengers’ was used by TSCHUDIN (1993) to denote

active messages programmed in his Postscript-like language M0. The term ‘mobile agent’ was

finally coined in a white paper by General Magic Inc. in 1994 (republished in WHITE (1997)).

The idea described there was so appealing that it initiated research all over the world.

General Magic’s Telescript language was specifically designed for mobile agent programming

and already included most of the concepts of later mobile agent systems, but it was dropped

when it became clear that it could not compete with Java (see SUN (1994) and SUN (1999) for

details) as a commercial product. In the sequel several mobile agent systems have been devel-

oped in the research community. In the beginning the research systems were based on diverse

programming languages, e.g. Agent Tcl, which is based on the scripting language Tcl (see GRAY
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ET AL. (1996) and GRAY (1997) for a description). Today most of the existing systems are based

on Java. Examples are Mole, developed at the University of Stuttgart or Aglets by the IBM

Aglets Workbench Team. Details regarding Mole can be found in BAUMANN ET AL. (1998A) and

an introduction to Aglets is given in LANGE AND OSHIMA (1998). Other approaches use a lan-

guage independent approach like TACOMA by JOHANSEN ET AL. (1995) or Ara by PEINE AND

STOLPMANN (1997). Recently, several companies and research groups have promoted MASIF,

an OMG standard for mobile agent systems (see MILOJICIC ET AL. (1998)). A short description

of these systems will be given in Chapter 2.2. Interestingly, one of the companies supporting the

MASIF standard is General Magic Inc., where in the meantime a Java-based mobile agent sys-

tem called Odyssey has been developed. Details to Odyssey can be found in GENERAL

MAGIC (1997).

2.1.2 Properties of Mobile Agents

The mobile agent paradigm provides some very interesting properties, which are very important

for applications employing mobile agents (see next section). The mobile agent paradigm

• supports asynchronous and autonomous operation. 

A mobile agent does not need a permanent connection to its owner, i.e. the device of the own-

er; it performs its task asynchronously. Asynchronous communication mechanisms, such as

asynchronous message queues (e.g. see IBM (1999A)), are used in classical distributed sys-

tems as well, but there the client performing a task must be available to receive incoming

messages and react to them, i.e. it needs a permanent connection. This can be very problem-

atic e.g. if the client is located on a mobile device. By employing the mobile agent paradigm,

a task can be encapsulated in an agent created on the mobile device while disconnected. This

agent is then launched into the network, where it performs its task. Necessarily, the mobile

device has to connect to the network for this. The agent now autonomously follows the given

task. Clearly, the mobile device can be disconnected as soon as the agent is transferred. Later,

the mobile device can reconnect to accept the results of the agent’s task.

• allows dynamic and flexible adaptation to a changing environment. 

Mobile agents can examine their execution environment, and adapt dynamically to changes,

e.g. by using different services. If a service needed (e.g. a database) is not accessible, then

the agent may choose to use a combination of other services to access the same information,
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or it may move to another host in the network. This service might even be the execution en-

vironment itself.

• allows reduction of communication costs. 

By transferring an agent across the network to the source of data to process it there, the com-

munication bandwidth and communication latency can be reduced. An example is the

processing of weather data, where sometimes large amounts of data have to be processed

with varying algorithms. One way to solve this problem is to transfer the data over the net-

work. If instead an agent is moved to the systems hosting the weather data, only the results

of the processing have to be sent back. This is done with the system TACOMA (see JO-

HANSEN ET AL. (1995) for an introduction). 

• allows encapsulation of protocols. 

The Internet’s fast growth has increased the number of computers, protocols and data formats

for data exchange to a point, where it is cumbersome if not impossible to upgrade protocol

code properly. As a result, protocols often become a legacy problem. Mobile agents permit

new protocols to be installed automatically, and only as needed for a particular interaction.

• provides support for fault-tolerant computing. 

The potential of a mobile agent to react dynamically to unfavourable situations makes it eas-

ier to build robust and fault-tolerant distributed systems. An agent can e.g. be instructed how

to solve problems such as services that are no longer provided by using alternate services, or

failing communication channels e.g. by using other servers providing the needed service.

As has been pointed out by CHESS ET AL. (1997), most of these properties could be achieved by

other means, but not in this combination, and not while offering the flexibility provided by the

mobile agent paradigm.

2.1.3 Applications

No single killer application employing mobile agent technology has been identified yet, but ap-

plications exist that profit considerably from the mobile agent paradigm. Many of these have

been pointed out by authors such as CHESS ET AL. (1997), ROTHERMEL AND SCHWEHM (1998),

FÜNFROCKEN AND MATTERN (1999), WONG, PACIOREK AND MOORE(1999) and LANGE AND

OSHIMA (1999). 
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The most interesting of these applications are:

• Electronic commerce. 

Electronic commerce is certainly one of the most attractive application areas: a commercial

transaction may require real-time access to remote resources, such as stock quotes, and fast

reactions which are not impeded by a slow network. A mobile agent can act and negotiate on

behalf of its user, buying, selling, or trading goods, services or information. One example for

an e-commerce platform with mobile agents is TabiCan (see IBM (1997)), an electronic mar-

ketplace framework based on IBM aglets.

• Distributed information retrieval.

Instead of moving large amounts of data through the network to extract the needed informa-

tion on the client side, an agent can be sent to remote information sources, where the infor-

mation can be extracted locally. This is especially valuable, if the information to be extracted

cannot be anticipated exactly. A mobile agent can incorporate an implementation of a specif-

ic search algorithm that extracts the data, and move to the location of the data, thus allowing

for semantic information compression locally. In particular, when information spread across

multiple sites has to be related, the mobile agent paradigm is beneficial. In THEILMANN AND

ROTHERMEL (1999) this application of mobile agents has been discussed. In combination

with parallel processing, i.e. by employing more than one agent, and a coordination concept

(e.g. see BAUMANN AND RADOUNIKLIS (1997)) distributed information retrieval is consider-

ably facilitated.

• Monitoring.

An agent can be sent out to monitor a given information source or wait for a specific event.

As soon as a change occurs, the agent reacts according to its programming; it e.g. sends a

message or buys shares on a stock market. Another example is the monitoring and manage-

ment of network devices (e.g. see BALDI, GAI AND PICCO (1997) for a discussion). The ad-

vantages of mobile agents in this application area are the flexibility of the agent’s program-

ming and the asynchronous and autonomous execution. 

• Workflow management systems.

In workflow applications the flow of data between coworkers characterizes the processing of

information. Mobile agents are especially useful here because they provide mobility, behav-

iour, information about the workflow and autonomy to every workflow item. Thus the work-
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flow becomes independent of a particular workflow application. Moreover, the agent can

provide all code necessary to access the items’ information in a semantically correct manner.

SCHÜTZNER (1999) is an example of integrating mobile agents with workflows.

• Information dissemination.

Mobile agents can disseminate information (e.g. news) to a number of customers. They pro-

vide access policies, which e.g. ensure that an article can only be read after the customer has

paid for it. Additionally they implement the functionality needed to show the news article in

the way best suited to article and output medium, e.g. computer or PDA screen, or printer.

One example of an information dissemination infrastructure has been described in KON-

STANTAS ET AL. (1996).

• Parallel processing.

In principle, parallel processes can be distributed by mobile agents very easily. The mobile

agents distributing the computation might even redistribute themselves to adapt to changes

in the environment. A framework to allow transparent distribution of computations over a

network of mobile agent systems has been presented in STRASSER, BAUMANN AND

SCHWEHM (1999). Using such a framework, all computations which can be split into smaller,

autonomously computable parts can be distributed automatically, thus employing the full

computational capacity of a network of computers.

• Software deployment.

Mobile agents can be used to automate the process of software installation and software up-

dates. Before transporting the software package itself to the target computer, an agent can

gather information about the environment in which the software will be installed, e.g. its ver-

sion and additional packages. It can query the user for installation preferences, uncompress

and compile the software, and watch for future software updates.

2.2 Examples of Mobile Agent Systems

We will now briefly examine the different systems mentioned above. We will concentrate on the

functionality directly influencing the respective agent model. This information can then be used

to derive a minimal agent model based on the different approaches. By using this minimal agent

model it can be ensured that the mechanisms developed in this thesis are usable in all of these

systems.
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2.2.1 Java-Based Systems

2.2.1.1 Mole

Mole has been one of the first Java based mobile agent systems and was developed at the Uni-

versity of Stuttgart (see BAUMANN ET AL. (1998B)). Agents in Mole have immutable, globally

unique names and can provide or request services, which can be announced and looked up lo-

cally. They can migrate between different places, which are an abstraction of a host, to meet oth-

er agents and to access services provided by agents or places. Mole supports many different

communication mechanisms, e.g. simple messages, RPC-like communication, or session mech-

anisms, both locally and globally. Agents can be addressed either through their globally unique

name or through badges, which can be put on or removed at will (see BAUMANN ET AL. (1997)

for a detailed description).

2.2.1.2 The Aglets Workbench

The Aglets workbench was created at the IBM Tokyo Research Laboratory (see IBM (1999B)).

An aglet is a combination of the applet model and the agent model, adding mobility to applets.

While this approach allows an applet programmer to quickly grasp the functionality of aglets,

it constrains aglets to a mainly event-based model. Aglets have immutable, globally unique

names and can communicate with other aglets via messages. Communication can be local and

global, synchronous or asynchronous. Aglets can migrate between contexts (the framework’s

term for a place) to access services provided by the context or to communicate with other agents.

2.2.2 Other High-Level Language-Based Systems

2.2.2.1 Telescript

Telescript is a language that has been developed particularly for the programming of mobile

agents by General Magic Inc. in 1994. WHITE (1997) gives an introduction to Telescript. It con-

sists of two parts, an object-oriented language called High Telescript, and a virtual machine

code called Low Telescript, into which High Telescript is compiled. Unlike Java, Telescript fo-

cuses on the concept of a process with its associated concepts of ownership of objects and exe-
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cution state. Thus, Telescript avoids many of today’s problems with Java-based agent systems,

some of which are the lack of support for resource control, and the lack of support for retrieving

the full execution state of an object. Central concepts are the place process and the agent proc-

ess. Places can contain other processes, i.e. both places and agents. All processes have globally

unique, immutable names. Agents on the same place can communicate via a session concept

called meet, agents on different places communicate via connections instead. They can move

between places to meet other agents or to use services provided by the place.

2.2.2.2 AgentTcl

AgentTcl is a mobile agent system based on the typeless scripting language Tcl (Tool command

language). It has been developed by GRAY ET AL. (1996) at the Dartmouth College. AgentTcl

provides only low-level and typeless communication to send and receive single message or

message streams. An agent name contains its network location, i.e. while globally unique, it is

not immutable. Agents can migrate between agent servers (the AgentTcl term for places), which

manage the status of the agents on the site and provide the functionality for migration and com-

munication. All other services have to be provided by agents.

2.2.3 Language-Independent Systems

2.2.3.1 TACOMA

The TACOMA (Tromsø And COrnell Moving Agents) system is a language-independent mo-

bile agent system that supports agents written in Tcl, C, C++, Perl, Scheme and others (see JO-

HANSEN ET AL. (1995) for a description). Two main low-level mechanisms are characteristic for

TACOMA: folders, where agents store data, and the meet operation which, in contrast to the

meet semantics in other agent systems, starts another agent and transfers a folder as an argu-

ment. Folders contain elements, each of which is an uninterpreted sequence of bits. When an

agent wants to migrate from one host to another (the place concept does not exist in TACOMA),

it can put folders into its briefcase, which is transported to the new host, where a new instance

of the agent is started with the briefcase as an argument. Data can also left behind by agents in

site-local folders, which are collected in file cabinets. 
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2.2.3.2 ARA

The ARA (Agents for Remote Action) system is a mobile agent platform that has been devel-

oped at the University of Kaiserslautern by PEINE AND STOLPMANN (1997). ARA follows a lan-

guage-independent approach: Tcl, C and Java are the languages supported at the moment. The

programming model of ARA consists of agents moving between places, where they use services

provided by the host or other agents. Agents have globally unique identifiers, which can be used

to send remote messages or can be employed for local client/server communication. Higher

communication mechanisms must be built on top of these mechanisms.

2.2.4 Standardization Efforts

At the moment there are various standardization efforts in progress, some of which are driven

by the AGENT SOCIETY (1999) or by the FIPA (1999). But the most interesting of the standard-

ization efforts is MASIF, the OMG Mobile Agent System Interoperability Facility (see MILO-

JICIC ET AL. (1998) for a description of the standard), which is backed by many of the companies

and research institutes involved in the mobile agent field.

MASIF tries to define a minimal interoperable interface for mobile agent systems. Communi-

cation is not addressed in the standard, i.e. left to CORBA standards. Agents in the MASIF

standard can migrate between places, and they have a unique identifier. The standard is naturally

focusing on CORBA as a system infrastructure (e.g. for serialization), but does not enforce it as

a means of communication. Furthermore mechanisms for locating agents are presented in the

standard (see Chapter 2.5 for a discussion).

2.3 Our Agent Model

The agent model used for this thesis contains only those properties that are either common to

the mobile agent systems presented above, or can be provided by them without problems. The

agent models of the systems discussed above are based on the concepts of places and agents (see

Figure 2-1). Some systems use a different terminology to describe these concepts (see above),

but we will use the terms adopted by the majority of mobile agent systems.
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Places provide the environment for executing mobile agents. Additionally, they may provide ab-

stractions of services of the underlying node. A place is entirely located on a single node of the

underlying network. An agent system consists of a number of these places. 

Mobile agents are active entities, which may move from place to place to meet other agents and

to access the places’ services. An agent can be created either by an application outside the agent

system, or by another agent. An agent can be identified by a globally unique agent identifier,

which is generated at the agent’s creation time and is not changed throughout its life. The place

on which the agent has been created can be derived from the identifier. Communication between

agents may be local or global.

2.3.1 Relations between Agents

In the course of this thesis we will need the concept of a dependency between mobile agents,

but in mobile agent systems no natural relationship exists that would allow to derive dependen-

cies between the mobile agents. In other areas of the field of distributed systems these relation-

ships are common. There natural relationships between the participants of the system are used

to derive the dependencies. Typical relationships are:

• the client/server relationship, in which a server activity has a clear relation to a request sent

by a client (e.g. see TANENBAUM (1995) or COMER AND STEVENS (1993)).

• the parent/child relationship of migrating processes in distributed systems, where a process

has at any time a parent process it depends on, i.e. the process that created it. One example

Figure 2-1. The agent model
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for a system using such a relationship is the distributed system Sprite, which is described in

DOUGLIS AND OUSTERHOUT (1991).

• the reference relationship in the area of distributed garbage collection, where some distin-

guished objects, called root objects, are needed by the computation, e.g. because they interact

with the user. If an object is reachable directly or indirectly, by following references from the

root object, it is called alive. Only objects which are alive can affect the result of the compu-

tation (see SHAPIRO ET AL. (1994) for an introduction).

The dependency provided by these relationships allows to decide whether a dependent process,

thread or object can be declared to be an orphan and can be removed. Since nothing comparable

exists for mobile agents, a concept has to be provided that supports such a relationship. To that

end we now introduce the concept of a dependency object:

Definition 2-1: Dependency Object

A dependency object is an object that provides a parent relation to another object.

The dependency object can be an agent, an object on a place, or even the place itself. Let us de-

note a child as being an object which depends on a dependency object. This dependency object

is then the child’s parent. The child is not necessarily limited to exactly one dependency object. 

We assume that a child agent needs the existence of at least one of its dependency objects. Based

on this assumption we can define an orphan agent as:

Definition 2-2: Orphan

An agent is an orphan when no dependency object relates to it.

2.3.1.1 A Group Concept with the Dependency Object

To illustrate the generality of the concept of dependency objects, we define a group concept, in

which an agent depends on the existence of the group of which it is a member. The following

definition is only one of many possible definitions of a group and an orphan agent employing

the dependency object.

Let us see an agent group as a collection of mobile agents pursuing a common goal. We define

that no agent exists without an associated group. An agent without a group is an orphan and can
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be removed from the system. Each group has an associated group object γ, that represents the

group, and exists exactly as long as the group exists. This group object is realized as a depend-

ency object. If an agent joins a group then the group object is established as a new dependency

object of the joining agent. A group of agents will be denoted as Gγ, an agent belonging to a

group Gγ as Aγ. Let us indicate that an agent A depends on a group object γ with A γ. Then

a group can be defined as

with Gγ as an agent group containing all agents A that depend on the group object γ (i.e. all Aγ).

An agent can be a member of more than one group. In that case it is no orphan as long as at least

any one of the groups, i.e. one of the associated group objects, exists. The set of groups an agent

is member of can be defined as

with MA as the set of all groups Gγ for which the agent A depends on the group objects γ. Now

an orphan is an agent for which the following condition holds true:

2.4 Control Mechanisms for Mobile Agents

We define control mechanisms for mobile agents as mechanisms that provide at least one of the

following functionalities: 

• locating agents. A mechanism for locating agents returns either the current location of the

agent, or the information that the agent does not exist anymore. In many applications the abil-

ity to get information about the computation in progress, i.e. to get status information from

the working agents, or to interact with the agents, e.g. to change their behaviour, is essential.

To do this reliably and with acceptable costs, mechanisms have to be used that locate the

agent in order to communicate.

To interact with an agent, in principle an alternative to explicitly locate the agent exists. By

employing an anonymous group communication mechanism the agent would not have to be

located. Examples for anonymous group communication mechanisms are distributed tuple

spaces (for an introduction to tuple spaces see CARRIERO AND GELERNTER (1989)) or distrib-

→

Gγ A A γ→{ }=

MA Gγ A γ→{ }=

A is orphan MA⇔ ∅{ }=
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uted event channels as defined by the OMG. BAUMANN ET AL. (1997) present different pos-

sible applications for this type of communication. But these mechanisms either provide only

best-effort semantics, or are extremely expensive if reliable communication is needed.

BECK (1997) and KUBACH (1998) discuss the problem of communication with mobile par-

ticipants in more detail. Since the existing mechanisms are neither designed for mobile par-

ticipants nor designed to communicate with one mobile participant efficiently, a mechanism

that is explicitly designed to locate a mobile agent will provide the same functionality with

less communication costs.

• detection of orphan agents. A mechanism that provides orphan detection functionality de-

cides whether an agent is an orphan according to Definition 2-2. By employing such a mech-

anism a mobile agent system can remove orphan agents, thus reclaiming occupied resources.

In a commercial environment, or in an environment with limited resources, it is important

that only as many resources as needed are used. Consider the following scenario: an agent A

on a place P creates child agents that search for prices of VCRs in a distributed database and

report the results back to agent A. Place P crashes and the agent A is lost. The child agents

are no longer able to report their findings, and unnecessarily consume resources. By detect-

ing that the child agents are orphans the system can remove them and thus minimize the re-

source consumption. 

• termination of agents. A mechanism providing this functionality allows an agent to be

stopped and removed from the system, regardless of the agent’s location.

For example, if the results of a mobile agent searching a distributed data base are no longer

relevant, or if an agent monitoring an information source is no longer needed, then the agent

could be terminated. One possibility to implement a mechanism for terminating agents is to

use a mechanism to locate the agent and to send the termination command to it subsequently.

But it would be even better to have a mechanism for locating agents that has been designed

with this application in mind, a mechanism that could deliver this command immediately

when it locates the agent.

To summarize our findings, the different functionalities that can be part of control mechanisms

are needed by applications or by the user, and should be provided by every mobile agent system.
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2.5 Related Work in the Area of Mobile Agents

As has been said before, support for control mechanisms has been neglected in most mobile

agent systems so far (apart from functionality for creating agents). The two exceptions are the

MASIF standard and the Aglets Workbench. We will now give an overview of the provided

mechanisms, first for locating agents, then for orphan detection, and finally for termination.

2.5.1 Locating Agents

Different potential mechanisms for locating agents can be identified, depending on the assump-

tions about migrational behaviour, on assumptions about the size of the agent system, and on

assumptions about the communication costs. If we assume that an agent migrates only along a

preordained migration path, then two mechanisms for locating agents come to mind: firstly, the

migration path is searched sequentially, and secondly, the migration path is searched in parallel.

CHEN AND LENG (1997) published a third approach. They try to find an agent by guessing its

location (see below for the discussion). Since the assumption of a static path stands in contrast

to the autonomy propagated by the mobile agent paradigm, we will concentrate on the assump-

tion that the migration path of a mobile agent is not given in advance.

With dynamic paths, three different groups of mechanisms exist: mechanisms using no logging

(brute force methods), mechanisms employing logging (either database or path proxies), and

mechanisms applying non-deterministic methods. A database can be either centralized or dis-

tributed, and paths can be timed (i.e. they are valid only for a limited time) or untimed. For each

of the different types of mechanisms implementations exist, which are given at the bottom of

Figure 2-2. The energy concept and timed path proxies (in the shadow concept), that have been

implemented in Mole, will be introduced in Chapter 4.
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Let us now examine the different proposed mechanisms.

2.5.1.1 MASIF

According to MILOJICIC ET AL. (1998) MASIF defines an interface named MAFFinder, which

offers methods to locate agents. It allows access to the following location techniques:

1. Brute force search (dynamic path | no logging | parallel). This technique first identifies 

every agent system in a region, a set of agent systems owned by the same person or organi-

zation. Then each system is checked to find the agent.

2. Logging (dynamic path | logging | path proxies | untimed). When an agent leaves an agent 

system, it leaves on this system a log entry (called mark) that says where it is going. By fol-

lowing the log entries the agent can be located. The log entries are garbage-collected after 

the agent dies. It is not discussed how this garbage collection is done.

3. Agent registration (dynamic path | logging | database | centralized). Every agent registers 

its current location in one centralized database. This database can be queried to find the 

agent. 

4. Agent advertisement (dynamic path | nondeterministic | advertising). The agent advertises 

its location whenever it deems it necessary. To find an agent for which the advertised infor-

mation is out-of-date, brute force search has to be used.

Figure 2-2. Locating agents: different mechanisms.
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It is clear that the first technique is no feasible solution for large mobile agent systems. Either

the agent can only be found in the own area of authority, or the whole distributed system (in the

worst case the Internet) has to be searched. The second technique is comparable with the object

proxies discussed in JUL ET AL. (1988) for Emerald. The path concept discussed in Chapter 4 is

also similar, but additionally provides the ability to shorten the path to increase the reliability.

The main disadvantage of this concept is its low reliability (for details see the fault tolerance

discussion in Chapter 4.2.3). The third technique places an overhead on the agent migration, de-

lays the agent, since it has to wait for the acknowledgment, and makes the agent migration de-

pendent on the reliability of the network between agent and database. The last approach burdens

the agent programmer with the decision when to advertise the agent location. Furthermore, with

this technique it is not guaranteed that the agent can be found at all. 

2.5.1.2 Aglets Workbench

ARIDOR AND OSHIMA (1998) discuss requirements for a mobile agent infrastructure and present

their implementation in the Aglets Workbench. The schemes for locating agents discussed here

are very similar to those given in the MASIF. The main differences are: 

• the brute force search can be done either sequentially (dynamic path | no logging | sequential)

or in parallel (dynamic path | no logging | parallel).

• paths created by the logging scheme can be cut short.

• registration can be used with distributed data bases. It is not described how the databases are

distributed, but an approach using partitioning could be feasible (dynamic path | logging |

database | distributed).

• The advertisement scheme is not part of the Aglets Workbench.

2.5.1.3 Locating Agents with the Help of a Probability Function

In CHEN AND LENG (1997), a mechanism has been proposed that uses the knowledge of an

agent’s movements to guess its location with the help of a probability function (preordained

path | guessing). It assumes a predefined path from which the agent cannot deviate, and tries to

compute the current place of the agent using the time interval since the agent left, assuming a

binomial distribution of the execution time on each place. This assumption makes the approach

unusable for all those applications in which the migration path of the agent is not known in ad-
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vance. For example, in electronic commerce or in information retrieval scenarios the migration

path of the agents depend on information they get while en route. Furthermore, this approach

does not guarantee that the agent is found before arriving at its end point, e.g. if the agent leaves

every place just before the mechanism guesses this place.

2.5.2 Orphan Detection

Apart from Mole, where the orphan detection mechanisms proposed in Chapter 4 have been im-

plemented, no mobile agent system provides functionality for orphan detection.

2.5.3 Termination

Apart from Mole, which supports termination through the mechanisms described in Chapter 4,

only the MASIF standard and the Aglets Workbench discuss termination of agents. In both cases

it is expected that the agent’s location is known already. It can be assumed that both used the

mechanisms for locating agents that they propose. Thus termination is a two-step process, first

locating the agent, then sending the termination request to the agent. In contrast to this, the

mechanisms proposed in this thesis combine the locating of the agent and the subsequent termi-

nation.

2.5.3.1 MASIF

The MASIF standard provides a method for terminating mobile agents as part of the MAFA-

gentSystem interface. No further explanation is given.

2.5.3.2 Aglets Workbench

The Aglets Workbench provides one control mechanism that retracts an agent from the place

where it is executed. The retraction pulls the aglet from its current place and places it on the

place from which this action was requested. The Aglet specification 1.1 (see IBM (1999C)) ad-

ditionally states that if “[...] the agent is successfully transferred, the receiver must terminate the

agent and release any resources consumed by it.” Thus a retraction is effectively a termination

of a mobile agent, combined with the transfer of its state to the place requesting it.
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3 System and Failure Model

Fault tolerance in distributed computing is a wide area with a substantial body of literature. Un-

til the early 90’s, this area was split into many, apparently unrelated, subdisciplines with distinct

terminologies and methodologies. Even terms that are central to the field like “fault”, “failure”

and “error” had different definitions. These differences hindered the development of a common

understanding of even simple failure models. Since then, many attempts towards unification of

the field and the terminology failed (see e.g. GÄRTNER (1998A) for details), but the basic termi-

nology at least is common. This chapter first gives a short introduction to fault tolerance. Then

our system model and the failure model used for the protocols proposed in this thesis is intro-

duced. In the later chapters, the presented system and failure model will be assumed if no other

model is explicitly given for that chapter. In this thesis we follow the terminology defined by

JALOTE (1994) with one exception: we use the term failure model instead of the term fault mod-

el.

3.1 Introduction to Fault Tolerance

3.1.1 Basic Concepts and Definitions

The most significant attributes of a computer in the context of fault tolerance are reliability and

availability. Reliability deals with continuity of service, and availability deals with readiness of

usage.

A good model represents a well-balanced abstrac-
tion of a real practical situation — not too far from 
and not too close to the real thing.

Arto Salomaa, Computation and Automata
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3.1.1.1 Reliability

Let us represent the life of a system, i.e. its time to failure, by a random variable X with a cumu-

lative distribution function F. Then reliability can be defined as follows:

Definition 3-1: Reliability

The reliability of a system is a function R(t) that represents the probability of the

system surviving until time t, i.e. .

This definition implies that the system is initially working ( ), and has a finite lifetime

( ). 

If F is an exponential distribution over time, then . Throughout this thesis we will

assume an exponential distribution for reliability evaluations (see Appendix A for the details).

The parameter  is called the failure rate. This leads us to the expected life of the system, or

mean time to failure MTTF:

(Equation 3-1)

This equation gives the MTTF for a single system. The next problem is to compute the MTTF

of a number of connected systems. Two basic ways of connecting systems can be distinguished;

either they are used as a series, or in parallel. 

Since a series fails if only one of the systems fails, the overall reliability of a series of n systems

with exponential distribution function is:

(Equation 3-2)

Using Equation 3-1 we yield for the MTTF of a series:
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If we assume the same fault rate  for all parts of the serial system, we yield:

(Equation 3-4)

This clearly shows that the MTTF of a series is smaller than the MTTF of any one of its systems.

If systems are connected in parallel, then the overall reliability is larger than the reliability of a

single systems. With exponential distribution, the overall reliability of a parallel system with ex-

ponential distribution function is

(Equation 3-5)

If we assume the same fault rate  for all parts of the parallel system, we yield (JALOTE (1994)):

(Equation 3-6)

3.1.1.2 Availability

We are not only interested in the mean time until a failure occurs, but also whether a system is

alive at a certain time. Thus we define:

Definition 3-2: Instantaneous Availability

The instantaneous availability, A(t), of a system is defined as the probability that the

system is functioning correctly at time t.

Without repair, this availability is equal to the reliability, i.e. . But if a real system

fails, then it is repaired or replaced. If we take this into account, then the life of a system can be

seen as a sequence of independent random variables representing life and failure. With ANDER-

SON AND RANDELL (1979) we yield for the instantaneous availability:

, with (Equation 3-7)
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In Figure 3-1 a graphical representation for the instantaneous availability is given.

If we are interested in the availability after a sufficiently long time, then by using the expecta-

tions MTTF (mean time to failure) and MTTR (mean time to repair), we can define:

Definition 3-3: Limiting Availability

The limiting availability  is the limit of A(t) as t approaches infinity.

(Equation 3-8)

3.1.2 Failure Classification

A distributed system can be regarded from two different viewpoints: from the viewpoint of the

physical components of the system, and from the viewpoint of the computation. The first one is

called the physical model of the system, the second one the logical model. Fault tolerance in dis-

tributed systems tries to ensure that the properties, or specified services, of the logical model are

preserved in spite of failures in the physical model, i.e. in spite of errors in some of the compo-

nents in the physical system. Depending on the application area, either the logical model, the

physical model or a combination of the models is used as the system model. 

But from the user’s view it is the logical model that is relevant. Thus a very sensible approach

to classify failures in a distributed system is to classify according to the behaviour of a compo-

Figure 3-1. Availability function for a single component
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nent in the presence of an error, i.e. the type of the failure. This approach specifies the assump-

tions that can be made if a component fails. The following hierarchic classification is widely

used:

• Crash failure. If a failure of this type occurs, the component stops at a specific time. With

this type of failure, no incorrect state transitions occur when it fails. But it might not be easy

for neighbours to detect a failure, because no explicit mechanism to detect it is provided. A

variant of this failure type assumes that the components provide a mechanism that allows

their neighbours to easily detect the failure. These components, proposed in

SCHNEIDER (1984), are called fail-stop processors.

• Omission failure. A failure of this type causes a component not to react to some inputs. Two

different subtypes of omission failures can be identified, send omission, i.e. the faulty proc-

ess does not send a message which it was supposed to send, and receive omission, i.e. the

faulty process does not receive a message which it was supposed to receive.

• Timing failure. A failure leading a component to react either too early or too late is called a

timing failure.

• Byzantine failure. Failures in this class cause the components to react in an arbitrary, even

malignant manner during the failure.

In this hierarchy of failures the Crash failure is the most restrictive and well-defined type, and

the Byzantine failure the least restrictive type. A graphical representation of this hierarchical re-

lationship is depicted in Figure 3-2.

JALOTE (1994) defines an additional class, the incorrect computation failure, in which an incor-

rect output is produced. This is clearly a subset of the Byzantine failure, but it is unlike the other

failure classes. Typical assumptions for the different components are as follows:

• Processors: fail stop, crash failure or Byzantine failure.

Figure 3-2. Failure classification.
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• Communication network: crash failure, omission failure, timing failure, incorrect compu-

tation failure, or Byzantine failure.

• Clocks: timing failure or Byzantine failure.

• Storage Media: crash failure, timing failure, or Byzantine failure.

3.2 Our System Model

This section describes the system model used throughout this thesis. A distributed system con-

sists of autonomous nodes that are connected to each other by a communication network. 

Each node consists of a processor, private volatile and private stable storage. We assume that

each node has access to a correct local hardware clock with a known maximum drift rate. This

clock allows the node to manage alarms that e.g. indicate time-outs. The nodes are loosely cou-

pled, do not have shared memory and communicate via message passing. 

The communication network is assumed to be fully connected. The delivery of messages is in

order, correct, and occurs exactly-once as long as no network failure occurs. 

3.3 Our Failure Model

If a component fails in real distributed systems, it is repaired or replaced. In the simplest case

this is achieved by rebooting a crashed system. Thus we assume that no failure is permanent,

i.e. every encountered failure is transient. This type of failure, proposed by AGUILERA, CHEN

AND TOUEG (1998), is an extension of the original crash failure and is called the crash-recovery

model.

According to the system model we differentiate between node and network failures. We assume

that nodes suffer from crash failures only. The failure causes the node to halt and to lose its in-

ternal volatile state. The stable storage survives failures. Communication networks can suffer

from crash failures that may cause the network to be partitioned. In the case of a network parti-

tion the communication channel between sender and receiver in different partitions fails, but

continues to work between participants in the same partition. Node and network failures are de-

tectable, but not distinguishable.



4 Control Mechanisms for Mobile Agents

We have already seen that control mechanisms for mobile agents are needed for mobile agent

systems to operate properly. But no work exists yet in the area of mobile agents providing this

functionality. Only slowly an understanding of how important this functionality is begins to

emerge, and research starts to head in this direction. In this chapter, we will concentrate on dif-

ferent protocols providing control functionality as defined in Chapter 2.4, i.e. functionality for

locating agents, for terminating agents and for orphan detection of mobile agents.

First we present the energy concept, which supports orphan detection for mobile agents. The un-

derlying idea for this concept is taken from biology, where every organism needs energy to con-

sume the resources of its environment. If it has no more energy, it dies. In this concept every

agent is initially provided with some energy. Every action the agent takes, every resource that

is used, costs energy. When the energy is used up, the agent is an orphan and can be removed

by the system. Locating an agent or terminating it is not possible with this concept.

Then we will discuss the path concept, a variant of which is used in the area of distributed sys-

tems to track mobile objects. This concept provides functionality for locating agents and for

their termination, but offers no orphan detection functionality. Every agent leaves a path in the

system, i.e. whenever an agent migrates, information is left behind about the agent’s target

place. The path can be followed to find the agent, and to interact with it subsequently .

The third concept presented is the shadow concept with its variants. This concept supports lo-

cating and terminating of mobile agents and furthermore, provides orphan detection functional-

ity. It combines the energy concept and the path concept in a way that leaves the agents most of

their autonomy, has low communication costs, and provides excellent fault tolerance. An agent

leaves a trail in the system, but in contrast to the trail in the path concept, this trail is cut short

...
One Ring to rule them all, 

One Ring to find them,
One Ring to bring them all 

and in the darkness bind them
In the Land of Mordor where the Shadows lie.

J.R.R. Tolkien, The Lord of the Rings
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at regular intervals. To allow for simple termination of agents, a delegate of the application is

left in the system, the shadow. As long as the shadow exists, all dependent agents are allowed

to continue their work, i.e. the agents are no longer depending on the availability of the appli-

cation. Thus no permanent connection between agents and application is needed, i.e. an appli-

cation is required to run only intermittently to check for results.

Two variants are proposed, namely hierarchical shadows and mobile shadows. Hierarchical

shadows expand the original concept in a way that allows agents as well as applications to create

shadows. This provides finer control by allowing hierarchical structuring. The shadows created

by an agent depend on the same shadow as the agent itself. The mobile shadows variant allows

the shadow to move along with the agents to minimize either communication cost or fault sen-

sitivity. Different strategies can be plugged into the shadow, can be combined and can even be

changed on the fly. Both variants can be combined to allow even greater flexibility.

This chapter includes a presentation of the different protocols developed for the control of mo-

bile agents. For each of the different protocols we first examine the underlying idea, then the

protocol itself, followed by fault tolerance discussions and message complexity estimates. A de-

tailed comparison between these protocols and the protocols proposed in Chapter 6 will be

presented in Chapter 7.

4.1 The Energy Concept

4.1.1 The Idea

The energy concept provides orphan detection functionality for mobile agents. The mechanism

provides neither functionality for locating agents nor for their termination. We start by associ-

ating an amount of energy with every agent. In its life an agent consumes resources of the places

on which it resides, e.g. CPU time or memory, and uses services provided on a place, for in-

stance a directory service or a local trader. In the energy concept every resource access is com-

bined with a loss of energy for the agent, i.e. the number of an agent’s resource accesses is lim-

ited (see Figure 4-1). 

Whenever the energy gets low, the agent can request new energy from its dependency object.

The dependency object will normally be the application, but an agent is equally possible as de-
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pendency object. When the dependency object no longer exists, the agent gets no more energy.

Thus, as soon as the energy of an agent is 0, it is an orphan and can be removed by the system. 

With this a simple means exists for determining orphans without remote communication, and

with the additional advantage that the activity of an agent, i.e. the use of resources, determines

the life span of an agent. Assume that the dependency object’s node crashes and the dependency

object is lost. After the depending agents’ remaining energy has been consumed they are recog-

nized as orphans and automatically removed from the system.

4.1.2 The Protocol

The place on which an agent lives has to decrease the energy of the agent at regular intervals to

implement the cost for the consumption of CPU, memory and other resources. The decrease is

dependent on the activity of the agent. The agent can be put to sleep via the sleep()-method or

awakened via the wake()-method. The sleep()-method removes an agent from the list of living

agents and lowers the energy consumption, and the wake()-method adds the agent to the list of

living agents and sets the energy consumption to its normal value. If the remaining energy is

below a threshold determined by either agent programmer or user, the agent is informed about

its precarious situation. If an agent has no energy left, it is an orphan. The system then removes

the agent. Every system method called by an agent and every service requested checks if the

agent has enough remaining energy . If this is the case, the energy needed for the service is taken

from the agent (as illustrated in Figure 4-1) and the system method is called (see Algorithm 4-1). 

Figure 4-1. Energy concept: energy consumption of services

(a) Service request. (b) Energy is consumed and service provided.
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The system checks the agent’s energy at regular intervals with the method checkLowEnergy().

If the remaining energy is below the threshold, then the agent is informed about its situation by

calling the agent method energyLow(). Furthermore the system sets a flag showing that the

agent is at the refilling stage. This prevents calling the energyLow()-method again before the

agent receives additional energy.

The agent itself has to determine whether its energy lasts long enough to finish its task, or if it

needs additional energy. In the second case, as shown in the energyLow()-method of Algorithm

4-2, it sends a request for more energy to its application. 

It can then either continue its work or go to sleep, thus minimizing the consumption of energy,

while waiting for the answer. In our implementation the agent goes to sleep. As soon as the ad-

Regular Intervals: for each agent
{

if( agent.energy == 0 ) 
remove agent;

agent.energy -= agent.livingCost ( );
if ( livingAgents.find ( agent ) != null )

checkLowEnergy ( agent );
}

sleep ( agent ) livingAgents.remove ( agent );
agent.livingCost = place.sleepCost ( );

wake ( agent ) livingAgents.add ( agent );
agent.livingCost = place.livingCost ( );

systemMethod ( method, agent ) if ( agent.energy < method.cost )
throw NotEnoughEnergy;

agent.energy -= method.cost;
method.callMethod ( agent );

checkLowEnergy ( agent ) if ( agent.energy < agent.lowEnergy
AND agent.refilling == false )

{
agent.energyLow ( );
agent.refilling = true;

}

Algorithm 4-1. Energy concept: basic place methods

energyLow ( ) [ implement policy ]
Send ( home, <“EnergyLow”, currentPlace, id> );
sleep ( this );

receiveEnergy ( amount ) [ implement policy ];
wake ( this );

Algorithm 4-2. Energy concept: agent methods
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ditional energy is sent to the agent, the system calls the agent method receiveEnergy() to inform

it about the change and to wake it up. 

When the application receives the request, it can either send additional energy to the agent, i.e.

the agent’s work is worth the additional resource consumption, or it can deny the request. In the

second case no answer and thus no additional communication is necessary, but a negative ac-

knowledgment, a NAK message, can be used to speed up the orphan detection process for the

cost of one additional message. The agent can also send additional information, e.g. about its

state with its request to allow for a better decision by the application. The example implemen-

tation in Algorithm 4-3 grants additional energy for every request. 

When a message containing additional energy is received, the system adds this energy to the

agent’s energy before calling the agent’s receiveEnergy()-method. Additionally the refilling flag

is set back to false, if the new energy amount of the agent exceeds the low energy threshold.

The protocol has first been presented in BAUMANN (1997) and has been implemented by

JOCHUM (1997).

4.1.3 Fault Tolerance

In this protocol we have three participants: 

• the application node, on which the application, i.e. the dependency object, resides, and from

which the agent receives its new energy.

• the agent node, on which the agent resides.

receiveEnergyRequest: [ a message <“EnergyLow”, source, agentId> has arrived ]
[implement policy]
Receive ( <“EnergyLow”, source, agentId> );
Send ( from, <agentId, newEnergy> );

ReceiveEnergyMsg: [ a message <agentId, newEnergy> has arrived ]
Receive ( <agentId, newEnergy> );
agent = getAgent ( agentId );
agent.energy += newEnergy;
if ( agent.energy > agent.lowEnergy )
{

agent.refilling = false;
}
agent.receiveEnergy ( );

Algorithm 4-3. Energy concept: system methods
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• the communication channel, over which the request and the grant are sent.

We assume that no information is stored on stable storage, i.e. if the application node crashes,

then the application is lost, and if the agent node crashes, then the agent is lost.

Since this protocol implements orphan detection, we examine the following: first, whether a

failure of the underlying system can incorrectly remove an agent that is no orphan, and second,

whether a failure of the underlying system can lead to the continued existence of an orphan

agent that should be removed.

Let us first examine, whether the protocol can incorrectly remove an agent in the presence of

failures. If the application node crashes, then the application is lost and the agent is an orphan.

This will be detected after the agent has consumed its energy. If the agent node crashes, then the

agent is lost, and no orphan exists. In both cases the protocol reacts correctly, i.e. is not influ-

enced by the failure. When the communication channel crashes, i.e. if a network partition oc-

curs, then the energy request cannot be delivered, and the agent is removed incorrectly. Thus the

protocol depends on the availability of the communication channel to guarantee that no agent is

incorrectly recognized as orphan.

Let us now investigate whether every orphan is recognized even in the presence of failures. An

agent is an orphan when the dependency object, i.e. in this protocol the application, no longer

exists. If the application node crashes before the energy request is received, then no grant is sent

back, the agent is correctly recognized as an orphan, and removed. If the communication chan-

nel is broken, the same happens. Thus the protocol recognizes every orphan agent correctly.

4.1.4 Message Complexity

The message cost added by the protocol is 2 messages per agent per granted energy request, and

1 additional message for a denied request. If NAK messages are employed, 2 additional mes-

sages are needed. If we assume that the common usage of the energy concept is for agents that

wait for something, e.g. for a specific change in a remote database, then the request can be pig-

gy-backed on the message signalling the change. This reduces the message cost to 1 message if

additional energy is granted and to 0 if denied. 
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4.1.5 Discussion

The advantages of the energy concept are obvious. All information to check if an agent is an

orphan is available locally; no additional communication is necessary to determine if an agent

is an orphan. Furthermore, only a well-defined amount of resources can be consumed by an

agent before it has to contact the dependency object, i.e. the worst-case cost for an agent’s ac-

tivities is known beforehand. 

While the energy concept clearly has strong similarities to a currency concept, it has one major

difference. If a place steals money from each agent that visits it, this stolen money can be used

e.g. to buy something. If a place steals energy, the agent might need to refill its energy sooner,

but the stolen energy cannot be used by the place or the place’s owner. 

4.2 The Path Concept

The path concept provides functionality for locating agents and for their termination. The mech-

anism does not provide orphan detection functionality for mobile agents, i.e. we use no depend-

ency object for the path concept. The idea of paths is a well-known technique in the area of dis-

tributed systems (e.g. discussed in FOWLER (1985)), used for locating distributed objects. The

path is a distributed structure pointing towards the object in question, and has to be followed to

reach the object. The single elements of the path, i.e. the data structures on a node, are called

proxies. Paths have been discussed for the object-based distributed system Emerald in BLACK

ET AL. (1987) and in JUL ET AL. (1988), or the object-oriented distributed system Arjuna. An

introduction to Arjuna can be found in PARRINGTON ET AL. (1995), and CAUGHEY AND

SHRIVASTAVA (1995) discuss the details of object mobility in Arjuna. Paths are used for track-

ing mobile users in AWERBUCH AND PELEG (1995), for the forwarding of IP packets in the Mo-

bile Host Routing Protocol (presented in JOHNSON (1994)), and in the area of distributed gar-

bage collection, e.g. for the Stub-Scion-Pair chains as proposed in SHAPIRO, DICKMAN AND

PLAINFOSSÉ (1992A).
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4.2.1 The Idea

An agent moves through a mobile agent system in an unforeseeable manner, i.e. normally no

predictions can be made about its location at a certain time. But if every agent leaves its new

location on the old place when it migrates, i.e. leaves a proxy, then a path of proxies is created.

This path of proxies can be followed if the place where the agent has been created, called the

anchor place, is known. This path ultimately leads to the agent place, i.e. the place on which the

agent resides currently (see Figure 4-2). The main problems of this approach are the house keep-

ing, i.e. how the proxies can be removed when the path is no longer valid, and the dependence

on the availability of a high number of participants, the proxy nodes.

4.2.2 The Protocol

The path can be created by creating a proxy pointing to the destination place of an agent when

it leaves. In Algorithm 4-4 the system methods for an agent arriving and leaving a place are giv-

en. At arrival nothing has to be done, but upon leaving a new proxy is added to the path of prox-

ies. This path proxy contains the agent id and the target of the migration.

Finding agents can be divided into two simple steps. First we have to check if the agent is on

the current place. If it is not on the current place, and no proxy exists for this agent, then a mes-

Figure 4-2. Path concept: creating the path upon migration
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sage containing a find request is sent to the anchor place. If a proxy exists, a request is sent to

the target place stored in the proxy containing the searching place and the agent id, thus initiat-

ing a search for the agent. The receiving place determines if the agent is on that place. If that is

the case it sends the information back to the original searching place. If a proxy exists, the re-

quest is sent onward, until the agent is found at the end of the path (see Algorithm 4-5). 

If no proxy is found on a place, then an error message is sent back to the original requesting

place. By sending a termination request together with the find request the agent can be termi-

nated without additional messages.

OnArrival: [ an agent has arrived ]
Receive ( agent );
agentList.add ( agent );

onLeaving: [ agent leaves towards target ]
agentList.remove ( agent );
pathProxyList.add ( new PathProxy ( agent.id, target ) );
Send ( target, <agent> );

Algorithm 4-4. Path concept: creating a trail

find ( agentId ) if ( agentList.find ( agentId ) != null )
return ( currentPlace);

pathProxy = pathProxyList.find ( agentId );
if ( pathProxy != null )
{

target = pathProxy.target;
Send ( target, <“Find”, currentPlace, agentId> );

}
else

return ( notFoundError );

ReceiveFind: [ a message <“Find”, searcher, agentId> has arrived ]
Receive ( <“Find”, searcher, agentId> );
if ( agentList.find ( agentId ) != null )

send ( searcher, <“Found”, currentPlace, agentId> );
if ( pathProxyList.find ( agentId ) != null )

Send ( pathProxy.target, <“Find”, searcher, agentId );
else

Send ( searcher, <“NotFoundError”, agentId> );

ReceiveFound: [ a message <“Found”, from, agentId> has arrived ]
Receive ( <“Found”, from, agentId> );
return( from );

ReceiveError: [ a message <“NotFoundError”, agentId> has arrived ]
Receive ( <“NotFoundError”, agentId> );
return ( notFoundError );

Algorithm 4-5. Path concept: methods for finding agents
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The protocol has first been discussed in BAUMANN (1997).

4.2.2.1 Shortening the Path

We will now examine a variant of the path concept that allows a decrease in the number of path

proxies whenever a search for an agent is successful. If the information about the location of the

agent is sent to the anchor place, the path can be shortened by setting the target of the proxy at

the anchor place to the new place. This way the information can be updated without additional

communication. The intermediate proxies are now useless and can be removed. A “shorten-

Path”-request is sent along the old path, containing the beginning of the new path. A place re-

ceiving this request examines if it contains the proxy representing the beginning of the new path.

If this is the case, then the superfluous old path segment is removed. Otherwise, it sends the re-

quest onward and removes the local proxy (see Algorithm 4-6). 

Additionally, if the agent moves back to a place it visited before, the now circular path can be

cut short. Also, if an error is received at the inquiring site, then the path is broken and can be

removed. Both can be done with the same “shortenPath”-request. The problem of the variant is

that it is unpredictable when the path will be cut short, i.e. when a search will be initiated. In the

worst case, i.e. if no search is initiated at all, the path is never cut short.

ReceiveFound: [ a message <“Found”, from, agentId> has arrived ]
Receive ( <“Found”, from, agentId> );
pathProxy = pathProxyList.find ( agentId );
Send ( pathProxy.target, <“ShortenPath”, from, agentId> );
pathProxy.target = from;
return ( from );

ReceiveError: [ a message <“NotFoundError”, agentId> has arrived ]
Receive ( <“NotFoundError”, agentId> );
Send ( pathProxy.target, <“ShortenPath”, from, agentId> );
return ( notFoundError );

ShortenPath: [ a message <“ShortenPath”, target, agentId> has arrived ]
Receive ( <“ShortenPath”, target, agentId> );
pathProxy = pathProxyList.find ( agentId );
if ( target != this AND pathProxy != null )
{

nextProxy = pathProxy.target;
Send ( nextProxy, <“ShortenPath”, target, agentId> );
pathProxyList.remove ( pathProxy );

}

Algorithm 4-6. Path concept: shortening the path
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4.2.3 Fault Tolerance

In this protocol we have three participants: 

• the anchor node, where the agent has been created originally and where the anchor resides.

• the agent node, on which the agent resides.

• the path connecting the anchor node and the agent node, consisting of a number of nodes on

which the path proxies are stored and of communication channels between these nodes.

For our discussion we assume a path consisting of n path proxies on n nodes. This will allow us

later to compare the availability of the different concepts. These n nodes, the anchor node and

the agent node are connected via n+1 communication channels. Furthermore, as before, we as-

sume that no information is stored on stable storage, i.e. if the application node crashes, then the

application is lost, and if the agent node crashes, then the agent is lost.

Since this protocol implements functionality to locate an agent, we examine the following: first,

the availability of the path information stored on the nodes, and second, the availability when

we try to follow the path, i.e. when an agent is to be located.

The path information is stored in the respective nodes. Hence we have a series of n nodes for

which we compute the availability. Since the proxy information is not stored on stable storage,

it is lost after a crash, i.e. we have no repair functionality for the path. Thus the availability A(t)

equals the reliability R(t). Let  be the availability of a node v. The availability  of the

path itself, i.e. the availability of the path proxies, can then be calculated by the following equa-

tion (see Chapter 3.1.1, Equation 3-2):

(Equation 4-1)

If we simplify the equation by assigning the same availability  to every node in the path,

then we get the following simple expression:

(Equation 4-2)

Av t( ) Ap t( )

Ap t( ) Av t( )
v 1=

n

∏=

AV t( )

Ap t( ) AV t( )n
=
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and since we have no repair functionality, we use Equation 3-2 to yield the following result:

(Equation 4-3)

In Figure 4-3 the availability of the path Ap(t) depending on λ and n is shown.

It is clear that the limiting availability, being the limit of Ap(t) as t approaches infinity, is 0:

(Equation 4-4)

Let us now examine the availability when we try to follow the path, i.e. for locating an agent.

When the protocol tries to locate an agent by following the path, the availability of the commu-

nication channels has to be taken into account additionally. Since we have a series of compo-

nents, i.e. nodes and communication channels, we can compute the availability for searching

along the path Al(t) by multiplying the availability of the nodes, i.e. the availability for the path

proxies Ap(t), and the availability of the communication channels Ac(t):

(Equation 4-5)

Let Ae(t) be the availability of a communication channel e. If we assume the same availability

AE(t) for all communication channels, we yield:

Figure 4-3. Path concept: the availability of a path depending on λ and n
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(Equation 4-6)

Since we assume that the communication channel is repaired, we use Equation 3-7, and yield

the following equation for the availability Ac(t) of the communication channels, with λE as the

failure rate and µE as the repair rate of the communication channels:

(Equation 4-7)

Using this and Equation 4-5, we yield for the availability Al(t) for locating an agent:

(Equation 4-8)

The limiting availability for locating an agent αl is now:

(Equation 4-9)

Since the limiting availability for the communication channels αC is a constant depending on

λE and µE, the limiting availability for locating an agent αl is 0:

(Equation 4-10)

Thus the path will be broken sooner or later, i.e. it cannot be used to locate an agent, and it can-

not be repaired by the protocol. But for short-lived agents the mechanism is usable; this will be

discussed in the shadow concept’s fault tolerance considerations in Chapter 4.3.6.

The first idea that comes to mind to find an agent, if the path is broken, is a broadcast requesting

the location of an agent from all places. In Emerald, if the path gets lost, e.g. because a node

containing a proxy crashed, a reliable broadcast is used to find the current location of an object

(see BLACK ET AL. (1986)). The MASIF proposal and the Aglets system propose a similar

mechanism to find agents. But it is obvious that, while in a “small” distributed system such a

broadcast might be feasible, in a widely distributed mobile agent system with many participat-

ing nodes this approach is not practicable.
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4.2.4 Message Complexity

A search request is forwarded along the path, and answered by the agent node sending a mes-

sage back to the initiator node. If the path contains n proxies, then  messages are sent along

the path. Shortening the path involves a message sent from initiator node to anchor node, and

sending a “shortenPath” along the old superfluous path. This leads to a cost of  messages

for a path length of n, and to  messages if the initiator node is the source node of the last

migration, i.e. if the optimization outlined above is used. 

4.2.5 Discussion

The path concept allows the agents to roam the network without having to contact their home

location. In contrast to the energy concept, no additional communication cost is introduced by

establishing the paths. The disadvantages result from the path not being limited in length. The

communication cost to find an agent can be arbitrarily high, directly dependent on the length of

the path. Furthermore, the path depends on all visited systems being reachable. If only one of

the intermediate systems is not reachable, the agent cannot be found. Thus the longer the path

the worse is the availability.

4.3 The Shadow Protocol

Now we describe the shadow protocol with all its variants and optimizations. The shadow pro-

tocol provides functionality for locating agents, for their termination and for orphan detection.

In this concept we associate a shadow with every agent, i.e. the shadow is the dependency ob-

ject. Thus, the agent is an orphan when the shadow no longer exists. We start with the basic pro-

tocol, examine the hierarchical and mobile shadows, discuss their combination and show pos-

sible optimizations.

4.3.1 The Basic Protocol

The shadow concept is a combination of variants of the energy concept and the path concept,

combining the positive properties of each concept while minimizing the negative properties. We

n 1+

n 2+

n 1+
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start with the shadows themselves, then add the variation of the energy concept, and finally in-

clude a path concept variant.

4.3.1.1 The Idea

In the shadow concept each application creates one or more dependency objects called shadows,

a data structure on a place. The place on which the shadow is created, does not necessarily have

to be situated on the same host on which the creating application runs. Each agent created by

the application depends on such a shadow (Figure 4-4), and not on the application itself. Thus

the agents started by an application no longer have to contact the application. This allows the

application to execute on a system not permanently connected to the network, or to run the ap-

plication only intermittently. 

At regular intervals, called time to live or ttl, the system checks for each agent whether the as-

sociated shadow still exists; the agent enters the check phase until a new time quantum is re-

ceived (Figure 4-5). An agent in the check phase is not allowed to migrate. This differs from the

energy concept in employing a time interval, instead of resource consumption, as the limiting

factor. 

Figure 4-4. Shadows: the creation of a shadow

Figure 4-5. Shadows: requesting a new time quantum
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If the shadow does no longer exist, e.g. because the application removed it, the agent is, accord-

ing to the definition, an orphan. This is detected after the allotted time quantum has been used

up. If a place on which a shadow is located cannot be reached, the agent tries to contact the place

periodically (Figure 4-6). After n unsuccessful attempts the protocol assumes that the node host-

ing the place has crashed. 

The protocol now implies that the shadow is lost, the agent is an orphan and can be removed

from the system. If the place cannot be reached because its node has crashed, then this behaviour

is correct. If the place cannot be reached because a network partition prevented communication,

then the agent has been terminated incorrectly. But the shadow concludes correctly that the

agent has been terminated and removes it from its list of dependants. This behaviour guarantees

correct information in the shadow even in the presence of network partitions.

The disadvantage of this approach is that regardless of what an agent does, it has to connect to

its shadow’s place at regular intervals. If this contact is not possible, e.g. because the network is

partitioned, then the agent is removed even if the shadow would have returned a new time quan-

tum. The advantage is that we have a worst-case time bound for the termination of agents

through removing the shadows, namely , with d as the assumed maximum mes-

sage transfer time and ttl as the time quantum allotted to the agent. If an agent has not contacted

the shadow after this worst-case time bound, then the shadow knows that the agent has termi-

nated.

According to our agent model discussed in Chapter 2.3 agents are able to create child agents.

Thus, if an agent creates a new agent, the system assigns the shadow of the creating agent and

the remaining ttl of the creating agent to this new agent (Figure 4-7). It is important that a newly

Figure 4-6. Shadows: unsuccessful request for new time quantum
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created agent gets only the remaining ttl of the creating agent, and not the full ttl. If the latter

would be the case, then an agent could live infinitely long by instantiating a copy of itself with

full ttl shortly before its ttl drops to 0.

It is clear that the protocol described so far is a variant of the energy concept with the shadow

as the dependency object and time instead of energy as the limiting factor. Thus the protocol

allows only orphan detection. By removing a shadow all dependent agents are declared to be

orphans, and after the worst-case time bound  has passed, it is guaranteed that

all agents have been detected by the orphan detection and have been removed by the sysem. 

By adding a variant of the path concept to this protocol (see Chapter 4.2), we also allow termi-

nation. In principle, the unmodified path concept could be used, but by using the additional in-

formation about the agent’s ttl, no additional communication is needed to remove the superflu-

ous path segments. How is this done? An agent contacts its shadow when its ttl is 0. With this

communication, the shadow can update its information about the place on which the agent re-

sides, and the old path is no longer needed. By keeping the ttl with every agent proxy, it can be

determined locally, i.e. without additional communication, whether the agent proxy is still need-

ed as part of a current path (see Figure 4-8). Even if the path is broken, e.g. because a node

crashed, the worst-case time until the agent is reachable again is the ttl, because after that time

it will have contacted the shadow again.

Figure 4-7. Shadows: creating a new agent
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4.3.1.2 The Protocol

The following functionality has been omitted in the protocol discussion, because while in prin-

ciple simple, it obscures the view on the interesting parts of the protocol:

• limiting the path length. This is done by counting the number of hops.

• parallel requests, e.g. for locating agents. This is done by using globally unique identifiers to

identify request / answer pairs.

• subtracting the migration time from the ttl of an agent.

As before, we discuss the different parts separately. The protocol deviates from the idea

sketched above in so far as all path proxies of different agents belonging to the same shadow

are put in one object, the agent proxy.

Agent Migration. When an agent arrives on a place, an agent proxy is created if it does not

already exist, with the agent’s ttl, its id and its shadow’s id (Algorithm 4-7). When an agent

Figure 4-8. Shadows: regular update of proxy paths
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wants to leave a place, the agent’s ttl is checked and migration is only allowed if ttl is greater

than 0. If this is not the case, an exception is thrown; this is done to prevent a migration while

the agent is in the check phase. If migration is allowed, a reference to the target place is entered

into the agent proxy to create a new path segment and a timer with the remaining ttl of the agent,

the proxy-time-out, is started to allow removal of the path when it is no longer required.

The place on which the agent resides decrements the ttl of the agent at regular intervals, which

are much shorter than the ttl. As soon as the ttl of the agent is 0, a message is sent back to the

OnArrival: [ an agent has arrived ]
Receive ( agent );
agentproxy = proxyList.find ( agent.shadowId );
if ( agentproxy == null )
{

agentproxy = new AgentProxy ( agent.id, agent.timeToLive,
agent.shadowHome,
currentPlace );

proxyList.add ( agentproxy );
}
else

agentproxy.add ( agent.agentId, agent.timeToLive );
agent.proxy = agentproxy;
agentList.add ( agent );
agent.start ( );

OnLeaving: [ agent leaves towards target ]
if ( agent.timeToLive > 0 )
{

agentList.remove ( agent );
agent.proxy.setTarget ( agent.id, target );
startTimer ( agent.timeToLive + agent.timeOut, 

agent.proxy, agent.id );
Send ( target, <agent> );

}
else

Throw ( CheckPhaseException );

Regular Intervals: for each agent
{

agent.timeToLive - -;
if ( agent.timeToLive == 0 )
{

Send ( agent.shadowHome,
<“Chk”, currentPlace, agent.shadowId, agent.id> );

startTimer ( min ( localTimeOut, agent.timeOut ), 
agent.proxy, agent );

}
}

Algorithm 4-7. Shadows: system methods
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shadow’s place, containing the id of the agent and the id of the shadow. At the same time a timer

is started with the check-phase-time-out, and the agent enters the check phase. As a security

measure the lesser of the agent-specific and a place-specific time-out is chosen for this time-out.

Check Phase. The check message is received by the home place of the shadow. First the shad-

ow stops a timer for the ttl-time-out, that had been started by this method when the ttl was sent

the last time. This timer is used to detect agents that have terminated (see below and Algorithm

4-10). The shadow determines the new ttl for the agent, which is then sent back if greater than

0. As soon as the message is received on the place where the agent resides, the timer for the

check-phase-time-out is stopped, and the agent’s ttl and the ttl of the agent proxy is set (Algo-

rithm 4-8). This ends the check phase and the agent is allowed to migrate again. 

The shadow can decide for each request whether it should be answered by sending a new grant,

and how long the new ttl sent back to the agent should be. A simple example of how the shadow

determines the new ttl for an agent is shown in Algorithm 4-9. Here for all agents the same ttl

is returned. At the same time the location information is updated. First the shadow’s list of

agents is searched for an entry. If none is found, then this agent must have been created by a

dependent agent and contacts the shadow for the first time; an entry is created with the reported

location of the agent. If the entry already exists, then the place on which the agent resides is up-

dated in the entry. Now the new ttl is returned. The shadow is also called if the system has de-

ReceiveCheck: [ a message <“Chk”, from, shadowId, agentId> has arrived ]
Receive ( <“Chk”, currentPlace, agent.shadowId, agent.id> );
shadow = shadowList.find ( shadowId );
timeToLive = shadow.timeToLive ( from, agentId );
if ( timeToLive > 0 )
{

shadow.stopTimer ( agentId );
shadow.startTimer ( shadow.getTimeOut ( agentId ) 

+ timeToLive, shadow, agentId );
sendAllowance ( from, 

<“Allowance”, agentId, timeToLive> );
}

ReceiveAllowance: [ a message <“Allowance”, agentId, timeToLive> has arrived ]
Receive ( <“Allowance”, agentId, timeToLive> );
stopTimer ( agentId );
agent = agentList.findAgent ( agentId );
agent.timeToLive = timeToLive;
agent.proxy.setTTL ( timeToLive );

Algorithm 4-8. Shadows: the check phase
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tected, via the allowance-time-out (see below), that an agent has been terminated. Here the re-

lated entry is removed from the list.

Time-outs. Three different time-outs can occur in the basic protocol (see Algorithm 4-10).

These are the time-out for the agent proxies (the proxy-time-out, see Algorithm 4-7), the time-

out in the check phase (the check-phase-time-out, see Algorithm 4-7), and the time-out if an

agent did not contact the shadow for the sum of ttl and check phase time-out (the allowance-

time-out, see Algorithm 4-8). The time-out for the agent proxies is the result of the timer started

when the agent migrates. It signals that in the meantime the agent has to have contacted its shad-

ow and updated the path information, i.e. this part of the path is useless and can be removed. If

the entry was the last entry in the agent proxy, then the agent proxy is removed also (action

ProxyPathTimeOut). The time-out in the check-phase occurs if no grant for a new ttl is re-

ceived in time. The agent is then declared an orphan and is removed (action AllowanceTime-

Out). The last time-out occurs if an agent has not contacted its shadow for the worst-case time

bound . This happens either because it has terminated before its ttl was used up,

or because it wasn’t able to reach the shadow in time to receive another grant and has been re-

moved by the system, e.g. because of a network partition. In both cases the agent no longer ex-

ists; the shadow method remove() presented in Algorithm 4-9 is called to react to this, i.e. to

remove the agent’s entry (action AgentRequestTimeOut). A more sophisticated implementa-

tion of the shadow could, for example, initiate the start of another agent with the same goals.

timeToLive ( from, agentId ) [implement policy]
agentEntry = listOfProxies.find ( agentId);
if ( agentEntry != null )

agentEntry.target = from;
else
{

timeToLive = computeTimeToLive( agentId );
agentEntry = new AgentEntry ( from, agentId, 

timeToLive );
listOfProxies.add ( agentEntry );

}
return agentEntry.timeToLive;

remove ( agentId ) [implement policy]
agentEntry = listOfProxies.find ( agentId );
agentEntry.remove ( agentId );

Algorithm 4-9. Shadows: methods in the shadow object

ttl 2 n 1+( )d+
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Locating Agents. Before an agent can be terminated, it has to be found. This can be done

with the help of the path information stored in the agent proxies (see Algorithm 4-11). If the

searched agent is on the same place as the initiator, then it is found by looking it up in the list of

agents on the local place. If it is not there, then the agent proxy is identified and a find message

is sent to the target place found in it. If no agent proxy exists for it, an error is returned. As soon

as the find message is received on the target place, the local list of agents is examined, and if the

agent is found, a success message is sent back to the inquirer. If it is not found, the list of agent

proxies is searched, and if a path entry for the agent is found, the request is sent onward. If not,

an error is sent back. This is repeated until the agent is found or the path ends.

ProxyPathTimeOut: [ the timer triggered a <timer, agentproxy, agentId> message ]
Receive ( <timer, agentproxy, agentId> );
agentproxy.remove ( agentId );
if ( agentproxy.entries ( ) == 0 )

proxyList.remove ( agentproxy );

AllowanceTimeOut: [ the timer triggered a <timer, agentproxy, agent> message ]
[implement policy]
Receive ( <timer, agentproxy, agent> );
agent.stop ( );
agentList.remove ( agent );
agentproxy.remove ( agentId );
if ( agentproxy.entries ( ) == 0 )

proxyList.remove ( agentproxy );

AgentRequestTimeOut: [ the timer triggered a <timer, shadow, agentId> message ]
Receive ( <timer, shadow, agentId> );
shadow.remove ( agentId );

Algorithm 4-10. Shadows: reaction to time-outs

find ( agentId ) if ( agentList.find ( agentId ) != null )
return ( currentPlace );

for each shadow in shadowList
if ( agentEntry = shadow.find ( agentId ) != null)

break;
if ( agentEntry != null )
{

target = agentEntry.target ( agentId );
Send ( target, <“Find”, currentPlace, agentId> );

}
else

return ( notFoundError );

Algorithm 4-11. Shadows: locating agents
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One problem is not addressed in Algorithm 4-11: if the agent requests a new ttl while a request

is under way, then the path proxies might already have been removed and the request lost. Thus

the shadow stores the find request, and if the agent contacts the shadow before the find message

is answered, the new location of the agent is returned. A possible later answer to the original

find message is ignored.

The basic protocol has first been presented by BAUMANN (1997), and has been implemented by

ZEPF (1996).

4.3.2 Hierarchical Shadows

4.3.2.1 The Idea

Many applications for mobile agents try to solve problems that can be partitioned into smaller

problems. These smaller problems could be solved individually by different subgroups of

agents. Example scenarios in which such partitioning is useful have been given in BAUMANN

AND RADOUNIKLIS (1997). The basic protocol does not model a hierarchical structuring to sup-

port the division of a problem; grouping of agents is only done at the application level. The al-

leviation of this disadvantage is the concept of hierarchical shadows (see Figure 4-9). 

ReceiveFind: [ a message <“Find”, searcher, agentId> has arrived ]
Receive ( <“Find”, searcher, agentId> );
if ( agentList.find ( agentId ) != null )

Send ( searcher, <“Found”, currentPlace, agentId> );
else
{

if ( agentProxy = placeProxyList.find ( agentId ) != null )
{

target = agentProxy.target ( agentId );
Send ( target, <“Find”, searcher, agentId> );

}
else

Send ( searcher, <“NotFoundError”, agentId> );
}

ReceiveFound: [ a message <“Found”, from, agentId> has arrived ]
Receive ( <“Found”, from, agentId> );
return ( from );

ReceiveError: [ a message <“NotFoundError”, agentId> has arrived ]
Receive ( <“NotFoundError”, agentId> );
return( notFoundError );

Algorithm 4-11. Shadows: locating agents
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A hierarchical shadow has the same functionality as the application shadow presented in the ba-

sic protocol, but depends on another shadow in the same way as an agent does. Furthermore, it

can be created by either application or agent (see Figure 4-10). A hierarchical shadow is owned

by its dependency object, i.e. either application or agent and can either be removed through the

owner’s intervention.  

This allows hierarchically structured relationships inside the agent system without relaxing the

control on any level. If an agent owning a hierarchical shadow creates child agents, e.g. for a

search in a distributed tree-structured source of information, and associates these child agents

with the hierarchical shadow, all agents dependent of this shadow can be terminated by the own-

ing agent as soon as this agent decides they are no longer needed. Furthermore, the functionality

of the basic protocol ensures that if the application shadow is removed, then subsequently all

hierarchical shadows depending on this shadow and thus all their agents are removed as well. 

Without this mechanism, all of the child agents would belong to the one shadow owned by the

application, and terminating exactly the now needless agents would be a tedious chore. With hi-

erarchical shadows, the agent creates first a hierarchical shadow, and subsequently all child

Figure 4-9. Hierarchical shadows

Figure 4-10. Hierarchical shadows: fine-grained control
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agents will depend on this shadow. If later it wants to terminate its child agents, it simply re-

moves the hierarchical shadow instead of terminating every child agent explicitly.

4.3.2.2 The Protocol

In this section we only discuss the changes and extensions to the basic protocol necessary to im-

plement the hierarchical shadows. In the hierarchical shadow concept, a place does not only

have to check all agents at regular intervals, but hierarchical shadows residing on it as well. Al-

gorithm 4-12 contains the addition to the method called at regular intervals to ensure this. The

ttl of every hierarchical shadow is decremented at regular intervals. As soon as it drops to 0 a

message is sent to the parent shadow’s place and a timer is started. This marks the beginning of

the hierarchical shadow’s check phase.

Shadow Check Phase. The check message is received by the place on which the hierarchi-

cal shadow’s parent shadow resides. The parent shadow is identified and the timer associated

with this hierarchical shadow, i.e. the timer started when the last ttl was sent, is stopped. The

parent shadow determines the new ttl for the child shadow, the timer is started anew and the new

ttl is sent back to the child shadow. As soon as the new ttl is received by the place on which the

agent resides, the timer started in Algorithm 4-12 is stopped, and the shadow’s ttl is set to the

new value. Thus ends the check phase of the shadow.  

Regular Intervals: [ agent related part stays the same ]
for each hShadow
{

hShadow.timeToLive - -;
if ( hShadow.timeToLive == 0 )
{

Send ( hShadow.parentShadowHome, 
<“Chk”, currentPlace, 

hshadow.parentShadowId,
hshadow.hShadowId> );

startTimer ( min ( localTimeOut, hShadow.timeOut ), 
hShadow );

}
}

Algorithm 4-12. Hierarchical shadows: extended methods for regular intervals
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In Algorithm 4-14 the analogue to the simple mechanism presented in Algorithm 4-8 is shown,

i.e. every child shadow requesting a new ttl gets the same standard ttl back. If the shadow re-

questing the new ttl is not yet entered in the list of dependent shadows, it is added to it. This

happens for example, if an agent associated with the shadow creates a new hierarchical shadow. 

Time-Outs. Additionally to the time-outs of the basic protocol, two time-outs are needed for

the hierarchical shadows. The first one assures that a hierarchical shadow is removed if it does

not receive a new ttl (action ShadowAllowanceTimeOut), the other ensures accurate informa-

tion in the parent shadow by signalling that a child shadow has not contacted the parent shadow

for so long a time that the child shadow has to have been removed by the system (action Shad-

owRequestTimeOut). 

ReceiveShadowCheck: [ a message <“Chk”, from, shadowId, hShadowId> has arrived ]
shadow = shadowList.find ( shadowId );
shadow.stopTimer ( hShadowId );
timeToLive = shadow.timeToLive ( hShadowId );
if ( timeToLive > 0 )
{

Send ( from, <“Allowance”, hShadowId, timeToLive> );
shadow.startTimer ( shadow.getTimeOut ( hShadowId ) 

+ timeToLive, shadow, hShadowId );
}

ReceiveShadowAllowance: [ a message <“Allowance”, shadowId, timeToLive> has arrived ]
Receive ( <“Allowance”, shadowId, timeToLive> );
stopTimer ( shadowId );
shadow = shadowList.findShadow ( shadowId );
shadow.timeToLive = timeToLive;

Algorithm 4-13. Hierarchical shadows: the shadow’s check phase

timeToLive ( from, shadowId ) [implement policy]
subShadowEntry = listOfSubShadows.find ( shadowId);
if ( subShadowEntry != null )

subShadowEntry.target = from;
else
{

subShadowEntry = new SubShadowEntry ( from, shadowId, 
timeToLive );

listOfSubShadows.add ( subShadowEntry );
}
return subShadowEntry.timeToLive;

remove ( shadowId ) [implement policy]
subShadowEntry = listOfSubShadows.find ( shadowId );
listOfSubShadows.remove ( subShadowEntry );

Algorithm 4-14. Hierarchical shadows: additional shadow methods
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The protocol for hierarchical shadows been has been implemented by ZEPF (1996). 

4.3.2.3 Locating Agents

The Idea. The tree structure created by the hierarchical shadows makes finding of agents a lit-

tle bit more complicated than in the basic protocol. The main difference is that the application

shadow does no longer know all of the agents dependent on it. A shadow knows only those

agents that are directly depending on it. Thus when an agent is searched every shadow has to

send requests to all of its dependent shadows requesting the location of this agent until the agent

is found. When the agent is found, the positive response is sent at once. When a shadow cannot

find an agent, it reports a negative result to its parent shadow. A shadow can report this result

only, if the agent in question does not directly depend on it, and if all child shadows have already

reported negative results. Thus the number of unanswered requests to child shadows has to be

counted (see the variable count in Figure 4-11). 

ShadowAllowanceTimeOut: [ the timer triggered a <timer, hShadow> message ]
[implement policy]
Receive ( <timer, hShadow> );
shadowList.remove ( hShadow );

ShadowRequestTimeOut: [ the timer triggered a <timer, shadow, hShadowId> message ]
Receive ( <timer, shadow, hShadowId> );
shadow.remove ( hShadowId );

Algorithm 4-15. Hierarchical shadows: reaction to time-outs

Figure 4-11. Hierarchical shadows: locating an agent
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In Figure 4-11a a request is sent from shadow A along a hierarchy of shadows. In Figure 4-11b

it has received a negative answer from shadow B, i.e. the number of open requests is 1, and shad-

ow C has already received a negative answer from D. Shortly C will receive a positive result

from E and send it to A.

The Protocol. We implement two stages for finding the agents, one in which the request is

distributed to the child shadows, and a second in which all answers are gathered and reported to

the next higher level in the hierarchy of shadows. As before the protocol presented here is slight-

ly simplified and does not allow parallel requests. In reality every request in the first stage is

assigned a globally unique identifier to allow the correct association of the answers in the sec-

ond stage. 

The first stage starts when the application shadow is asked for the location of an agent. First it

is checked if the agent resides on the current place. If it is not found there, then the shadow

checks its list of agent proxies. If the agent is found in the list, then the search functionality of

the basic protocol is used to follow the proxy path. If this is not the case, then a find request is

sent to all child shadows, the number of expected answers, i.e. the number of child shadows, is

stored for later use and a timer is started to detect shadows that do not answer. An error is re-

turned only if no child shadows exist (see Algorithm 4-16). 

When subsequently a find request is received by one of the child shadows, nearly the same pro-

cedure as in the application shadow starts. First it is checked if the agent is on the current place,

then the list of agent proxies is searched. If both searches do not produce a positive result, the

shadow sends find requests to its child shadows. It stores the number of requests and starts a

timer. An error is returned if the agent cannot be found directly and no child shadows exist. 

This way the request is sent through the whole tree of hierarchical shadows. By asking the child

shadows to send the results to the current place instead of the application shadow it is guaran-

teed that a negative answer can be given as well as a positive one.
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Two answers are possible to the find requests, either signalling that the agent has been found or

that no shadow in the branch, of which the sender is the root, was able to find the agent (see

find ( shadowId, agentId ) if ( agentList.find ( agentId ) != null )
return ( currentPlace );

shadow = shadowList.find ( shadowId );
if ( shadow == null )

return ( notFoundError );
agentEntry = shadow.find (agentId);
if ( agentEntry != null )
{

target = agentEntry.target;
Send ( target, <“Find”, currentPlace, agentId> );

}
else

if ( listOfSubShadows.isEmpty ( ) == true )
return ( notFoundError );

else
{

for each subShadowEntry in listOfSubShadows
Send ( subShadowEntry.target ( ), 

<“Find”, currentPlace, 
subShadowEntry.shadowId, agentId> );

this.answers.count = listOfSubShadows.numEntries ( );
startTimer ( shadowId, agentId );

}

ReceiveFind: [ a message <“Find”, searcher, shadowId, agentId> has arrived ]
Receive ( <“Find”, currentPlace, shadowId, agentId> );
if ( agentList.find ( agentId ) != null )

Send ( searcher, 
<“Found”, currentPlace, shadowId, agentId> );

hShadow = shadowList.find ( shadowId );
if ( hShadow == null )

Send ( searcher, <“NotFoundError”, shadowId, agentId> );
agentEntry = hShadow.find (agentId);
if ( agentEntry != null )

Send ( agentEntry.target, 
<“Find”, currentPlace, agentId> );

else
if ( listOfSubShadows.isEmpty ( ) == true )
Send ( searcher, <“NotFoundError”, shadowId, agentId> );
else
{

for each subShadowEntry in listOfHShadows
Send ( subShadowEntry.target, 

<“Find”, currentPlace, 
subShadowEntry.shadowId, agentId> );

this.answers.count = listOfSubShadows.numEntries ( );
this.answers.searcher = searcher;
startTimer ( shadowId, agentId );

}

Algorithm 4-16. Hierarchical shadows: propagating a find request
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Algorithm 4-17). If the agent has been found, the associated shadow is identified, the associated

timer is stopped (see below) and the count of answers is set to 0. This ensures that no negative

answer can be generated later. If the shadow is the application shadow, then the answer is simply

returned, otherwise a message is sent to the parent shadow.

If an error is received, then again the shadow is identified, and the number of answers already

received is checked. If it is 0, then the agent has already been found and this message is ignored.

Otherwise the count is decremented. If the value just dropped to 0, then the timer is stopped, and

either the answer is returned if the shadow is the application shadow, or sent onward to the par-

ent shadow.

A timer is started when the find request is sent to the child shadows of a shadow. If this timer

signals, then at least one of these shadows was not able to give a negative answer in time. The

count of answers is set to 0 to suppress possible later answers, the shadow is examined, and ei-

ther an answer is returned to the caller if this shadow is the application shadow, or a negative

answer sent to the parent shadow.

ReceiveFound: [ a message <“Found”, place, shadowId, agentId> has arrived ]
Receive ( <“Found”, place, shadowId, agentId> );
stopTimer ( shadowId, agentId );
shadow = ListOfShadows.find ( shadowId );
shadow.answers.count = 0;
if ( shadow.appShadow == null )

return ( place );
else

Send ( shadow.answers.searcher, 
<“Found”, place, shadowId, agentId> );

ReceiveError: [ a message <“NotFoundError”, shadowId, agentId> arrived ]
Receive ( <“NotFoundError”, shadowId, agentId> );
shadow = ListOfShadows.find ( shadowId );
if ( shadow.answers.count != 0 )
{

shadow.answers.count --;
if ( shadow.answers.count == 0 )
{

stopTimer ( shadowId, agentId );
if ( shadow.appShadow == null )

return ( notFoundError );
else

Send ( shadow.answers.searcher, 
<“NotFoundError”, shadowId, agentId> );

}
}

Algorithm 4-17. Hierarchical shadows: collecting the answers for a find request
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The simple version of the protocol for locating agents shown here has one advantage: it is

straightforward to discuss. But it has also some disadvantages that have to be examined. The

first one is that multiple requests are not supported. This can be alleviated by using globally

unique identifiers. The second disadvantage is that the time-out between the different hierarchy

levels is not negotiated. This can be changed by sending the time-out as a parameter with the

request, thus allowing for adjustment of the time-outs. The third disadvantage of this version is

that, if a new branch is added after a request is started, e.g. because an agent has created a new

hierarchical shadow, this new branch is not included in the search. By sending an additional re-

quest to this shadow with a shorter time-out it can be included in the search. To sum up this dis-

cussion, while the simplified protocol presented here has some drawbacks, it has the same prop-

erties regarding message complexity and fault tolerance as the more sophisticated variant that

alleviates the disadvantages; thus we use this variant for the discussion of message complexity

and fault tolerance.

4.3.3 Mobile Shadows

The underlying assumption regarding the behaviour of mobile agents in designing the basic pro-

tocol and the hierarchical shadows was, that agents do not move in concert from one geograph-

ical region to the next. But let us assume the following scenario: an application running in Berlin

starts agents searching distributed databases. These agents migrate to the United States and start

searching there. Now every request for a new ttl of every agent has to be sent from the US to

Europe, and every grant has to be sent back (see Figure 4-12). 

OnTimer: [ the timer triggered a <timer, shadowId, agentId> message ]
Receive ( <timer, shadowId, agentId> );
shadow = ListOfShadows.find ( shadowId );
shadow.answers.count = 0;
if ( shadow.appShadow == null )

return ( notFoundError );
else

Send ( shadow.answers.searcher, 
<“NotFoundError”, shadowId, agentId> );

Algorithm 4-18. Hierarchical shadows: reaction to time-outs when locating agents
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It is clear that this form of interaction has high communication costs. As soon as we assume a

form of agent migration in which a number of agents moves together from region to region, it

is advantageous if the shadow follows the agents, i.e. places itself in a location where for exam-

ple the communication costs are lower. 

With mobile shadows in the above scenario, the shadow could place itself somewhere in the US

to interact with its dependent agents, and leave only a shadow proxy at its home place (Figure

4-13). When the agents move on, the shadow can follow again. 

Figure 4-12. Shadows: high communication costs 

due to the shadow’s non-mobility

Figure 4-13. Mobile shadows: the moving shadow
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4.3.3.1 The Idea

A shadow moves according to its strategy, which can be chosen by the programmer. A strategy

decides where to place the shadow by assessing the available location information of its depend-

ent agents. We will discuss some possible strategies in Chapter 4.3.4. 

To be able to move a shadow the protocol has to guarantee the reachability of the shadow for

both the agents depending on it, and the application, e.g. to terminate agents. The problem is

solved as follows: whenever a shadow moves, it leaves a shadow proxy behind. An agent that

requests a new time quantum contacts the place from which it received the last time quantum.

If the shadow has just moved for the first time, the agent contacts the home place of the shadow.

The request is forwarded along the shadow proxy path to the shadow. The shadow answers the

request, and transfers its new location. The agent stores this new location to send its next request

directly to the shadow. If the application needs to contact the shadow, then this request is sent

along the shadow proxy path as well (see Figure 4-14). 

Figure 4-14. Mobile shadows: update of proxy paths
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Additionally we associate a time quantum with the shadow. At regular intervals the shadow con-

tacts the home place to update the proxy’s information and to get a new ttl. Now the shadow

proxies containing the old, superfluous path could be removed, if not some agents might still

refer to one place along the shadow proxy path. Figure 4-15 illustrates this problem.

To solve this problem the shadow proxy path is left in place until it can be guaranteed that no

agent still refers to a shadow proxy along the path. To do this we have to take into account that

the agent might have problems to contact the shadow proxy (see Figure 4-6). This leaves us with

a maximum time of , with d as the assumed maximum message transfer

time, ttls as the shadow’s ttl, and ttla as the time quantum allotted to the agent, after which the

shadow proxy path can safely be removed. One exception has to be made though; the proxy at

the home place can only be removed if the shadow returns. 

A few facts can be noted: firstly, if a shadow moves, then after at most  the in-

formation in the agents about the location of their shadow is updated, secondly, by piggy-back-

ing the information on the normal grant message no additional message has to be sent. Further-

more, by duplicating all information of the shadow in its proxies, which can be done when the

shadow leaves a place, the protocol can be made more fault-tolerant. If a request cannot be for-

warded to the shadow itself, e.g. because a network partition prevents communication, the last

reachable proxy shadow can grant a new ttl to the agent. This might lead to problems if the re-

maining ttl of the path is shorter than the agent ttl, and thus the home place of the shadow is

returned as its new location, thus redirecting the agent’s next ttl request to the beginning of the

new path.

Figure 4-15. Mobile shadows: agent losing shadow proxy
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4.3.3.2 The Protocol

We will discuss the extension of the basic protocol to implement mobile shadows (we again

omit the functionality limiting the path length); the extension of the hierarchical shadow proto-

col, while more complex to describe, is analogous. As before, we discuss the different parts sep-

arately.

Moving the Shadow. Moving a shadow to another place involves the sending of the shadow

from source place to target place and the starting of a timer (signalling that the shadow proxy

can be removed). Additionally the shadow’s ttl is set to a negative value to disable the regular

decrements and the request for a new shadow ttl (action move() ).  

move ( target ) if ( shadowTTL != 0 )
{

Send ( target, <“MobileShadow”, this> );
if ( currentPlace != null )
{

// shadow TTL + agent TTL + time-out
pathTimeOut = shadowTTL + timeToLive

+ timeOut;
startTimer ( pathTimeOut, shadow );
shadowTTL = -1;

}
currentPlace = target;

}

ReceiveShadow: [ a message <“MobileShadow”, shadow> has arrived ]
Receive ( <“MobileShadow”, shadow> );
if ( shadow.shadowTTL != 0 )

if ( shadow.homePlace != place.name ( ) )
{

shadow.currentPlace = place.name ( );
shadowList.add ( shadow );

}
else
{

// shadow comes back home
surrogateId = shadow.shadowId;
surrogate = shadowList.find ( surrogateId );
shadowList.remove ( surrogate );
shadowList.add ( shadow );
shadow.currentPlace = null;

}
}

ShadowProxyPathTimeOut: [ the timer triggered a <timer, shadow> message ]
Receive ( <timer, shadow> );
shadowList.remove(shadow);

Algorithm 4-19. Mobile shadows: mobility and communication
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If the shadow comes back to its home place, the shadow proxy is replaced by the original (see

action ReceiveShadow). When the timer signals then the shadow proxy path is no longer need-

ed, i.e. the shadow has contacted its home shadow proxy and no agent still refers to one of the

shadow proxies. Thus the shadow proxy is removed (action ShadowProxyPathTimeOut). If

the application needs to remove the shadow, it simply calls the shadow’s terminateShadow( )-

method, which sends a message along the path and removes the local copy of the shadow (i.e.

the shadow proxy). Every time the message is received it is forwarded along the path and the

local copy removed, until the shadow itself is reached. 

Algorithm 4-20 contains the additions to the place method called at regular intervals to imple-

ment mobile shadows. Every time this method is called all shadows located on a place are

terminateShadow ( ) if ( currentPlace != null )
// shadow moved
Send ( currentPlace, <“Terminate”, shadowId> );

delete ( this );

ReceiveTerminate: [ a message <“Terminate”, shadowId> has been received ]
shadow = shadowList.find ( shadowId );
if ( shadow != null )

shadow.terminateShadow ( );

Regular Intervals: for each agent
{

agent.timeToLive - -;
if ( agent.timeToLive == 0 )
{

shadowId = agent.shadowId;
Send ( agent.shadowHome, <“Chk”, currentPlace, shadowId, agent.id> );
startTimer ( min ( localTimeOut, agent.timeOut ), agent.proxy, agent );

}
}
for each shadow
{

if ( shadow.homePlace != place.name ( ) )
{

// only if not at home place
shadow.timeToLive--;
if ( shadow.timeToLive == 0 )
{

Send ( shadow.homePlace, <“Chk”, currentPlace, shadow.id> );
startTimer ( “Chk”, shadow.timeOut, shadow );

}
}

}

Algorithm 4-20. Mobile shadows: extended methods for regular intervals

Algorithm 4-19. Mobile shadows: mobility and communication
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checked. If a shadow is not at its home place (i.e. the shadow has moved to this place) then its

ttl is decremented. If it drops to 0, then a check message is sent home (thereby updating the lo-

cation information at home), a timer is started and the shadow enters the check phase.

Shadow Check Phase. The check message is received by the place on which the shadow

has been created. If the shadow proxy cannot be found in the list of shadows then it has to have

been removed by the application. In this case no message is sent back, subsequently leading to

the removal of the shadow and the termination of all dependent agents. If the shadow proxy is

found then its information about the location of the shadow is updated and a new ttl is sent back.

When this new ttl is received by the place on which the shadow resides, the timer that has been

started when the check message was sent is then stopped, and the shadow’s ttl is set to the new

value. This ends the check phase of the shadow.

Agent Check Phase. In the basic protocol the agent’s check message is simply sent back to

the home place of the shadow. With mobile shadows the request is sent to the place from which

the last grant has been received. There a timer had been started when this new ttl had been sent.

This timer is stopped. If the shadow is still on this place, then a new time quantum is handed

out. If the shadow has already moved on, the request is forwarded along the path of shadow

proxies to the shadow. Then the timer for the time-out signalling that the agent has been termi-

nated is restarted and the grant sent back to the requesting agent (action ReceiveAgentCheck).

When the new ttl is received by the agent, then the associated timer, signalling that the agent has

ReceiveShadowCheck: [ a message <“Chk”, from, shadowId> arrived ]
Receive ( “Chk”, from, shadowId> );
shadow = shadowList.find ( shadowId );
if ( shadow != null )
{

shadow.currentPlace = place;
Send ( from, 

<“Allowance”, shadowId, shadow.timeToLive> );
}

ReceiveShadowAllowance: [ a message <“Allowance”, shadowId, timeToLive> arrived ]
Receive ( <“Allowance”, shadowId, timeToLive> );
shadow = shadowList.find ( shadowId );
stopTimer ( shadow );
shadow.timeToLive = timeToLive;

Algorithm 4-21. Mobile shadows: checking the shadow
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to be terminated, is stopped, the agent’s ttl and the agent proxy’s ttl are set to the new value, and

the information about the location of the shadow is updated.

Time-outs. In the basic protocol a timer is started when the ttl is sent to the agent. If after this

time-out no request has been received by the shadow, then the agent has to have been terminat-

ed. But if a shadow has moved to another place in the meantime, then only the shadow proxy is

notified. Thus if the time-out occurs, then first the agent is removed from the shadow’s or shad-

ow proxy’s list, and afterwards, if this is only a shadow proxy, then a message signalling that an

agent has been removed from the list is sent along the path (action AgentRequestTimeOut). If

this message is received on a place then the shadow or shadow proxy is identified, the agent is

removed from its list, and again sent onward until it reaches the shadow itself (action Receiv-

eRemoved).

ReceiveAgentAllowance: [ a message <“Allowance”, shadowPlace, agentId, timeToLive> arrived ]
Receive ( <“Allowance”, shadowId, agentId, timeToLive> );
stopTimer ( agentId );
agent = agentList.findAgent ( agentId );
agent.timeToLive = timeToLive;
agent.proxy.setTTL ( timeToLive );
agent.shadowHome = shadowPlace;

ReceiveAgentCheck: [ a message <“Chk”, from, shadowId, agentId> arrived ]
Receive ( “Chk”, from, shadowId, agentId> );
stopTimer ( agentId );
shadow = shadowList.find ( shadowId );
if ( shadow.currentPlace != place.name ( ) ) 

Send ( currentPlace, 
<“Chk”, from, shadowId, agentId> );

else
{

timeToLive = shadow.timeToLive ( from, agentId );
if ( timeToLive > 0 )
{

startTimer ( shadow.getTimeOut ( agentId ) 
+ timeToLive, shadow, agentId );

Send ( from, 
<“Allowance”, currentPlace, agentId, 
timeToLive> );

}
}

Algorithm 4-22. Mobile shadows: extending the agent’s life
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Failures in the Shadow Proxy Path. Two approaches are possible to deal with a broken

shadow proxy path. The first approach keeps the exact semantics of the protocol presented so

far, but is only able to tolerate short-term failures. The second approach allows for longer fail-

ures, but has the drawback of changing the protocol semantics.

The first approach assumes a failure to be only short-term. A shadow proxy along the path that

is not able to reach its successor, tries to contact it again until it succeeds. The problem with this

approach is that the maximum time that a failure can exist without the protocol itself failing,

must exceed the time-out for the agent check phase. This does not include the transfer time of

the messages (request messages along the path and the grant message). The advantage is that

the information at the shadow is updated correctly, i.e. if the request does not reach the shadow

in time, then the agent has been terminated, and the agent entry in the shadow is removed.

The second approach allows for longer lasting failures. If a shadow proxy detects a failure while

trying to forward an agent’s request for a new ttl (i.e. it cannot reach its successor), it sends a

new ttl back to the agent. The shadow proxy has all the information needed to determine a new

agent ttl, because it is a former shadow. The ttl sent back to the agent is the minimum of the

normal agent ttl and the remaining shadow proxy ttl. The new shadow location sent together

with the ttl is the home place of the shadow. This way, the next request of this agent is sent to

the home place of the shadow. If the agent ttl is shorter than the shadow proxy ttl, then the next

request will be sent along the same path of shadow proxies (which is hopefully connected

again). If the shadow proxy ttl is shorter than the agent ttl, then when the agent sends its next

AgentRequestTimeOut: [ the timer triggered a <timer, shadow, agentId> message ]
Receive ( <timer, shadow, agentId> );
shadow.remove ( agentId );
if ( shadow.currentPlace != place.name ( ) )

Send ( currentPlace, 
<“Removed”, shadow.shadowId, agentId> );

ReceiveRemoved: [ a message <“Removed”, shadowId, agentId> has arrived ]
Receive ( <“Removed”, shadowId, agentId> );
shadow = shadowList.find ( shadowId );
if ( shadow != null )
{

shadow.remove ( agentId );
if ( shadow.currentPlace != place.name ( ) )

Send ( currentPlace, 
<“Removed”, shadowId, agentId> );

}

Algorithm 4-23. Mobile shadows: detecting terminated agents
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request to the home place, the shadow itself will have contacted its home place and updated the

location information, i.e. the agent’s request is sent directly to the shadow. 

The disadvantage is, that with a failure along the shadow proxy path, the information in the

shadow might no longer be correct (even after the agents’ ttl). Without this variant the shadow

knows, by the time the agent’s ttl has passed, where the agent resides. If the shadow does not

receive a request from an agent after its ttl, then the system has to have terminated the agent,

and it removes the associated entry. But with this variant the conclusion might not be correct,

i.e. the shadow disregards an agent, which continues to depend on it (and receives its ttl from a

shadow proxy). However, this holds only true for as long as the failure remains. As soon as the

shadow can be reached again, the next request of the agent will again be forwarded to the shad-

ow, which re-enters the agent into its list. The big advantage is the enhanced availability of the

shadow proxy path.

An extension of this variant guarantees that even if the mobile shadow itself is lost, the protocol

continues correctly. The prerequisite for this extension is that every agent stores the home place

of its shadow. First, if a mobile shadow does not request a new ttl in time, then it has to have

been removed by the system. Thus the shadow proxy at the home place (which in fact was the

first shadow), takes over and replaces the shadow that moved out. Second, if an agent is not able

to reach either shadow or shadow proxy, it contacts the home place. This way, if the shadow is

lost, then all dependent agents will contact the home place, and thus the newly reinstated shad-

ow there. Hence after the ttl of the agents the information at the home shadow is updated, and

it can e.g. move out again.

The protocol implementing mobile shadows has first been presented by BAUMANN AND

ROTHERMEL (1998C), and has been implemented by HÖFFLINGER(1998). 

4.3.4 Strategies for moving the shadows

The goals of the mobile shadow protocol is to position shadows in a way that allows either lower

communication cost, or higher availability, or a speed up of the recognition of failure of the de-

pendent agents, e.g. because one specific agent necessary for the success of the group of de-

pendants is lost. This implies application-specific or even instantiation-specific knowledge, and
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thus it will normally be the task of the application programmer to select a strategy. But as a start-

ing point and as a proof of concept we have derived a few simple strategies. 

The different strategies are implemented according to the Strategy pattern given in GAMMA ET

AL. (1994), and can be changed on the fly to extend or to modify the behaviour of a mobile shad-

ow. Furthermore, different strategies can be nested, i.e. if a strategy discerns that it cannot be

applied, then a fall back strategy can be used. Thus it is no problem to test out new strategies,

as long as they conform to the strategy interface. 

4.3.4.1 Possible Strategies

Apart from the minimum cost strategy all of the following strategies have been implemented in

the MOLE system by HÖFFLINGER(1998), and can be used by every programmer employing

the mobile shadows.

Don’t Move. The first and simplest strategy is not to move at all. A shadow using this strategy

behaves exactly like a non-mobile shadow. If a strategy discovers that it can no longer compute

a new location for the shadow, e.g. if the agent that the strategy follows, terminates, then the

strategy chooses its fall back. The Don’t Move strategy normally is the last fall back strategy.

Minimum Cost. By using a performance model akin to that given in STRASSER AND

SCHWEHM (1997) the shadow could be placed in a location that minimizes the communication

cost with the agents. But the costs associated with the implementation of such a performance

model are high; an up-to-date knowledge of the state of the underlying network (network parti-

tions, delay of messages along different paths, network load etc.) along with knowledge about

future interactions and movements of dependent agents is needed to compute accurate informa-

tion. Furthermore, no implementation providing this functionality for the current MOLE system

exists. Nevertheless, the mobile shadow protocol is prepared to use such a performance model

if it is provided by the system.

Most Dependants. This strategy lets the shadow move to the place with the highest number

of dependent agents. The shadow has this knowledge since the agents inform it about their lo-

cation when requesting a new time quantum. But this knowledge might be slightly outdated, i.e.

the shadow should not react to every changed agent location. Instead it delays any move until it

has collected the new locations of several agents. The exact delay can be set by the programmer.
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The clear advantage of this strategy is that most of the ttl requests of agents can be answered

locally. Furthermore it can be determined very precisely how many dependent agents are resid-

ing on the same place as the agent, and thus the time to move on can be detected with local

knowledge. This strategy is well suited in cases in which most, but not all of the agents move

in concert.

Random Agent. Here the place of one agent, randomly chosen, is used as the target of the

shadow migration. After every move a delay is imposed to allow updating the locations of all

dependent agents as a basis for the next migration, i.e. the shadow stays immobile for at least

the agent ttl. Since this strategy is random, it has no advantage over the other strategies.

Priority-Based. One possible solution to the fault-tolerance problem is to place the shadow

where an indispensable agent resides. This is done by instructing the shadow to follow this

agent’s movements. Obviously, this agent can request a new ttl locally, but all other agents de-

pending on this shadow have to send their requests along a longer shadow proxy path. If the

agent place crashes, then not only is the agent lost, but the shadow as well, leading to the sub-

sequent termination of all agents dependent of the shadow. The strategy takes an agent id as pa-

rameter and follows this agent as long as it exists. If the agent has terminated, then a fall back

strategy is used. The strategy has a broader use than only to follow one agent. Let us assume the

following scenario: a group of agents contains one agent that processes the data gathered by the

other agents in the group. At one point in the processing a second agent takes over and the first

terminates. The shadow should follow the first one until it terminates, and then it should trail

the second agent. If either is lost due to a crash of its place then the group has to be terminated.

This can easily be done by nesting the Priority-Based strategy with the two agents’ ids as pa-

rameters.

Owner Agent. This strategy forces the shadow to follow its owner agent. The owner agent is

the agent that created the shadow and as such is normally not depending on this shadow. The

main benefit is that the owner agent can quickly terminate the dependent agents. Furthermore if

the place on which the owner agent resides crashes, then the shadow is removed as well, and

subsequently all dependent agents are terminated. The price that has to be paid though is the

higher communication cost if the owner agent does not move with its dependent agents.
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4.3.5 Possible Optimizations

Common to all presented variants of the Shadow protocol is that every agent requests and re-

ceives a ttl of its own. This allows for additional functionality in the shadow, which can on a

case-by-case basis decide which agents to keep and which to terminate. But in applications

where such a distinction is not necessary, and especially, where the tracking of a single agent in

contrast to tracking the group as a whole is not necessary, optimizations are possible. As soon

as more than one agent belongs to the same shadow, the following can be done:

• If an agent arrives at a place, where other agents dependent on the same shadow (identified

by the shadow’s unique id) reside already, then the ttl of the agents is set to the maximum of

the arriving agent’s and the other agents’ ttls.

• If an agent requests and receives a new ttl, then it is shared with all other agents dependent

of the same shadow on the agent’s place.

But these optimizations lead to a problem: the proxy path to a single agent can be lost. This hap-

pens e.g. if an agent receives additional ttl from another agent, and the proxy path, still assuming

the original ttl, is removed. This can in principle continue as long as the shadow exists, i.e. an

agent exists without the shadow knowing of it. The interesting point though is that this doesn’t

matter for the termination of the whole group of agents. If the termination message is sent to all

known proxies, then these proxies forward the termination message along all of the paths they

are part of. Ultimately this termination message reaches all of the agents, even those no longer

directly known to the shadow. The path segment for an agent exists exactly for the current ttl of

the agent. So if it got additional time, then at that place the agent proxy holds the path from that

place for that remaining time. Every time an agent gets additional time from another agent, there

exists a valid path to that other agent. So, by first following the path to the other agent, and then

the still valid path to the agent no longer known to the shadow, every agent receives the termi-

nation message. Thus the missing information in the shadow does not impair the correctness of

the protocol. Only for some of the strategies for mobile shadows the missing information leads

to worse results, namely for the Most Dependants and the Random Agent strategy. Thus appli-

cation-specific strategies will be even more important for mobile shadows, if the optimizations

are used.
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It is questionable if the advantages of the optimizations outweigh the disadvantages. Mandatory

for the optimizations to work is that more than one agent depending on the same shadow reside

on the same place. In a world-wide mobile agent environment the probability for this might not

be high enough to make the optimizations worthwhile. This shows the importance of applica-

tion-specific strategies using additional knowledge about the agents’ migrational patterns.

4.3.6 Fault Tolerance

As has been said before, the shadow concept is a combination of the energy concept and the path

concept, providing both orphan detection for mobile agents and a mechanism for locating

agents. In Chapter 4.1.3 we have seen that the correctness of the energy concept depends on the

availability of the communication channel between the anchor place and the agent place, and in

Chapter 4.2.3 that the limiting availability for both the path information and the actual locating

of an agent is 0, i.e. that no repair functionality is provided by the path concept. We will now

compare the different variants of the shadow concept:

• regarding correctness of orphan detection with the energy concept.

• regarding the availability of the path for locating agents with the path concept.

We do not consider the optimizations, because their influence complicates the analysis, and in

the worst case the results are the same as the ones presented here, i.e. the same as if the optimi-

zations had not been applied. 

4.3.6.1 Basic Protocol

In the basic protocol we have three participants: 

• the shadow node, where the shadow resides.

• the agent node, on which the agent resides.

• the path connecting the shadow node and the agent node, consisting of a number of nodes on

which the path proxies are stored and of communication channels between these nodes.

We again assume a path consisting of n path proxies on n nodes, to allow the comparison with

the path concept. The n nodes, the shadow node and the agent node are connected via n+1 com-

munication channels. Furthermore, we again assume that no information is stored on stable stor-
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age, i.e. if the shadow node crashes, then the shadow is lost, and if the agent node crashes, then

the agent is lost.

Regarding orphan detection we investigate first, whether a failure of the underlying system can

incorrectly remove an agent that is no orphan, and second, whether a failure of the underlying

system can lead to the continued existence of an orphan agent that should be removed.

Let us first examine, whether the protocol can incorrectly remove an agent in the presence of

failures. If the shadow node crashes, then the shadow is lost and the agent is an orphan. This

will be detected after the ttl. If the agent node crashes, then the agent is lost, and no orphan ex-

ists. In both cases the protocol reacts correctly, i.e. is not influenced by the failure. When the

communication channel crashes, i.e. if a network partition occurs, then the ttl request cannot be

delivered, and the agent is removed incorrectly after  (see Figure 4-6). Thus the

protocol depends on the availability of the communication channel to guarantee that no agent is

incorrectly recognized as orphan. If the communication channel is repaired while the retrans-

mits are in progress, i.e. in the time interval  after the allotted time quantum has end-

ed, then the protocol recovers. Thus the shadow concept handles short-lived network partitions

better than the energy concept, but fails in the same way in the presence of network partitions

longer than the time interval .

Let us now investigate whether every orphan is recognized even in the presence of failures. An

agent is an orphan when the dependency object, i.e. the shadow, no longer exists. If the shadow

node crashes before the ttl request is received, then no grant is sent back, the agent is correctly

recognized as an orphan, and removed after the time interval . If the communication

channel crashes, the same happens. Thus the protocol recognizes every orphan agent correctly.

We now examine the availability of the path information, i.e. first, the availability of the path

information stored on the nodes, and second, the availability when we try to follow the path, i.e.

when an agent is to be located.

As in the path concept, the path information is stored in the respective nodes. Thus we can com-

pute the availability of the path information in the same way. If we assume again that every node

in the path has the same availability  to every node in the path, we yield:

(Equation 4-11)
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But in contrast to the path concept, the shadow concept contains a repair functionality for the

paths, namely the request for a new ttl, in which the shadow is informed about the current loca-

tion of the agent. By doing this, a new path, unrelated to the old path, is created. Thus every

failure in the old path is irrelevant now. The path is, in fact, repaired. The maximum time to re-

pair a broken path is the ttl if a failure occurs directly after the new ttl has been granted. The

minimum time is 0, if a failure occurs just when a new request is sent. Hence the mean time to

repair (see Equation 3-7) is . It has to be stressed that this is not the repair time for a specific

node or for a specific communication channel, because the whole path is substituted by a new

one, but it can be used for computing the path availability in our case. Thus we yield for the

instantaneous availability Apn(t) of the path of length n:

(Equation 4-12)

We can already see that the shorter the ttl is, the higher the availability becomes. This is reflected

in the limiting availability . Using Equation 3-4 and Equation 3-8, we yield:

(Equation 4-13)

One important point remains to be discussed: until now we have not considered the change in

the availability that is induced by the agent migrations and the shortening of the path after the

ttl. To include this, we have to compute the average of all path lengths between 0 and n and use

this as the basis for our considerations. Why? When the agent migrates, it increases the path

length. Since the path length directly after receiving the ttl is 0 (the shadow has to have the cur-

rent location of the agent), and after the ttl is n, the agent has to have migrated n times, i.e. every
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iting availability αpn given above are, in fact, worst-case approximations. The assumption is

that the agent, directly after receiving the new time quantum, migrates n times and stays on this

place until it receives the next time quantum.

Since we do not assume any migration pattern, we approximate the real value by assuming an

equal time for every path length, i.e. the agent stays the same time on every place. This leads to

the following equation for the availability Ap(t):

(Equation 4-14)

Using Equation 3-4 and Equation 3-8, we yield for the limiting availability :

(Equation 4-15)

Let us now examine the availability when we try to follow the path, i.e. for locating an agent.

As in the path concept, for following the path the availability of the communication channels

has to be taken into account additionally. Since we have a series of components, i.e. nodes and

communication channels, we can compute the availability for searching along the path Al(t) by

multiplying the availability of the nodes, i.e. the availability for the path proxies Apn(t), and the

availability of the communication channels Acn(t) for every k between 0 and n, and compute the

average:

(Equation 4-16)
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(Equation 4-17)

Using this and Equation 4-16, we yield for the availability Al(t) for locating an agent:

(Equation 4-18)

We can again see that the shorter the ttl is, the higher the availability becomes. This is reflected

in the limiting availability :

(Equation 4-19)

By adjusting the ttl, we can realize nearly every needed availability. But this holds true only if

the lifetime of an agent is longer than the ttl. For an agent lifetime shorter than the ttl, the shadow

concept provides exactly the same availability as the path concept, i.e. for short-lived agents the

additional protocol overhead of the shadow concept is not necessary.

4.3.6.2 Hierarchical Shadows

In this variant we have the same participants as in the basic protocol, but additionally the nodes

on which the hierarchical shadows reside and the communication channels between them are

added.
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As before, we assume a path connecting agent and hierarchical shadow consisting of n path

proxies on n nodes. The n nodes, the shadow node and the agent node are connected via n+1

communication channels. We assume nh hierarchical shadows and nh+1 communication chan-

nels connecting them. Furthermore, we again assume that no information is stored on stable

storage, i.e. if the shadow node crashes, then the shadow is lost, and if the agent node crashes,

then the agent is lost. As before we assume the same availabilities for all nodes, and the same

availabilities for all communication channels.

For orphan detection the same argumentation holds as in the basic protocol. Thus with this var-

iant, as with the basic protocol, every orphan agent and every orphan hierarchical shadow is cor-

rectly recognized as an orphan. But the protocol depends on the communication channel’s avail-

ability between hierarchical shadow and agent, and between hierarchical shadow and parent

shadow, to guarantee that no agent respectively hierarchical shadow is incorrectly recognized

as orphan. If the communication channel is repaired while the retransmits are in progress, i.e.

for the time interval  after the allotted time quantum has ended, then the protocol re-

covers. Thus the hierarchical shadow concept handles short-lived network partitions in the same

way as the basic protocol, but fails in the same way in the presence of network partitions longer

than the time interval .

Let us now examine the availability of the path information for the hierarchical shadows. The

availability of the path information connecting agent and hierarchical shadow is the same as in

the basic protocol given by Equation 4-14. But the availability of the shadow hierarchy has to

be included in our considerations. Thus we have not only the availability of the path connecting

the agent and the hierarchical shadow, but additionally the availability of all nodes on which a

parent shadow of the respective hierarchical shadow resides. The problem with the path created

by these nodes is the missing repair functionality, i.e. the availability of this path equals the

availability in the path concept. 

This gives us the following availability for the path information from application shadow to

agent:

(Equation 4-20)
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with Aph(t) as the availability of the path along the hierarchical shadows, and Apa(t) as the avail-

ability of the path connecting shadow and agent. We yield:

(Equation 4-21)

It is clear that the limiting availability is 0, since the limiting availability of the path along the

hierarchical shadows equals 0 (see Equation 4-4).

(Equation 4-22)

To compute the availability for actually following the path, we only have to add the availability

of the connecting communication channels a) to the availability of the path along the hierarchi-

cal shadows, and b) to the availability of the path connecting the hierarchical shadow and the

agent. We yield the following Al(t):

(Equation 4-23)

Necessarily, the limiting availability αl is still 0:

(Equation 4-24)
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4.3.6.3 Mobile Shadows

In this protocol variant we have five participants: 

• the shadow home node, where the first shadow proxy is placed.

• the mobile shadow node, where the mobile shadow resides.

• the path connecting the shadow home node and the mobile shadow node, consisting of a

number of nodes on which the shadow path proxies are stored and of communication chan-

nels between them.

• the agent node, on which the agent resides.

• the path connecting the shadow node and the agent node, consisting of a number of nodes on

which the agent path proxies are stored and of communication channels between these nodes.

We assume a path connecting agent and mobile shadow consisting of na path proxies on na

nodes. The na nodes, the shadow node and the agent node are connected via na+1 communica-

tion channels. We assume nm shadow path proxies and nm+1 communication channels connect-

ing them. Furthermore, we again assume that no information is stored on stable storage, i.e. if

the shadow node crashes, then the shadow is lost, and if the agent node crashes, then the agent

is lost. As before we assume the same availabilities for all nodes, and the same availabilities for

all communication channels.

For orphan detection the same argumentation holds as in the basic protocol. Thus with this var-

iant, as with the basic protocol, every orphan agent and every orphan mobile shadow is correctly

recognized as an orphan. But the protocol depends on the communication channel’s availability

between mobile shadow and agent, and between mobile shadow and parent shadow, to guaran-

tee that no agent respectively mobile shadow is incorrectly recognized as orphan. If the com-

munication channel is repaired while the retransmits are in progress, i.e. for the time interval

 after the allotted time quantum has ended, then the protocol recovers. Thus the mo-

bile shadow concept handles short-lived network partitions in the same way as the basic proto-

col and the hierarchical shadows, but also fails in the same way in the presence of network par-

titions longer than the time interval .

Let us now examine the availability of the path information for the mobile shadows. The avail-

ability of the path information connecting agent and mobile shadow is the same as in the basic

protocol given by Equation 4-14. The availability of the path connecting mobile shadow and

2 n 1+( )d

2 n 1+( )d
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home shadow proxy is also the same as the availability for the path connecting agent and shad-

ow in the basic protocol given by Equation 4-14, albeit with a value of nm for the path length

and a different value for the ttl. Thus we have a simple product of the two availabilities:

(Equation 4-25)

As in the basic protocol, the path for the mobile shadows contains a repair functionality for the

paths, the request for a new ttl for the mobile shadow. Here, as with the agent proxy path, a new

path is created, and every failure in the old path is irrelevant. The maximum time to repair a bro-

ken path is the ttl of the mobile shadow if a failure occurs directly after the shadow’s new ttl has

been granted. The minimum time is 0, if a failure occurs just when a new request is sent. Hence

the mean time to repair for the mobile shadow path (see Equation 3-7) is . Thus we yield

for the instantaneous availability Ap(t) of the path:

(Equation 4-26)

Again we can see that the shorter the respective ttl is, the higher the availability becomes. 
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The limiting availability  again reflects this:

(Equation 4-27)

In contrast to the basic protocol, we now have two paths with different lengths and different ttl

influencing the availability of the path information. Thus the availability of the path information

is lower than the availability of the path information in the basic protocol.

Let us now examine the availability when we try to follow the two paths, i.e. for locating an

agent. As before, we have to take the availability of the communication channels into account.

We again use  as the mean time to repair. We now yield for the availability Al(t) for locating

an agent:

(Equation 4-28)
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Here also the respective ttl has a high influence on the availability for locating the agent. This

is again reflected in the limiting availability :

(Equation 4-29)

By adjusting the respective ttl, we can again realize nearly every needed availability. But as be-

fore this only holds true if the lifetime of an agent is longer than its ttl, and the lifetime of a shad-

ow is longer than its ttl, respectively.

4.3.6.4 Comparing the Path Availability

We have now given equations for the computation of the different path availabilities. The most

important point is, that the basic protocol and the mobile shadow variant have a limiting avail-

ability higher than 0, in fact mainly depending on the respective ttl used. The hierarchical shad-

ow variant has instead a limiting availability of 0, i.e. the same as the path concept. Thus the

most interesting comparison is between these two groups. We choose the basic protocol and the

path concept. 

Direct comparisons, however, are only possible if we make assumptions about the different fail-

ure rates for the nodes and the communication channels, and for the repair rate for the commu-

nication channels. 

Since these rates vary with the used technology, no generic measurements exist. We choose dif-

ferent sources for these and try to average the values. The sources are: IMEX (1999), a report

about high availability computing, STURM (1999), a paper about the management of quality of
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service, values for the faculty of Computer Science of the University of Stuttgart supplied by

FABIAN (1999), for the University of Stuttgart in general provided by BANNAS (1999), and val-

ues for a provider network (see USWEST (1999)). All of these following numbers have to be tak-

en with a grain of salt. It has to be emphasized that, while they are as accurate as possible, they

are no generic values usable for every possible environment. We use the following values for

the MTTF and MTTR of nodes and communication channels. For communication channels the

repair functionality is included in our discussion, since they do not hold state that is important

for the protocols. 

We define 2 scenarios: in the first, named scenario 1, Unix machines are connected via a back-

bone communication channel, i.e. we have a high availability of nodes and communication

channels, in the second, named scenario 2, NT machines are connected via a LAN, i.e. we have

comparatively low availability. 

The normal migration time in Java-based systems is around 100-150 ms, and with optimizations

could probably be sped up by a factor of 2. Thus we assume a migration time of 50ms, leading

us to 20 migrations per second. Since the shortest ttl we choose for our scenarios is 1 second,

we will take this as the path length for our comparisons.

The Importance of the TTL. Let us first examine the effect of the ttl on the availability of

the path in the shadow concept. We choose values for the ttl between 1 sec and 1 hour, and a

length for the path of 20. The results are shown in Figure 4-16. Please note that even a ttl of 6

minutes is an extremely high value. The significance of the value for the ttl compared to the dif-

ferent availabilities of the path components is clearly shown, since the graphs for different avail-

abilities with constant ttl cannot be distinguished without magnification (see Figure 4-16(a)).

Only enlarged as in Figure 4-16(b) can the difference be identified.

Component MTTF [hours] λ [1/hours] MTTR [hours] µ [1/hours] availability

NT machine  87.6 1.142 10-2 1.2 0.833 α=0.986

Unix machine 730 1.370 10-3 3.3 0.303 α=0.995

Communication channel LAN 973 1.028 10-3 0.5 2.000 α=0.9995

Communication channel Backbone 1460 6.849 10-4 3.0 0.333 α=0.9998

Table 4-1. Failure and repair rates for components (in hours)

⋅

⋅

⋅

⋅
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Shadow Concept vs. Path Concept. Let us now compare the basic protocol against the

path concept. We choose the two scenarios and a comparatively high value for the ttl of 6 min-

utes. We see in Figure 4-17 that the shadow concept is nearly unaffected by the changing avail-

ability. The availability of the path concept, however, is clearly affected. This shows also in the

graphs for the difference of the availabilities. There it becomes clear, that for worse availabili-

ties of nodes and communication channels, the shadow concept performs even better in com-

parison to the path concept.

Figure 4-16. Shadow concept: path availability depending on failure rate and ttl

(high availability=black, low availability=grey, n=20)

Figure 4-17. Shadow concept: basic protocol vs. path concept 

(n=20)
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A second point can be concluded from Figure 4-17: if an agent exists for only a short period,

then the path concept and the shadow concept are nearly equal in availability. In fact, the avail-

ability for shadow concept and path concept are exactly the same, until the first check phase is

initiated (this has not been modelled in the computations of the availabilities). Thus for short

durations the path concept, having a lower overhead, is the better choice.

4.3.7 Message Complexity

In the following discussion we assume that a proxy path has a length of n, i.e. an agent proxy

path has a length of na, and a shadow proxy path in the mobile shadows concept a length of nm.

4.3.7.1 Basic Protocol

Maintaining the Path. As has been described in Chapter 4.3.1 the path is shortened at regular

intervals, i.e. every time the agent’s ttl has dropped to 0. Shortening the path includes one mes-

sage from agent to shadow (the request) and one from shadow to agent (the grant). The inter-

mediate shadow proxies are removed without additional communication. This leads to a cost of

2 messages per agent per ttl request.

Locating Agents. To locate an agent in the basic protocol, a message has to be sent along the

proxy path. Thus the message complexity is the same as with the path concept (see Chapter

4.2.4), namely  messages along the path, giving a total of  messages if the path con-

sists of na agent proxies. 

Terminating Agents. If the message terminates one agent, then the cost is  messages.

If all agents a depending on a shadow are terminated, the total costs are  messages.

4.3.7.2 Hierarchical Shadows

Maintaining the Path. Maintaining the path for the agents in the hierarchical shadow proto-

col has the same complexity as in the basic protocol. But additionally the hierarchical shadows

request a new ttl at regular, if longer intervals. Thus we have a total cost of 2 messages per agent

per ttla (the agent’s ttl) and 2 messages per hierarchical shadow per ttlh (the hierarchical shad-

n 1+ na 1+

na 1+

na 1+( )
a

∑
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ow’s ttl). With  the cost is approximately the same as in the basic protocol, i.e. 2 mes-

sages per agent per ttla.

Locating Agents. To locate an agent with the hierarchical shadows, messages have to be sent

along the tree of hierarchical shadows. Every shadow sends a message to every child shadow

and every child shadow answers with a message as soon as it has received answers from all its

children in turn. This leads to 2 messages for every hierarchical shadow, i.e.  messages with

h being the number of hierarchical shadows. These messages are sent regardless of the agent

being found. Then the path toward the agent has to be followed, i.e. a message has to be sent

along the proxy path, again leading to  messages for na agent proxies. This leads to a total

cost of  messages, i.e. substantially higher costs than in the basic protocol. 

Terminating Agents. If the message terminates the agent, then no answer from the hierarchi-

cal shadows is needed, i.e. 1 message per hierarchical shadow, and following the proxy path is

again  messages, leading to a total of  messages. If all agents a depending on

a shadow are terminated, the total costs are  messages.

4.3.7.3 Mobile Shadows

Maintaining the Path. Again the cost for maintaining the agent paths is the same as in the

basic protocol. Maintaining the path for a mobile hierarchical shadow costs the same as the path

for a immobile hierarchical shadow, i.e. 2 messages per mobile shadow per ttlm. Additional

costs are produced by the migration of the mobile shadows, which will be regarded as the cost

for one additional message. These costs depends on the strategy used for the mobile shadows.

In the case of the Priority-Based strategy the shadow migrates as often as an agent, in the case

of the Random Agent strategy the shadow migrates less than once every ttla. Thus the resulting

cost is 2 messages per agent per ttla plus the number of migrations of mobile shadows.

Locating Agents. If mobile shadows are used without hierarchical shadows, then first the

shadow proxy path has to be followed, leading to  messages for nm shadow proxies, and

afterwards the path of agent proxies, leading to  messages for na agent proxies. This gives

a total of  messages to locate one agent.

If mobile shadows are combined with hierarchical shadows, then as with hierarchical shadows

the message is sent to every shadow, but this time along every shadow proxy path of length nh

ttlh ttla»

2h

na 1+

2h na 1+ +

na 1+ h na 1+ +

h na 1+( )
a

∑+

nm 1+

na 1+

nm na 2+ +
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for every shadow h. The shadows send a message back, and another message is sent along the

agent proxy path of length na. This leads to a cost of  messages.

Terminating Agents. If mobile shadows are used without hierarchical shadows, then the

costs for terminating one agent are  messages, i.e.  messages for following

the shadow proxy path, and  messages for the agent proxy path. To terminate all agents

a depending on a shadow the costs are  messages.

Combining mobile shadows with hierarchical shadows again leads to higher costs. To terminate

one agent a message has to be sent to every hierarchical shadow along its shadow proxy path

consisting of nh proxies for every shadow h, followed by a message along the agent proxy path

of length na. This leads to total costs of  messages. 

To terminate all agents depending on a shadow with combined mobile and hierarchical shadows

implies sending a message to every shadow along its shadow proxy path, and to every agent

along its agent proxy path. This leads to a cost of  messages.

4.3.8 Discussion

The Shadow protocol in its different variants supports asynchronous operation, albeit with the

constraint, that every agent has to contact its shadow at regular intervals. The two messages

needed for receiving a new ttl are the only cost in the basic protocol. No cost is introduced by

either establishing the agent proxy paths or removing it. As we have seen in the comparison of

basic protocol and path concept, the availability is higher. The only exception are very short-

lived agents, for which the path concept provides the same availability.

For the hierarchical shadows, the availability is lower, since the path connecting the hierarchical

shadows is not repaired, i.e. we have the same problem as with the path concept, albeit on av-

erage with a much shorter path.

The mobile shadows provide an availability slightly worse than the basic protocol, but they pro-

vide additional functionality; the programmer is now able to modify the shadow location de-

pending on the locations of the depending agents.

na 3 nh 1+( )
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∑+ +

nm na 2+ + nm 1+
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5 Distributed Garbage Collection

Algorithms for garbage collection are important for the memory management of programming

languages supporting dynamic objects. BLOOM AND ZDONICK (1987) observed that program-

mer-controlled memory management is notoriously error-prone. The most prominent example

is the C++ language. According to BOEHM (1998), 30 to 40% of development time is devoted

to storage management for programs that manipulate complex linked data structures. The prob-

lem gets even more complex if garbage collection is to be used in distributed systems. SHAPIRO

ET AL. (1994) describe the problems in detail. Some examples of distributed garbage collectors

are:

• Stub-Scion-Pair chains, desribed in SHAPIRO, DICKMAN AND PLAINFOSSÉ (1992A), as a gen-

eral garbage collection mechanism for distributed systems.

• the garbage collector for the distributed database Thor. Detailed information to this garbage

collector can be found in MAHESHWARI AND LISKOV (1997).

• the garbage collector of Argus, an implementation of a reference counting scheme.

LISKOV (1988) describes Argus, and programming using Argus, and DETLEFS (1990) dis-

cusses the shortcomings of this garbage collector in concurrent systems.

• the garbage collector of Emerald, a modified mark-and-sweep implementation. An introduc-

tion to Emerald can be found in JUL ET AL. (1988).

In addition, some modern distributed programming environments allow dynamic object migra-

tion, which further complicates storage management. Examples are the system Orca described

in BAL AND TANENBAUM (1990), where dynamic object migration is used as part of the run time

environment, the system Arjuna as described in CAUGHEY AND SHRIVASTAVA (1995), and the

communication support provided by LEVY AND TEMPERO (1991).
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After the description of the system and failure model used throughout this chapter follows a

short introduction into distributed garbage collection and a presentation of the distributed gar-

bage collection algorithms of importance to the thesis.

5.1 System and Failure Models

We assume the following system model for this chapter: a finite set of concurrently executing

processes is considered that communicate by passing messages through channels with infinite

buffers. We assume no particular message ordering for the communication channels. When an

algorithm makes an additional assumption we will point it out explicitly.

The failure model assumes neither process nor channel failures, i.e. no failures at all. This is the

failure model used by most publications describing garbage collection algorithms. Even recent

publications handling active objects and object migration, e.g. KAFURA, MUKHERJI AND

WASHABAUGH (1995) or PIQUER (1996) employ this failure model.

Publications describing distributed garbage collection implementations (see e.g. CAUGHEY AND

SHRIVASTAVA (1995)) tend to use the system and failure model presented in Chapter 3.

5.2 Introduction to Distributed Garbage Collection

The basic functionality of distributed garbage collection is to reclaim storage of inaccessible ob-

jects distributed over multiple nodes. This is done by considering a program’s data as a graph,

whose edges represent references to objects and whose vertices represent the objects them-

selves. A distinguished set of vertices is named the set of root objects. These objects are never

garbage-collected. Objects reachable from this set of root objects are called alive; all others are

unreachable and are considered to be garbage. Two different classes of algorithms have been

developed for distributed garbage collection, namely reference counting algorithms and mark-

and-sweep algorithms. An overview of algorithms can be found in PLAINFOSSÉ AND

SHAPIRO (1995). ABDULLAHI  AND RINGWOOD (1998) present a survey, in which they evaluate

these algorithms. Reference counting algorithms maintain a counter with the number of refer-

ences to each object. As soon as this counter drops to zero, the system can conclude that the ob-

ject is garbage, and can consequently remove the object. The disadvantage is that reference
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counting can be incomplete in the sense that only acyclic graphs are collected correctly. Objects

involved in cyclic references (e.g. referencing one another) cannot be collected. Mark-and-

sweep algorithms walk through the graph, beginning with the root set, to determine the living

objects. Mark-and-sweep algorithms are complete (i.e. all garbage is identified and subsequent-

ly removed), but they need global synchronization phases and more cooperation from the ob-

jects in the graph than reference counting algorithms. In Chapter 6, we will transform some of

the algorithms into control algorithms for mobile agents. We only consider the class of reference

counting algorithms, because the cost for mark-and-sweep algorithms combined with the global

synchronization phases make them unsuitable for the use in mobile agent systems. Furthermore,

as RUDALICS (1990A) states, in a distributed environment reference counting seems to have two

advantages over mark-and-sweep algorithms: firstly, only nodes holding references are in-

volved in its reclamation, i.e. not all nodes of the distributed system participate in the reclama-

tion of one object. Secondly, communication patterns of reference counting systems in general

match the communication patterns of the underlying application.

5.2.1 A Computation Model for Distributed Objects

We now introduce the computation model used in the presentation of the different garbage col-

lection schemes. An object-oriented distributed system consists of a collection of objects com-

municating with each other via messages. A subset of this collection is a set of root objects, that

will never be collected by the garbage collector. Objects are able to hold references to other ob-

jects. We will call a reference to an object r an r-reference. If an object s holds an r-reference,

then object r is called a descendant of s. An object is reachable or alive if it is either a root object

or a descendant of a reachable object. A reachable object s holding an r-reference can copy this

reference to another object t. To do this, s sends a message to t containing the r-reference. After

receiving this message t holds an r-reference, too. An object can have multiple references to the

same target. An object s holding an r-reference can delete the reference, after which it no longer

holds this r-reference. If this was the last reference from s to r, then s is no longer able to reach

r (unless it receives a new reference to r).  
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Each of the actions is assumed to be executed atomically. An action subscripted with s takes

place in object s. An assertion between brackets is a guard, guaranteeing that the action can only

be executed if the assertion is true. An object s can initiate the copying of an r-reference (action

CRs), it can insert an r-reference (action RCt) that has been received as a result of the action

CRs, and it can delete an r-reference (action DRs). Since we only consider non-cyclic referenc-

es, our definition of the term garbage is slightly relaxed compared to that of normal garbage col-

lection. An object is called garbage if there are no references to it. A garbage collector will

eventually find all objects that are garbage and collect them. 

5.3 Reference Counting Schemes

Reference counting schemes can be divided into 2 groups:

• Direct Reference Counting Algorithms.

• Indirect Reference Counting Algorithms.

The first group contains simple reference counting, the Lermen and Maurer variant, and the Ru-

dalics variants, the second group weighted reference counting and local reference counting. We

will now examine these different schemes in more detail.

5.3.1 Direct Reference Counting Algorithms

All algorithms in this class directly count the number of references in the system. As soon as the

number of r-references is 0, the object r is garbage and can be collected. Every time an r-refer-

ence is copied, an increment message is sent to the object r. A copy message (containing the r-

reference) is sent to the receiving node. An ack message is sent by one of the participants, de-

pending on the algorithm. It has to be guaranteed by the algorithm that this ack message is cor-

CRs: [ s is reachable and holds an r-reference ]
Send ( t, <copy r> );

RCt: [ a message <copy r> arrived ]
Receive ( <copy r> );
insert r-reference;

DRs: [ s holds an r-reference ]
delete r-reference;

Algorithm 5-1. Reference manipulation by objects
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rectly received before a decrement message is sent by one of the participants. Since all of the

discussed mechanisms use the same mechanism to signal the deletion of an r-reference, namely

a simple decrement message without ack message, we concentrate in the graphical representa-

tion on the copying of references. Three nodes participate, depicted as squares. We assume that

node R contains object r, node S contains object s with an r-reference that copies this reference

to object t on node T.

5.3.1.1 Simple Reference Counting

The simplest solution to reference counting is to send increment messages to the object before

a reference is copied. The increment message is acknowledged by sending the ack message, and

only after the reception of the ack message the copy message is sent. A decrement message can

only be sent by s after the inc message has been acknowledged. 

The protocol for simple reference counting is given in Algorithm 5-2.

Figure 5-1. Simple reference counting

Initr: integer r.refCountr = 0;

CRs: [ s.refCounts > 0 or s is root object, and holds an r-reference ]
Send ( r, <increment r, s, t> );

RIr: [ a message <increment r, s, t> arrived ]
Receive ( <increment r, s, t> );
r.refCountr = r.refCountr + 1;
Send ( s, <ack r, t> ); 

RAs: [ a message <ack r, t> arrived ]
Receive ( <ack r, t> ); 
Send ( t, <copy r> ); 

RCt: [ a message <copy r> arrived ]
Receive ( <copy r> );
insert the r-reference;

Algorithm 5-2. Simple reference counting

R
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TS

R

copy
TS
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TS
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5.3.1.2 The Variant of Lermen and Maurer

The variant of Lermen and Maurer has been designed to overcome the need to wait for the ack

messages before sending the copy message (this variant has been presented in LERMEN AND

MAURER (1986)). The main difference to the simple reference counting algorithm is that the ack

message is sent to the target node T instead of the source node S. While in the simple reference

counting scheme the reference on the source node can only be deleted after receipt of the ack

message, here it is the target node that has to wait for the ack message. Thus the increment and

the copy message can be sent within one action, without having to wait for the ack message. An

additional assumption is made about the communication channel in this variant.

The channels are assumed to have the FIFO property. Otherwise, a decrement message sent by

S after the increment message could arrive earlier at R than the increment message possibly

leading to an incorrect collection of r. The protocol for the Lermen and Maurer variant is given

in Algorithm 5-3.

DRt: [ t holds an r-reference ]
Send ( r, <decrement r> );
delete r-reference;

RDr: [ a message <decrement r> arrived ]
Receive ( <decrement r> );
r.refCountr = r.refCountr - 1;
if ( r.refCountr == 0 )

delete r;

Figure 5-2. The Lermen & Maurer variant

Initr: integer r.refCountr = 0;

CRs: [ s is reachable and holds an r-reference ]
Send ( r, <increment r, t> );
Send ( t, <copy r> );

Algorithm 5-3. The Lermen & Maurer variant

Algorithm 5-2. Simple reference counting
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The correct deletion of references is more complicated in the Lermen and Maurer variant than

in the simple reference counting algorithm. A safe (i.e. correct) assumption is that a reference

in an object can be deleted as long as the number of copy and ack messages is equal and larger

0. This condition ensures that there are still references that can be deleted and that all of them

have been acknowledged. But this condition can be slightly relaxed. It is enough to ensure that

both are larger 0. While not ensuring that all references have been acknowledged, it guarantees

that at least one of them has been acknowledged. To implement this relaxed condition we define

two counters ackdRefsr and unAckdRefsr containing the number of acknowledged and unac-

knowledged references, respectively. Every time a <copy r>-message is received, unAckdRefsr

has to be incremented. Every time an <ack r>-message is received, ackdRefsr is incremented

and unAckdRefsr decremented. But it can happen that ack messages arrive before the corre-

sponding copy messages. An additional counter could be introduced to manage these early ack

messages. An alternative is to use negative values in unAckdRefsr to encode this information.

Thus, if an <ack r>-message is received, ackdRefsr is only incremented if unAckdRefsr has a

positive value, and unAckdRefsr is decremented (action RAt). Accordingly, if a <copy r>-mes-

RIr: [ a message <increment r, t> arrived ]
Receive ( <increment r, t> );
r.refCountr = r.refCountr + 1;
Send ( t, <ack r> ); 

RCt: [ a message <copy r> arrived ]
Receive ( <copy r> );
insert the r-reference;
if ( t.unAckdRefsr < 0 )

t.ackdRefsr = t.ackdRefsr + 1;
t.unAckdRefsr = t.unAckdRefsr + 1;

RAt: [ a message <ack r> arrived ]
Receive ( <ack r> ); 
if ( t.unAckdRefsr > 0 )

t.ackdRefsr = t.ackdRefsr + 1;
t.unAckdRefsr = t.unAckdRefsr - 1;

DRt: [ t holds an r-reference and t.ackdRefsr > 0 ]
t.ackdRefsr = t.ackdRefsr - 1;
Send ( r, <decrement r> );
delete r-reference;

RDr: [ a message <decrement r> arrived ]
Receive ( <decrement r> );
r.refCountr = r.refCountr - 1;
if ( r.refCountr == 0 )

delete r;

Algorithm 5-3. The Lermen & Maurer variant
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sage is received, ackdRefsr is incremented together with unAckdRefsr, if that value is negative

(action RCt). If an object wants to delete an r-reference it has to be ensured that ackdRefsr is

larger than 0. If this condition holds, ackdRefsr is decremented, a <decrement r>-message is

sent to the object r, and the r-reference is deleted (action DRr).

5.3.1.3 The 3 Message Variant of Rudalics

Two variants of the Lermen & Maurer scheme have been proposed by RUDALICS (1988). In the

3 message variant of Rudalics the increment message is still sent from node S to R, but the copy

message now is sent by node R. The third message, the ack message, is sent from T to S.

The protocol for the Rudalics variant with 3 messages is given in Algorithm 5-4. 

Figure 5-3. The Rudalics variant with 3 messages

Initr: integer r.refCountr = 0;

CRs: [ s is reachable and holds an r-reference ]
s.unAckdr = s.unAckdr + 1;
Send ( r, <increment r, s, t> );

RIr: [ a message <increment r, s, t> arrived ]
Receive ( <increment r, s, t> );
r.refCountr = r.refCountr + 1;
Send ( t, <copy r, s> );

RCt: [ a message <copy r, s> arrived ]
Receive ( <copy r, s> );
insert the r-reference;
Send( s, <ack r> );

RAs: [ a message <ack r> arrived ]
Receive ( <ack r> ); 
s.unAckdr = s.unAckdr - 1;

DRt: [ t holds an r-reference and t.unAckdr == 0 ]
Send ( r, <decrement r> );
delete r-reference;

Algorithm 5-4. The Rudalics variant with 3 messages
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In this variant a counter of unacknowledged copies unAckdr is used. If an object wants to delete

an r-reference (action DRr), then the precondition that unAckdr is 0 ensures that for every copy

operation an <ack r>-message has been received. This is important because in this variant no

FIFO-channel is assumed for the communication. A <decrement r>-message is sent to r and the

r-reference is deleted. On receipt of a <decrement r>-message the object r decrements its refer-

ence counter, and as soon as the reference count is 0 deletes itself (action RDr).

5.3.1.4 The 4 Message Variant of Rudalics

The 4 message variant (presented in RUDALICS (1988)) additionally sends a copy message from

node S to node T together with the increment message sent to R. The ack message is sent from

T to S after receiving both copy messages. Object s may only be deleted if all ack messages have

been received. Interestingly, the ack message can also be sent by t as soon as two copy messages

from the same source have been received by t. Why? Let us assume that two copy messages sent

by s have been received. This implies that another two copy messages will be sent by r (leading

to the second ack message). If one ack message is sent back to the object s, then s still has to

wait for the second ack message. Thus it is safe to send this first ack message.

The protocol for the Rudalics variant with 4 messages is given in Algorithm 5-5. To implement

this variant a set has to be employed. A set contains a number of objects. Objects can be added

via the method add (object), and removed via the method remove (object). Both return true if

RDr: [ a message <decrement r> arrived ]
Receive ( <decrement r> );
r.refCountr = r.refCountr - 1;
if ( r.refCountr == 0 ) 

delete r;

Figure 5-4. The Rudalics variant with 4 messages

Algorithm 5-4. The Rudalics variant with 3 messages
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the operation was successful. This is used to implement a binary counter for the source (i.e. the

object s) of a copy message. The variable unAckdr is used as before in the 3 message variant.

5.3.2 Weighted Reference Counting

Weighted reference counting associates with every reference a weight. WRC schemes have first

been proposed by BEVAN (1989) and by WATSON AND WATSON (1987). If a reference is copied,

the associated weight is divided between original and copy. No interaction is necessary with the

object r itself for copying a reference; the need for synchronization with r can be avoided. If a

reference is deleted, a decrement message with the weight associated to this reference is sent to

the object. The object stores the weight it has given out, and as soon as the sum of weights sent

Initr: integer r.refCountr = 0;

CRs: [ s is reachable and holds an r-reference ]
s.unAckdr = s.unAckdr + 1;
Send ( r, <increment r, s, t> );
Send ( t, <copy r, s> );

RIr: [ a message <increment r, s, t> arrived ]
Receive ( <increment r, s, t> );
r.refCountr = r.refCountr + 1;
Send ( t, <copy r, s> );

RCt: [ a message <copy r, s> arrived ]
Receive ( <copy r, s> );
if ( t.rcvdSetr .remove ( s ) == true )

Send( s, <ack r> );
else
{

insert r-reference;
t.rcvdSetr .add ( s );

}

RAs: [ a message <ack r> arrived ]
Receive ( <ack r> ); 
s.unAckdr = s.unAckdr - 1;

DRt: [ t holds an r-reference and t.unAckdr == 0 ]
Send ( r, <decrement r> );
delete r-reference;

RDr: [ a message <decrement r> arrived ]
Receive ( <decrement r> );
r.refCountr = r.refCountr - 1;
if ( r.refCountr == 0 )

delete r;

Algorithm 5-5. The Rudalics variant with 4 messages
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back is the same as the sum of weights handed out it is guaranteed that no references exist any

longer. Sooner or later the weight associated to a reference is no longer divisible, i.e. the refer-

ence can no longer be copied. In this case, new weight can be requested from the object to rem-

edy this situation.

The protocol for the weighted reference counting variant is given in Algorithm 5-6. The version

of the protocol presented here guarantees the following: if an r-reference is to be copied and its

weight is no longer divisible, then this r-reference will not be deleted until additional weight has

been granted and the copy message sent. Furthermore, we assume that a weight is divisible by

2 without remainder. This can be assured by choosing new weight suitably. Each object r ini-

tializes on creation a variable refWeightr, which contains the weight given out by this object (ac-

tion Initr). If an object s wants to send a copy of an r-reference to t (action CRs), the associated

weightr is split between the r-reference held by s and the copy that is sent to t. If weightr is no

longer divisible, a request to grant more weight is sent to r. If a <copy r, weight>-message is

received (action RCt), then, if an r-reference already exists, the received weight is added to

weightr. If no r-reference exists, it is inserted and weightr is set to the received weight. If object

r receives a request for more weight (action RRr), it sends new weight back to the requesting

object and adds the new weight granted to its reference weight refWeightr. If a

<GrantWeight r, newweight t>-message is received, then the new weight is added to the (indi-

visible) weight, and the delayed copy message sent to t (action RWs).

Figure 5-5. Weighted reference counting

(RC = reference count, RW = reference weight).
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When an object t deletes an r-reference, it sends a <decrement r, weightr>-message to the object

r, returning the weight of the deleted r-reference (action DRt). Upon receipt of a

<decrement r, weightr>-message object r subtracts the received weight from the reference

count refCountr. Object r can be deleted if its reference count drops to 0 (action RDt).

Initr: integer r.refWeightr = 0;

CRs: [ s is reachable, holds an r-reference and w_reqr = false ]
if ( s.weightr DIV 2 > 0 )
{

Send ( t, <copy r, s.weightr DIV 2> );
s.weightr = s.weightr DIV 2;

}
else
{

Send ( r, <RequestWeight, s, t> );
w_reqr = true;

}

RCt: [ a message <copy r, weight> arrived ]
Receive ( <copy r, weight> );
if ( defined r-reference )

t.weightr = t.weightr + weight;
else
{

insert the r-reference;
t.weightr = weight;

}

RRr: [ a message <Request Weight, s, t> arrived ]
Receive ( <Request Weight, s, t> );
Send ( s, <GrantWeight r, newWeight, t> );
r.refWeightr = r.refWeightr + newWeight;

RWs: [ a message <GrantWeight r, newWeight, t> arrived ]
Receive ( <Weight r, newWeight, t> );
s.weightr = s.weightr + newWeight;
Send ( t, <copy r, s.weightr DIV 2> );
s.weightr = s.weightr DIV 2;
w_reqr = false;

DRt: [ t holds an r-reference with t.weightr and w_reqr = false ]
Send ( r, <decrement r, t.weightr> );
delete r-reference;

RDr: [ a message <decrement r, weight> arrived ]
Receive ( <decrement r, weight> );
r.refWeightr = r.refWeightr - weight;
if ( r.refWeightr == 0 )

delete r;

Algorithm 5-6. Weighted reference counting
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5.3.3 Local Reference Counting

Local reference counting differentiates between local and remote counting of references on a

node (the idea has been proposed independently by ICHISUGI AND YONEZAWA (1990),

RUDALICS (1990A) and PIQUER (1991)). For this scheme on every node on which references to

an object exist, a local counter is instantiated. If a copy of a reference is made on a node, then

the local counter is incremented. If a reference is sent to another node, two different situations

may arise. If no reference to that object exists on the target node, a new counter is instantiated

(set to 1), and the node identifier of the source node is stored with it. If a reference to that object

exists already, then the counter on the target node is incremented (to reflect the new local refer-

ence), and a decrement message is sent back to the sending node. This rule guarantees that the

graph of references forms a simple tree. If a reference to an object is discarded, then the local

counter is decremented. If the number of local references is decremented to 0, then a decrement

message is sent to the node whose identifier was stored with the local reference counter.  

This variant is especially suited to support mobile objects, because the migration of an object

from one node to another can be modelled very naturally. This is done by installing a new coun-

ter for the migrating object containing all the reference counts of the object, and the target node

of the object as the node identifier. An example for an implementation of local reference count-

ing are the Stub Scion Pair (SSP) chains (SHAPIRO, DICKMAN AND PLAINFOSSÉ (1992B)).

The protocol for the local reference counting variant is given in Algorithm 5-7. On creation each

object r initializes a variable lrcr in which it counts the number of references to itself, and a var-

iable parentr set to null (action Initr). Furthermore, for every newly received x-reference a coun-

ter lrcx is instantiated. This variable is used to count the number of local x-references. If an ob-

ject s wants to copy an r-reference, it sends an <s, copy r>-message to the receiving object t and

Figure 5-6. Local reference counting
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increments its local reference counter lrcr (action CRs). If an <s, copy r>-message is received

by object t (action RCt), first the r-reference is inserted. Now the local reference count lrcr is

inspected. If it is 0, then this is the first r-reference received by object t. The local reference

count lrcr is set to 1 to reflect the number of local references and the variable parentr (i.e. the

object from which the first r-reference has been received) is set to object s. If lrcr is already larg-

er than 0, then another r-reference and thus a parent object (specified in variable parentr) already

exists. In this case, lrcr is incremented by one to reflect the new copy of the r-reference and a

<decrement r>-message is sent back to object s. When an object t deletes an r-reference

(action DRt), it decrements the local reference counter lrcr. If lrcr is 0, then the following con-

ditions hold: 1. no r-reference remains in the object t, and 2. no object q holds an r-reference for

which parentr (in object q) equals object t. Now either object t has initially received an r-refer-

ence from another object, in which case parentr is not null. A <decrement r>-message is sent to

this object. The other possible case is that the object t has not received an r-reference before

holding one. This is the case if parentr is null. The object t has to be the object r itself and can

thus be deleted. Upon receipt of a <decrement r>-message lrcr is decremented (action RDs). If

lrcr drops to 0, then the same happens as in action DRt.

Initr: integer r.lrcr = 0;
Object r.parentr = null;

CRs: [ s is reachable and holds an r-reference ]
Send ( t, <s, copy r> );
s.lrcr = s.lrcr + 1;

RCt: [ a message <s, copy r> arrived ]
Receive ( <s, copy r> );
insert the r-reference;
if( t.lrcr == 0 )
{

t.lrcr = 1;
t.parentr = s;

}
else
{

Send ( s, <decrement r> );
t.lrcr = t.lrcr + 1;

}

Algorithm 5-7. Local reference counting
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In an actual implementation the local reference counters would not be instantiated for every ob-

ject. Instead, local group reference counters are used to count all references on a node, so that

to the garbage collection mechanism each node looks like one object.

DRt: [ t holds an r-reference ]
t.lrcr = t.lrcr - 1;
delete r-reference;
if ( t.lrcr == 0 )
{

if ( t.parentr == null )
delete r;

else
Send ( t.parentr, <decrement r> );

}

RDs: [ a message <decrement r> arrived ]
Receive ( <decrement r> );
s.lrcr = s.lrcr - 1;
if ( s.lrcr == 0 )
{

if ( s.parentr == null )
delete r;

else
Send ( s.parentr, <decrement r> );

}

Algorithm 5-7. Local reference counting
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6 From Garbage Collection to Control 

Mechanisms for Mobile Agents

We have seen in the last chapter that in the area of distributed garbage collection algorithms ex-

ist, that detect whether one object is garbage depending on the number of references held by

others. These other objects fit our definition of a dependency object in Definition 2-1 quite pre-

cisely, if we define a parent relation as “holds reference”. The problem of garbage collection is

thus similar to the orphan detection problem for mobile agents. Moreover, the path created by

local reference counters is similar to the paths in the path concept, i.e. in some algorithms we

have an analogue to the problem how an agent can be found. Thus solutions that are similar to

those proposed in Chapter 4 for the control of mobile agents have been developed in the area of

distributed garbage collection. 

TEL AND MATTERN (1993) proved that the class of termination detection algorithms and the

class of garbage collection algorithms are identical. Since the design of an algorithm for distrib-

uted systems is a non-trivial problem, to have transformations from one problem class to another

has the following advantages:

• The possible discovery of algorithms that have already been found in another problem con-

text.

• Simple transfer of the algorithms that have been proven to be correct in another class of the

same family, e.g. in TEL AND MATTERN (1993) three new termination detection algorithms

have been discovered.

A similar transformation providing the conversion of either of these classes into control algo-

rithms for mobile agents should allow the access to a large number of algorithms for controlling

mobile agents. But the failure model of the area of distributed algorithms and of the area of mo-
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bile agents are radically different, ruling out the direct use of these mechanisms. Instead we will

transform garbage collection algorithms to show the following: all the principles of the trans-

formed algorithms can be found in existing control mechanisms for mobile agents. Thus we will

use for this chapter the same system and fault model as in the last chapter.

We model the migration of an agent as copying of the associated objects including references

from source to target node, and subsequent deletion of the copies on the source node. Then we

introduce dependency objects in one of the following ways:

• Agents are defined as objects referencing a dependency object called γ, i.e. an agent is, re-

garding the garbage collection mechanism, viewed as the parent object of the dependency

object. We define an agent to be an orphan when it holds no dependency object reference. A

reference has to be deleted whenever it is detected that the associated object has been re-

moved.

• A dependency object γ is defined as parent object referencing the agents. When an agent is

referenced by no dependency object, i.e. if no dependency object holds a reference to this

agent, then the algorithm recognizes the agent as garbage / orphan.

Finally, we examine the migration of an agent and its consequences for the participants, i.e.

whether the transformation provides orphan detection functionality or functionality to locate an

agent. When a transformation provides functionality to locate an agent, we assume the function-

ality for terminating the agent as well.

This generic approach covers all possible dependencies between agents and other objects inside

the agent system that are based on a direct relationship, since the definition of a dependency ob-

ject in Definition 2-1 explicitly allows it to be an agent, an object or even a place inside the agent

system. 

We start this chapter by presenting the computation model used for the transformations. Then

we discuss the different transformations yielded by following the two different approaches. Af-

ter assessing them we will examine combinations of the most promising transformations. A

comparison between these protocols and the protocols that have been developed in Chapter 4

will be presented in Chapter 7. 
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6.1 A Computation Model for Mobile Agents

The following computation model is in part derived from the basic computation model devel-

oped for termination detection in distributed systems (see TEL (1994) for details). This compu-

tation model will simplify transforming the garbage control algorithms into control protocols

for mobile agents.

The possible actions of an agent are listed in Algorithm 6-1. Each of the actions is assumed to

be executed atomically. An action subscripted with A takes place in the agent A. An assertion

between brackets is a guard, guaranteeing that the action can only be executed if the assertion

is true. 

Agent migration is modelled as two distinct steps. First the agent leaves the source place (action

LPA) and then arrives at the destination place (action APB). Additionally an agent can send mes-

sages (action SMA) and receive messages (action RMA). These messages are sent to a specific

place, i.e. a message can only be received by an agent if sent to the place where this agent is

located. 

6.2 Agents as Parent Objects

In this section we examine the transformations resulting from the first idea mentioned above,

i.e. the use of agents as parent objects. We begin with discussing the idea, and afterwards exam-

ine the different transformations of reference counting algorithms in more detail; we first con-

sider the different direct reference counting variants, then weighted reference counting, and fi-

nally local reference counting. 

LPA: [state == alive]
exitPlace(); 

APB: [state == alive]
enterPlace(); 

SMA: [state == alive]
Send (<MSG>); 

RMA: [state == alive, message <MSG> arrived]
Receive (<MSG>); 

Algorithm 6-1. The basic computations of an agent
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We will discuss an optimized variant that combines the inc and dec message sent to the depend-

ency object γ, for every variant except the weighted reference counting (there no inc message is

used). In every direct reference counting variant a γ-reference is copied and the number of ref-

erences is incremented, followed by the deletion of a γ-reference and a decrement of the refer-

ence count. By combining the two operations the message complexity is lowered. The local ref-

erence counting transformation can be optimized in the same way. While no inc and dec

messages are sent, the associated operations are executed nevertheless on the source place, and

can be combined into an update operation.

The disadvantage of this optimization is that the resulting protocol is no longer a direct trans-

formation of the related garbage collection algorithm.

6.2.1 The Idea

We assume that the agent is a parent object. The dependency object γ is referenced by the agent.

When an agent terminates, all of its references to dependency objects are deleted. We assume

that every agent holds at most one reference to a dependency object. Following the model,

whenever an agent migrates, a copy operation is performed for every γ-reference the agent

holds.

6.2.2 Simple Reference Counting

Since the migration includes copying of all γ-references, an inc message is sent to each depend-

ency object γ (1), which answers with an ack message (2), or if the dependency object no longer

exists, with a nack message. When a nack message is received, the respective reference is de-

leted. Only after receipt of all ack/nack messages is the agent allowed to migrate, i.e. this trans-

formation delays the agent migration. The copy message is part of the actual migration of the

agent (3). The now superfluous γ-reference on S is removed and a dec message is sent to the

dependency object (4). 
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6.2.2.1 Provided Functionality

In this protocol, an orphan agent is detected directly before it migrates, i.e. when it receives only

nack messages as answers to the inc messages. Thus no orphan agent can migrate. 

Finding an agent is only possible, if the inc message contains the new location of the agent and

if the dependency object stores this information, i.e. the protocol itself does not provide func-

tionality to locate an agent.

6.2.2.2 Protocol

While the copying of a γ-reference is in progress, the participating agents cannot migrate. The

variable unBalanced is used to signal whether such an interaction takes place. Thus an agent that

wants to migrate has to fulfil the precondition that unBalanced is 0 (action LPS). First an

<increment γ, LPS, T>-message is sent to every dependency object γ, the variable unBalanced

is set to the number of messages sent, and then the agent state is set to the value inTransit. As

soon as the dependency objects receive this message (action RLIγ), it increments its reference

count and acknowledges with an <ack γ, LPS, T>-message. 

Figure 6-1. Simple reference counting

LPS: [state == alive, unBalanced == 0]
for all γ-references in dependencySet
{

unBalanced = unBalanced + 1;
Send (γ, <increment γ, LPS, T>);

}
state = inTransit;

RLIγ: [a message <increment γ, LPS, T> arrived]
Receive (<increment γ, LPS, T>);
refCountγ = refCountγ + 1;
Send (S, <ack γ, LPS, T>);

Algorithm 6-2. Simple reference counting transformed
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Every time one of these <ack γ, LPS, T>-messages is received (action RLAS), the variable un-

Balanced is decremented. When it drops to 0, all dependency objects have acknowledged. Now

the state is changed back to alive, the agent leaves the place, and a <decrement γ>-message is

sent to every dependency object γ.

6.2.2.3 Optimized Variant

In the optimized variant an upd message is sent (1) instead of the original inc message. The de-

pendency object γ answers with an ack message (2). After receipt of all ack messages the agent

migrates. The copy message is part of the actual migration of the agent (3). The provided func-

tionality is exactly the same as in the unoptimized variant, but now one message less is sent. 

6.2.3 The Variant of Lermen and Maurer

Again a migration of an agent includes copying of all of its dependency object references. An

inc message is sent to every dependency object γ (1), and the copy operation takes place at once

RLAS: [state == inTransit, a message <ack γ, LPS, T> arrived]
Receive (<ack γ, LPS, T>);
unBalanced = unBalanced - 1;
if (unBalanced == 0)
{

state = alive;
exitPlace(); 
for all γ-references in dependencySet
{

Send (γ, <decrement γ>);
}

}

APT: [state == alive]
enterPlace(); 

Figure 6-2. Optimized transformation of simple reference counting

Algorithm 6-2. Simple reference counting transformed
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in combination with the agent’s migration (2). The dependency object γ sends an ack/nack mes-

sage to the target place T. While the first migration is not delayed, all subsequent migrations are

delayed until all ack/nack messages have been received. After sending both inc and copy mes-

sage, the γ-reference is removed from place S, and a dec message is sent to the dependency ob-

ject (4). This protocol variant relies on FIFO communication channels, since without this prop-

erty the dec message could be received before the inc message, leading to an unwanted deletion

of the dependency object. 

6.2.3.1 Provided Functionality

In this protocol, an orphan agent is detected after it has migrated, i.e. when instead of ack mes-

sages only nack messages are sent to the target node. Thus an orphan agent is able to migrate

and execute on the target node until all nack messages have been received. 

This variant also does not provide the functionality to locate an agent. But here the agent’s new

location has to be sent with the inc message, i.e. the only modification to provide such a func-

tionality would be to store the information in the dependency object.

6.2.3.2 Protocol

Since the migration is not delayed in this variant, the agent leaves the source place directly after

the <increment γ, LPS, T>-messages are sent to all dependency objects γ (setting the variable

unBalanced to the number of messages sent). After the agent has left the place the respective

<decrement γ>-messages are sent to the dependency objects (action LPS). The transformation

relies on the FIFO property of the communication channels. Otherwise a <decrement γ>-mes-

sage might be delivered faster than the <increment γ, LPS, T>-message, in the worst case leading

to the incorrect removal of the dependency object. 

Figure 6-3. Lermen & Maurer variant
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As soon as the <increment γ, LPS, T>-messages are received, the dependency objects increment

their reference counts and send an <ack γ, LPS, T>-message to the target place B (action RLIγ).

Each time one of these messages is received, unBalanced is decremented (action RLAS). Only

after all of the <ack γ, LPS, T>-messages are received is the agent allowed to migrate again.

6.2.3.3 Optimized Variant

In the optimized variant the original inc message is substituted by an upd message (1). The copy

operation takes place at once in combination with the agent’s migration (2). The dependency

object γ sends an ack message to the target place T. While the first migration is not delayed, all

subsequent migrations are delayed until the ack messages of all dependency objects have been

received. The optimized variant has the same advantages as the unoptimized variant, but addi-

tionally the optimization removes the necessity for FIFO communication channels, and one

message less is sent. This transformation is essentially the same as the transformation of direct

reference counting in Chapter 6.3.2.

LPS: [state == alive, unBalanced == 0]
for all γ-references in dependencySet
{

unBalanced = unBalanced + 1;
Send (γ, <increment γ, LPS, T>);

}
exitPlace(); 
for all γ-references in dependencySet
{

Send (γ, <decrement γ>);
}

RLIγ: [a message <increment γ, LPS, T> arrived]
Receive (<increment γ, LPS, T>);
refCountγ = refCountγ + 1;
Send (T, <ack γ, LPS, T>);

RLAT: [state == alive, a message <ack γ, LPS, T> arrived]
Receive (<ack γ, LPS, T>);
unBalanced = unBalanced - 1;

APT: [state == alive]
enterPlace(); 

Algorithm 6-3. The Lermen & Maurer variant transformed
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6.2.4 The 3-Message Variant of Rudalics

Copying the dependency object references in this variant starts with sending an inc message to

every dependency object γ (1). Now the agent migrates from place S to place T without copying

the γ-references (2). The dependency object γ sends an copy message to the agent (3). If the de-

pendency object no longer exists, then a nack message is sent instead. After this message is re-

ceived at T, an ack/nack message is sent to place S (4). S now either sends a dec message to the

dependency object γ, if an ack message has been received, or simply deletes the γ-reference if a

nack message was sent. While the first migration is not delayed, all subsequent migrations are

delayed until the copy messages have been received and the ack messages have been sent. A

disadvantage of this protocol variant is the high number of messages. 

6.2.4.1 Provided Functionality

This protocol variant provides the same functionality as the Lermen & Maurer variant. An or-

phan agent is detected after it has migrated. Thus an orphan agent is able to migrate and execute

on the target node until all nack messages have been received. 

Figure 6-4. Optimized transformation of the Lermen & Maurer variant

Figure 6-5. Rudalics 3 message variant
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This variant also does not provide the functionality to locate an agent. But here the agent’s new

location has to be sent with the inc message, i.e. the only modification to implement such a func-

tionality would be to store the information in the dependency object.

6.2.4.2 Protocol

Again the migration is not delayed. After sending an <increment γ, LPS, T>-message to each

dependency object (and setting the variable unBalanced), the agent leaves the place (action

LPS). As soon as an <increment γ, LPS, T>-message is received by a dependency object, it in-

crements its reference count and sends a <copy γ, LPS, T>-message to the target place of the

migration (see action RLIγ). When this message is received at the target place, the variable un-

Balanced is decremented and an <ack γ, LPS, T>-message is sent back to the source place of the

migration. The source place, on receiving this message, sends a <decrement γ>-message to the

dependency object.

LPS: [state == alive, unBalanced == 0]
for all γ-references in dependencySet
{

unBalanced = unBalanced + 1;
Send (γ, <increment γ, LPS, T>);

}
exitPlace(); 

RLIγ: [a message <increment γ, LPS, T> arrived]
Receive (<increment γ, LPS, T>);
refCountγ = refCountγ + 1;
Send (T, <copy γ, LPS, T>);

RLCT: [state == alive, a message <copy γ, LPS, T> arrived]
Receive (<copy γ, LPS, T>);
unBalanced = unBalanced - 1;
Send (S, <ack γ, LPS, T>);

RLAS: [state == alive, a message <ack γ, LPS, T> arrived]
Receive (<ack γ, LPS, T>);
Send (γ, <decrement γ>);

APT: [state == alive]
enterPlace(); 

Algorithm 6-4. Rudalics 3 message variant transformed
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6.2.4.3 Optimized Variant

As above, the inc message of the unoptimized variant is replaced by an upd message (1). Now

the agent migrates from place S to place T without copying the γ-references (2). The dependen-

cy object γ sends an copy message to the agent (3). If the dependency object no longer exists,

then a nack message is sent instead. After this message is received at T, an ack/nack message is

sent to place S (4), and S deletes the γ-reference. The provided functionality is exactly the same

as in the unoptimized variant, but now one message less is sent.

6.2.5 The 4-Message Variant of Rudalics

The transformed 4 message Rudalics variant is essentially the same as the 3 message variant,

with the only difference that the migrating agent contains additional copies of the γ-references.

6.2.6 Weighted Reference Counting

Here the copying of the references implies dividing the reference weight, sending one half with

the agent as a copy, and leaving the other half of the reference weight on the place S (1). Nor-

mally no contact with the dependency objects is necessary for the copying. Only when the

weight is no longer divisible does the dependency object have to be contacted. The reference

remaining on S is deleted and a dec message containing the reference weight is sent back to the

respective dependency objects (2).

Figure 6-6. Optimized transformation of Rudalics 3-message variant
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6.2.6.1 Provided Functionality

This protocol variant provides an orphan detection functionality comparable to that of the ener-

gy concept. The agent receives a reference weight that limits the number of migrations without

a contact with the dependency object. On one hand, this minimizes the number of messages

needed for the protocol, on the other hand, an orphan is only detected when the weight of the

held γ-references is indivisible.

The variant does not provide any functionality to locate an agent. Since the dec message can be

sent asynchronously, transferring the target location with it would provide only inaccurate in-

formation.

6.2.6.2 Protocol

For the sake of simplicity we assume that the respective weights are still divisible. When mi-

grating, the weights of all the dependency object references are halved, <decrement γ, weightγ>-

messages are sent to the dependency objects, and the agent leaves the place (action LPS). In

principle dependency object references would have to be installed as well when the weight is

divided, only to be removed again when the <decrement γ, weightγ>-messages are sent. 

Figure 6-7. Weighted reference counting

LPS: [state == alive, unBalanced == 0, all weightγ are divisible]
for all γ-references in dependencySet
{

weightγ = weightγ / 2;
Send (γ, <decrement γ, weightγ>);
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Algorithm 6-5. Weighted reference counting transformed
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6.2.7 Local Reference Counting

In this variant no contact with the dependency objects is necessary on migration. An agent re-

siding on a place has at least one γ-reference. The parent of this reference is the place from

which the agent received its dependency object reference (normally the place from which it ar-

rived). When moving from a source place S to a target place T, first a local reference counter for

every γ-reference the agent contains is created on S (1). The γ-reference stays on S, and a copy

is sent with the agent to the target place S (2), leading to a local reference count of 2 in every

installed counter (presuming no other agent already installed local reference counters on this

place). When the agent arrives on the target place T, it holds a γ-reference with the source place

S as the parent (3). Now the local γ-reference on S is removed, and the local reference counter

on S is decremented (leading to a value of 1). Figure 6-8(a) shows the paternal relationships be-

fore the migration and Figure 6-8(d) afterwards.

APT: [state == alive]
enterPlace(); 

Figure 6-8. Local reference counting
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6.2.7.1 Provided Functionality

Since no contact with the dependency object is initiated, this transformation does not provide

any orphan detection functionality. Furthermore, it is not directly usable to locate agents, since

the path that is created by the local reference counters points in the wrong direction, i.e. from

the agent toward the dependency object γ. In principle the target place and the agent id could be

stored in the local reference counter to create a path akin to that of the path concept proposed in

Chapter 4.2, with the local reference counter acting as path proxy. But we will see in Chapter

6.3.3 that another transformation leads to the path concept in an even more natural way.

6.2.7.2 Optimized Variant

The optimized variant directly installs the local reference counter with a value of 1 without mak-

ing a copy of the γ-reference (1), and sends the γ-reference directly with the agent to the source

place (2), making a subsequent deletion unnecessary. When the agent arrives on the target place

T, it holds a γ-reference with the source place S as the parent (3). Figure 6-9(d) shows the pater-

nal relationship of the different references after the migration. The functionality is exactly the

same as in the unoptimized variant. The advantage in comparison to the unoptimized variant is

the lower number of operations necessary to implement the protocol.

Figure 6-9. Optimized transformation of local reference counting
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6.2.7.3 Protocol

We choose the optimized variant presented in the previous section for the protocol discussion.

When an agent wants to migrate, the different local reference counters have to be installed (if

not already an instance exists). If an instance exists, it is incremented. If not, then it is initialized

with the value 1 and the parent is set to the parent of the reference held by the agent. After the

local reference counter is set, the parent of the reference held by the agent is set to this place,

and the agent leaves the place (action LPS). 

6.3 Dependency Objects as Parent Objects

In this section we investigate the transformations resulting from the second idea mentioned

above, i.e. defining dependency objects as parent objects. We again start with discussing the

idea, and afterwards examine the different transformations in more detail. We first consider di-

rect reference counting, then weighted reference counting and finally local reference counting.

We do not consider weighted reference counting, since it leads exactly to the same result as a

transformation of direct reference counting.

6.3.1 The Idea

We assume that every dependency object γ is a parent object. A dependency object receives ref-

erences to every agent that depends on it. It holds references to exactly those agents that depend

LPS: [state == alive, unBalanced == 0]
for all γ-references in dependencySet
{

if (place.lrcγ != 0)
place.lrcγ = place.lrcγ + 1;

else
{

place.parentγ = parentγ;
place.lrcγ = 1;

}
parentγ = place;

}
exitPlace(); 

APT: [state == alive]
enterPlace(); 

Algorithm 6-6. Local reference counting transformed
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on it. As soon as the reference count of an agent drops to 0, no dependency object still holds a

reference to it; hence it is an orphan, and can be removed. 

6.3.2 Direct Reference Counting

As has been said above, all direct reference counting algorithms and the weighted reference

counting algorithm yield exactly the same transformation. Here we model migration as follows:

an agent that wants to migrate sends a migration message to all of its dependency objects (1).

The dependency objects delete their references and send dec messages to the agent. If a depend-

ency object no longer exists, a nack message is sent instead. If a nack message is received, the

reference count is decremented. As soon as the agent has received all dec messages (2), it sets

its migration flag (MG) and migrates (3). Arrived at the target place, it sends arrived messages

to the dependency objects (4), and waits for the ack (or nack) messages to arrive (5). For every

received ack message it increments its reference count. After all requests have been answered,

the migration flag is cleared (6). This transformation is essentially the same as the transforma-

tion of the Lermen and Maurer variant in Chapter 6.2.3.3.

6.3.2.1 Provided Functionality

In this protocol an orphan is detected directly before migration. If instead of dec messages only

nack messages are received, then the number of references drop to 0, and the agent is recognized

as an orphan.

Finding an agent is possible without problems, since the dependency object holds the reference,

which includes the location of the agent. On every migration this location is updated. This var-

iant basically implements the same functionality as the agent registration proposed by MASIF

Figure 6-10. Direct reference counting
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and Aglets. One disadvantage is that the update happens before the migration, i.e. the migration

is delayed until the dec message is received.

6.3.2.2 Direct Reference Counting Optimized

In this optimized variant an upd message containing the target place of the agent is sent instead

of the original migration message (1). The dependency object does not send a dec message as

in the original transformation, and the agent sets its migration flag and migrates at once (2). In-

stead of sending the dec message and waiting for a subsequent arrived message from the agent

as in the unoptimized variant, the dependency object directly sends an ack (or nack) message to

the target place (3). The agent does not send any migration messages; it simply waits for the

ack/nack messages, and after all of them have arrived, the migration flag is cleared (4).

6.3.2.3 Provided Functionality

The clear advantage of this variant is its lower number of messages. Furthermore the agent is

not delayed in its migration. The disadvantage is that now an orphan is only detected at the target

site, i.e. an orphan agent is able to migrate and execute on the target node until all nack messages

have been received. 

The functionality to find an agent though is exactly the same as in the unoptimized variant, i.e.

this variant also implements the same functionality as the agent registration mechanism.

6.3.2.4 Protocol

We choose the optimized variant presented in the previous section. If an agent wants to migrate,

then an <upd γ, T>-message is sent to every dependency object, the variable unBalanced is in-

cremented for every of these messages, and afterwards the agent leaves the place (action LPS).

Figure 6-11. Direct reference counting optimized
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When a dependency object receives such an <upd γ, T>-message, it modifies the reference entry

of the agent to point to the new location and answers with an <ack γ, upd, T>-message (action

RUDγ). As soon as this message is received by the agent, it decrements its variable unBalanced

(action RUAS). 

6.3.3 Local Reference Counting

In this variant no contact with the dependency objects is necessary on migration. If an agent

wants to migrate from a source place S to a target place T, a reference to A is created (1). This

forces the creation of a local reference counter (2). This local reference counter is initialized

with the source place as the parent, since the agent is still on the source place. It is set to a value

of 2, since 2 copies pointing to this counter exist, the one on the place from which the agent ar-

rived on the source place, and the other the local copy just created. Now the agent is moved to

the target place (3) and the parent of the local reference counter on the source place is changed

to the target place. The copy made to force the creation of the local reference counter on S is

deleted (4) and the counter decremented. Figure 6-12(a) shows the paternal relationships before

migration and Figure 6-12(d) afterwards.

LPS: [state == alive, unBalanced == 0]
for all γ-references in dependencySet
{

Send (γ, <upd γ, T>);
unBalanced = unBalanced + 1;

}
exitPlace(); 

RUDγ: [a message <upd γ, T> arrived]
Receive (<upd γ, T>);
dependencySet.modify (S, T);
Send (T, <ack γ, upd, S>);

RUAT: [state == alive, a message <ack γ, upd, S> arrived]
Receive (<ack γ, upd, S>);
unBalanced = unBalanced - 1;

APT: [state == alive]
enterPlace(); 

Algorithm 6-7. Direct reference counting transformed
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6.3.3.1 Provided Functionality

This transformation provides no orphan detection functionality, since no contact with the de-

pendency object is necessary for the migration.

Finding an agent with this variant is possible without further manipulation of the algorithm. By

following the local reference counters, that act as proxies, the agent is eventually found. This

variant effectively implements the path concept.

6.3.3.2 Local Reference Counting Optimized

In this optimized variant we do not create a local copy of a reference to the agent. Instead, we

initialize the local reference counter with the target place as the parent (1). Now the agent is

moved to the target place (2) and instantiated there (3). Figure 6-13(a) and Figure 6-13(d) show

that the paternal relationships before and after migration are the same as in the unoptimized ver-

sion. 

Figure 6-12. Local reference counting
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6.3.3.3 Provided Functionality

The optimized variant provides exactly the same functionality as the unoptimized transforma-

tion. The only difference is the lower number of operations necessary for the implementation of

the protocol.

6.3.3.4 Protocol

We choose the optimized variant presented in the last section. Migration in this variant is very

simple. First a local reference counter is installed and its parent is set to the target place of the

migration (place T). Then the agent leaves the place (action LPS). 

Figure 6-13. Local reference counting optimized
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APT: [state == alive]
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Algorithm 6-8. Local reference counting transformed
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6.4 Assessing the Transformations

For our further considerations we have to choose from the transformations those best suited for

control mechanisms. Our requirements (in the order of importance) are:

• the transformation should implement at least one control functionality, i.e. either orphan de-

tection or functionality to find an agent.

• the transformation uses a low number of messages.

• migration of an agent is not delayed. At least the first migration should not be delayed by the

protocol.

We will now examine how the presented transformations fulfil the requirements.

6.4.1 Agents as Parent Objects

The message volume is lowest with the transformations of indirect reference counting schemes.

But a problem exists, namely that neither information about the migration is conveyed to the

dependency object nor a path of proxies is created, i.e. locating an agent is impossible with these

transformations. The advantage of both indirect reference counting transformations though is

that the migration is never delayed. 

The functionality for orphan detection is provided by all of the transformations except the local

reference counting variant. While the direct reference counting variants provide orphan detec-

tion either directly before or after the migration, the weighted reference counting transformation

actually leads to an implementation of the energy concept, i.e. here a simple transformation al-

ready yields a comparable mechanism.

The functionality for locating agents is provided by none of the direct reference counting trans-

formations directly. In every one of them minor modifications would be necessary to add the

information about the new location of the agent to one of the messages sent by the protocol. In

the Lermen and Maurer variant and in the Rudalics 3 and 4 message variants this information is

already sent to the dependency object, since it has to send the ack message to the target node.

Thus the only change would be to store it there. In the case of the local reference counting var-

iant the change would be to additionally store the target node in the local reference counter. 
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Only the local reference counting variant provides no control functionality, all other mecha-

nisms provide orphan detection functionality. Table 6-1 gives an overview of the different trans-

formations

For our further considerations we choose the optimized Lermen and Maurer variant, since it has

the lowest message overhead of the direct reference counting algorithms, and does not delay the

agent in its migration, and the weighted reference counting algorithm, since it already imple-

ments a functionality comparable to the energy concept.

Type of Transformation
Additional 
Messagesa

a. compared to migration only (i.e. messages apart from the migration message itself)

Delay Orphan Detection Locating Agents

Simple Reference Counting
(Chapter 6.2.2)

3 Yes Before Migration Nob

b. yes if the information is added to the message

Simple Reference Counting
Optimized (Chapter 6.2.2.3)

2 Yes Before Migration Nob

Lermen and Maurerc

(Chapter 6.2.3)

c. assumes FIFO channels

3
Only subsequent 

migrationsd

d. until the ack message is sent / received

After Migration Nob

Lermen and Maurere

Optimized (Chapter 6.2.3.3)

e. similar to the transformation presented in Chapter 6.3.2.2

2
Only subsequent 

migrationsc After Migration Nob

Rudalics 3 Message Variant
(Chapter 6.2.4)

4
Only subsequent 

migrationsc After Migration Nob

Rudalics 3 Message Variant
Optimized (Chapter 6.2.4.3)

3
Only subsequent 

migrationsc After Migration Nob

Rudalics 4 Message Variant
(Chapter 6.2.5)

4
Only subsequent 

migrationsc After Migration Nob

Weighted Reference Counting
(Chapter 6.2.6)

1 Neverf

f. as long as the weight is divisible

Comparable to 
Energy Concept

No

Local Reference Counting
(Chapter 6.2.7)

Optimized(Chapter 6.2.7.2)
0 Never No Nog

g. yes if information is stored in the local reference counters

Table 6-1. Properties of the transformations: agents as parent objects
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6.4.2 Dependency Objects as Parent Objects

Both the optimized direct reference counting transformation and the local reference counting

transformation have a low message complexity. The LRC transformation needs 0 messages and

never delays an agent migration. 

The direct reference counting mechanisms provide functionality for orphan detection, the un-

optimized variant before the migration, the optimized variant afterwards. No orphan detection

functionality is provided by the local reference counting variant.

All of the mechanisms provide functionality to locate agents directly, i.e. without further mod-

ification of the protocol. The direct reference counting variants provide a mechanism similar to

the agent registration mechanism proposed by MASIF and Aglets. The local reference counting

mechanism is similar to the path concept. It creates a path of local reference counters, that can

be used as path proxies leading to the agent.

For our further considerations we choose the optimized direct reference counting variant, since

it implements the registration mechanism and has a lower message volume than the unopti-

mized variant, and the local reference counting variant, since it provides the same functionality

as the path concept.

Type of Transformation
Additional 
Messagesa

a. compared to migration only (i.e. messages apart from the migration message itself)

Delay Orphan Detection Locating Agents

Direct Reference Counting
(Chapter 6.3.2)

4 Yes Before Migration
Comparable to 

Registration

Direct Reference Countingb

Optimized (Chapter 6.3.2.2)

b. similar to the transformation presented in Chapter 6.2.3.3

2
Only subsequent 

migrationsc

c. until the ack message is sent / received

After Migration
Comparable to 

Registration

Local Reference Counting
(Chapter 6.3.3)

Optimized(Chapter 6.3.3.2)
0 Never No

Comparable to 
Path Concept

Table 6-2. Properties of the transformations: dependency objects as parent objects
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6.5 Combining the Transformations

By combining mechanisms with different control functionalities we can now create mecha-

nisms that provide orphan detection as well as functionality for locating agents. 

Best suited for combination from the first group are the optimized Lermen & Maurer variant

and the weighted reference counting variant. From the second group the unoptimized direct ref-

erence counting variant needs too many messages, leaving the optimized variant and the local

reference counting variant.

If we combine the different variants, we yield Table 6-3. The number of messages given is the

maximum of the number of messages for the respective transformations.

On examining the different combinations in detail, we notice that the combinations using the

direct reference counting variant provide exactly the same functionality as the original transfor-

mation of the direct reference counting algorithm, i.e. we do not add functionality by combining

it with either the Lermen and Maurer variant nor the weighted reference counting transforma-

tion. The combination of local reference counting and Lermen and Maurer also yields basically

the same result. Thus only the combination of local reference counting and weighted reference

counting is of interest. This combination has an additional functionality, namely the path short-

ening discussed in Chapter 4.2.2.1. We will now examine this combination in detail.

Type of Combination
Additional 
Messagesa

a. compared to migration only (i.e. messages apart from the migration message itself)

Delay Orphan Detection Locating Agent

Direct Reference Counting opt. plus
Lermen and Maurer opt.

2
only

subsequent 
migrations

After Migration
Comparable to 

Registration

Direct Reference Counting plus
Weighted Reference Counting
optimized

2
only

subsequent 
migrations

After Migration
Comparable to 

Registration

Local Reference Counting plus
Lermen and Maurer opt.

2
only

subsequent 
migrations

After Migration
Comparable to 

Registration

Local Reference Counting plus
Weighted Reference Counting

1 Neverb

b. as long as the weight is divisible

Comparable to 
Energy Concept

Comparable to Path 
Concept with Path 

Shortening

Table 6-3. Properties of the combinations
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6.5.1 Local Reference Counting plus Weighted Reference Counting

In this combination the migration is initiated by a) dividing the weight of the group object ref-

erences held by the agent and b) by creating a local reference counter for references to the agent

pointing toward the target place of the migration (1). Now the agent migrates, together with cop-

ies of the dependency object references it holds (2). The dependency object references on the

source place S are no longer needed and are deleted. This leads to dec messages from S to the

dependency objects (3). Upon receiving this message, each dependency object decrements its

reference count by the weight sent in the dec message (4). Figure 6-14(a) shows the paternal

relationships (of the local reference counters) and the distribution of the reference weights be-

fore the migration and Figure 6-14(d) afterwards. The original transformations have been pre-

sented in Chapter 6.3.3.2 (local reference counting) and Chapter 6.2.6 (weighted reference

counting).

6.5.1.1 Provided Functionality

This protocol provides, as the weighted reference counting variant, an orphan detection func-

tionality comparable to the energy concept, limiting the number of migrations of the agent with-

Figure 6-14. Local reference counting and weighted reference counting
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out contact to the dependency object. The drawback is again, that an orphan is only detected

when the weight of the held γ-references is indivisible.

Finding an agent with this variant is possible without problems, since the local reference

counters effectively act as path proxies pointing toward the agent. A very interesting aspect of

this combination is that through the weighted reference counting functionality, effectively, path

shortening is implemented for the path created by the local reference counting component.

6.5.1.2 Protocol

For the sake of simplicity we assume that the respective weights are still divisible. When mi-

grating, the weights of all the dependency object references are halved, <decrement γ, weightγ>-

messages are sent to the dependency objects. Now a local reference counter is installed and its

parent is set to the target place of the migration (place T). Then the agent leaves the place (action

LPS). In principle dependency object references would have to be installed as well when the

weight is divided, only to be removed again when the <decrement γ, weightγ>-messages are

sent, but as in the basic variant, we remove these two operations. 

6.6 Discussion

Let us gather the results of the most interesting transformations in Table 6-4. We see that none

of the transformations delays the agent in its migration. The different transformation provide

functionality that is comparable to nearly all existing control mechanisms, apart from the adver-

LPS: [state == alive, unBalanced == 0, all weightγ are divisible]
for all γ-references in dependencySet
{

weightγ = weightγ / 2;
Send (γ, <decrement γ, weightγ>);

}
place.lrcS = 1;
place.parentS = T;
exitPlace(); 

APT: [state == alive]
enterPlace(); 

Algorithm 6-9. Combination of WRC and LRC
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tising and the brute force mechanisms proposed by Aglets and MASIF, and the timed path con-

cept implemented in the shadow concept.

By comparing the different transformations with the mechanisms proposed for the mobile agent

paradigm two points are clarified: 

• the transformations provide most of the functionality of the control mechanisms for mobile

agents, if the different failure model is ignored.

• no timed paths as used in the shadow concept exist in the transformed garbage collection al-

gorithms.

• the transformations bear no new, fundamentally different mechanisms. 

These results show that the set of distributed garbage collection mechanisms corresponds to a

subset of mobile agent control mechanisms. It is a true subset, since timed paths as used in the

shadow concept, and brute force and advertising as proposed in the MASIF standard, are not

found in the transformations. Using the results of TEL AND MATTERN (1993), we can extend this

subset relation to the area of termination detection. Thus, if a new, radically different algorithm

is developed either in the area of termination detection or in the area of distributed garbage col-

lection, it can be transformed at once and its principles can be exploited for developing new con-

trol mechanisms.

Type of Transformation
Additional 
Messagesa

a. compared to migration only (i.e. messages apart from the migration message itself)

Delay Orphan Detection Locating Agent

Weighted Reference Counting
(Chapter 6.2.6)

1 Neverb

b. as long as the weight is divisible

Comparable to 
Energy Concept

No

Direct Reference Countingc

Optimized (Chapter 6.3.2.2)

c. similar to the transformation presented in Chapter 6.2.3.3

2
Only subsequent 

migrationsd

d. until the ack message is sent / received

After Migration
Comparable to 

Registration

Local Reference Counting
(Chapter 6.3.3)

Optimized(Chapter 6.3.3.2)
0 Never No

Comparable to Path 
Concept

Local Reference Counting plus
Weighted Reference Counting

1 Neverb Comparable to 
Energy Concept

Comparable to Path 
Concept with Path 

Shortening

Table 6-4. Properties of the useful transformations
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7 Comparing the Mechanisms

In Chapter 2, we have discussed the mechanisms for locating mobile agents published by others,

and have pointed out their shortcomings. We will now compare these mechanisms with the

mechanisms given in this thesis. We first investigate the functionality provided by the different

mechanisms, and categorize them according to the classification given in Chapter 2.5.1. Then

we assess them regarding availability, message complexity and consequences for the migration

of agents, i.e. the migration delay. 

7.1 Functional Comparison

First of all we compare the different mechanisms regarding their functionality and categorize

them according to the classification we have provided in Chapter 2.5.1. We distinguish func-

tionality for locating agents and for orphan detection in mobile agent systems. Table 7-1 con-

tains an overview of all those mechanisms that assume a dynamically changing migration path,

as has been discussed in Chapter 2.5. None of the mechanisms proposed in MASIF or the Aglets

workbench provides orphan detection functionality. The same is true for the path concept and

for the local reference counting transformation. All other mechanisms proposed in this thesis

provide orphan detection functionality. 

Most of the mechanisms provide functionality for locating agents. The exceptions are advertis-

ing, the energy concept and the weighted reference counting transformation. While in the case

of the advertising mechanism the success of a search operation depends entirely on the whim of

the agent programmer, who decides when / if the agent advertises its current location, in the en-

ergy concept and in the weighted reference counting it depends on the consumption of resourc-

There ain’t no such thing as a free lunch.

Robert A. Heinlein
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es, i.e. something the agent is forced to do sooner or later. But essentially these three mecha-

nisms are not suited for locating agents.

7.2 Categorizing the Mechanisms

We categorize the different mechanisms according to the classification given in Figure 2-2; we

concentrate on dynamic paths. A mechanism can be found in more than one category, if it com-

bines several of the classified types (see Figure 7-1). 

It can be seen that the mechanisms developed in Chapter 4 and the combinations from Chapter

6 provide functionality in all classification types apart from advertising and brute force search.

Mechanism Locate Agents Orphan Detection

Brute force search (MASIF / Aglets) Yes No

Registration (MASIF / Aglets) Yes No

Logging (MASIF / Aglets) Yes No

Advertising (MASIF) Not guaranteeda

a. It cannot be guaranteed that the agent is found at all; the agent programmer has to decide when 
to advertise the location.

No

Energy Concept Eventuallyb

b. no worst-case time bound can be given for locating the agent.

Yes

Paths Yes No

Shadows (Basic Mechanism) Yes Yes

Weighted Reference Counting 
(Chapter 6.2.6)

Eventuallyb Yes

Direct Reference Counting Optimized 
(Chapter 6.3.2.2)

Yes Yes

Local Reference Counting Optimized 
(Chapter 6.3.3.2)

Yes No

Local Reference Counting plus
Weighted Reference Counting
(Chapter 6.5.1)

Yes Yes

Table 7-1. Functionality of the different mechanisms
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7.3 Assessing the Mechanisms

We start with examining the different mechanisms regarding their functionality and one of the

different properties, i.e. availability, message complexity and interference with migration, in

turn. Finally, we combine the results of these analyses to assess the mechanisms solely in the

light of these three properties.

7.3.1 Availability

We have seen in Chapter 4.2.3, that the limiting availability of mechanisms that rely on an un-

timed path, i.e. the path concept, logging, LRC, the combination of LRC and WRC, and the hi-

erarchical shadows, is 0. The path is sooner or later no longer usable, and the respective mech-

anism fails. Hence the availability of these mechanisms is low.

For advertising, energy concept, weighted reference counting, direct reference counting, cen-

tralized and distributed database, and for no logging the availability is the same. In every one of

these types only the communication channels are involved in the mechanism, which are as-

sumed to have a repair mechanism (see Chapter 4.3.6.4), i.e. the availability is high. But in the

case of energy and advertising type the uncertainty regarding this contact makes these mecha-

nisms unsuited for locating agents. 

Figure 7-1. Classification of the different mechanisms
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Timed path proxies have a high availability compared to the untimed path proxies (Chapter

4.3.6.4 contains the analysis). Thus we yield the results shown in Figure 7-2.

7.3.2 Message Complexity

To simplify the comparison of the message complexity of the different mechanisms we define

three different degrees: low, medium and high message complexity; we examine the overall

message complexity, i.e. for maintaining the information and for locating agents. We have dis-

cussed the message complexity in detail for every mechanism proposed in this thesis.

Low message overhead is caused by all mechanisms that can be categorized as untimed path

proxies, i.e. paths, LRC, LRC+WRC, and logging, and all those that are classified as non deter-

ministic, i.e. advertising, energy concept and WRC. The untimed path proxies add messages

only when locating agents, and the non deterministic mechanisms only to advertise their loca-

tion and for requesting new energy respectively. 

Of medium message complexity are those mechanisms that employ timed path proxies, i.e. the

shadow concept. Here additional messages are produced after every time interval to shorten the

paths. The exact number of messages depends on this time interval, i.e. the mechanism can be

adjusted to different and changing needs. 

Figure 7-2. Control mechanisms: functionality vs. availability
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A high message volume is created by those mechanisms that update a database for every move-

ment of every agent. These mechanisms are registration, and direct reference counting. 

The last type of mechanisms, no logging, i.e. brute force, produces an extremely high message

volume every time an agent is searched. If the sequential variant is used, then the number of

messages equals half the number of hosts in the agent system, and in the parallel variant it is the

number of hosts (we ignore the message indicating the success). Figure 7-3 contains a graphical

representation of these results. 

7.3.3 Migration Delay

As we have seen in Chapter 6, three different classes of migration delays exist: 

• every migration is delayed, i.e. the agent waits for ack messages on the source node.

• every but the first migration are delayed, i.e. the agent waits for ack messages on the target

node.

• migrations are never delayed, i.e. the agent does not wait for ack messages. 

Mechanisms of the first class are all those, where a contact is made with a third party before the

agent migrates, i.e. the agent is delayed until the answer is received. The second class contains

Figure 7-3. Control mechanisms: functionality vs. message complexity
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all those mechanisms that contact a third party after the migration takes place, i.e. the agent has

to wait for the answer on the target place, and subsequent migrations can only take place after

receipt of this answer. The third class of mechanisms never delays the agent, either because no

third party is involved, or because no acknowledgment is needed. We name this class no-delay.

We combine the first and second class and name it first/following, since mechanisms of these

classes can be transformed into mechanisms of the other class. This is done by sending the ac-

knowledgment to the source place of the migration to convert mechanisms of the second class

to mechanisms of the first class, or to the target place to convert mechanisms from the first to

second class. 

Advertising is in the first/following class, since every time the agent advertises its location it

has to wait for the acknowledgment that the information has been received. All those mecha-

nisms updating databases for every migration delay the migration, since the update has to be

acknowledged. Thus they are also in the first/following class. The energy concept never delays

migration and is thus in the no-delay class. The mechanisms implementing untimed path proxies

are in the same no-delay class; they never delay the migration; only a proxy is left on the source

place. Timed path proxies also do not delay the migration, i.e. they are also in the no-delay class.

Lastly, the brute force mechanism is of the no-delay class, because this mechanism does not

modify the migration operation at all. This leads to the results shown in Figure 7-4. 

Figure 7-4. Control mechanisms: functionality vs. migration delay
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7.3.4 Overall Assessment

If we combine the assessments regarding availability, message complexity and migration delay,

we yield Figure 7-5. It can be observed that, apart from the mechanisms implementing untimed

paths, i.e. the path concept, LRC, LRC+WRC and logging, all mechanisms show a high avail-

ability. But the mechanisms with the lowest message complexity, i.e. advertising, the energy

concept and weighted reference counting, are unsuited for locating agents. While the energy

type allows orphan detection, the advertising type does not provide this functionality. Thus the

advertising type is not usable as a reliable control mechanism for mobile agents. 

The mechanism that causes the lowest message overhead while showing a high availability,

which is adjustable by changing the ttl, is the Shadow concept. This mechanism provides the

functionality to locate agents, to detect orphans, and to terminate mobile agents. Furthermore,

it does not delay the migration of the mobile agents, i.e. supports best the autonomy of the par-

adigm.

The mechanisms implementing the database functionality, i.e. registration and the direct refer-

ence counting variant, also show high availability, but the message complexity is high and agent

migration is delayed. They support only the locating of agents. 

Figure 7-5. Control mechanisms: combining the assessments
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The remaining mechanism for locating agents, brute force, shows high availability while never

delaying the migration, but the message complexity is extremely high. The number of sent mes-

sages is at least half the number of hosts in the agent system. This makes the mechanism unus-

able in a real-world environment.

7.4 Discussion

The results of this chapter are:

• Brute force has an extremely high message complexity compared to all other mechanisms

and thus is unusable in real-world mobile agent systems.

• The energy concept and the weighted reference counting transformation are mainly an or-

phan detection mechanism, and in comparison to the other mechanisms, are unsuitable for

locating mobile agents.

• The mechanisms using databases exclusively (i.e. registration and the direct reference count-

ing variant) have a high message complexity compared to other mechanisms, i.e. they should

not be used as long as alternatives exist. Furthermore, they delay the agent migration, thus

interfering with the autonomy of the agent.

• The mechanisms employing the path concept provide only a low availability compared to the

other discussed mechanisms. This more than outweighs their advantages of low message

complexity and no interference with agent autonomy (i.e. no delay of agent migrations).

• The shadow concept provides functionality for orphan detection and for locating agents. At

the same time it has only moderate message complexity compared to most of the other mech-

anisms to implement the provided functionality with a high availability.

• The shadow concept is the only mechanisms that allows to adjust message complexity and

availability. This is done by changing the allotted time quantum.

These results show that the mechanisms that have been proposed in this thesis are superior to

the alternatives provided by MASIF and the Aglets Workbench. Furthermore, they support

functionality provided by none of the other mechanisms, namely orphan detection.



8 Conclusion

Mobile Agents are a promising technology, providing a new viewpoint for implementing appli-

cations for distributed systems in widely distributed, heterogeneous open networks. We have

seen in Chapter 2 that many applications exist, which, by employing the mobile agent paradigm,

show many advantages in coping with today’s infrastructure of heterogeneous computers con-

nected by communication systems of varying speed and quality.

For all of these applications, control mechanisms are needed to locate agents, to terminate

agents and to detect orphans. Some mechanisms have been published, by MILOJICIC ET

AL. (1998) for the MASIF standard, and for the Aglets Workbench by ARIDOR AND

OSHIMA (1998), but these mechanisms have severe shortcomings regarding availability, mes-

sage complexity and/or the imposed migration delay. Furthermore, none of the mechanisms pro-

vides orphan detection functionality.

In this thesis, we have proposed mechanisms that have a high availability, do not impose a mi-

gration delay, and have only low to medium message complexity. The mechanisms provide or-

phan detection functionality, allow to locate mobile agents, and termination of mobile agents.

We have designed and implemented three mechanisms for the use in mobile agent systems, and

examined them regarding their message complexity and availability. These are the energy con-

cept, the path concept and the shadow concept. In the energy concept an agent gets a certain

amount of energy, and if this amount is used up, the agent is terminated. In the path concept, an

agent leaves a trail in the system, that can be followed to locate the agent. 

The shadow concept combines energy and path concept in a way that leaves the agents most of

their autonomy, has low communication costs, and shows a high availability. An agent leaves a

trail in the system, but in contrast to the trail in the path concept, this trail is cut short in regular

The Road goes ever on and on
Down from the door where it began.

Now far ahead the Road has gone,
And I must follow, if I can,

Pursuing it with eager feet,
Until it joins some larger way

Where many paths and errands meet.
And whither then? I cannot say.

J.R.R. Tolkien, The Lord of the Rings
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intervals. To allow for simple termination of agents, a delegate of the application is left in the

system, the shadow. As long as the shadow exists, all dependent agents are allowed to continue

their work. Hence, the agents are no longer depending on the availability of the application in-

stance, i.e. the application may run only intermittently to check for results. 

Two variants of the shadow concept have been given, namely hierarchical shadows and mobile

shadows. Hierarchical shadows expand the original concept in a way that allows agents as well

as applications to create shadows. The mobile shadows variant allows the shadow to move along

with the agents to minimize communication costs. Different strategies can be plugged into the

shadow, can be combined and can even be changed on the fly to adapt the mechanism to the

needs of the agent application.

The examination of the mechanisms regarding availability and message complexity revealed

that the path concept has a low message complexity, but shows only a low availability. Both the

energy concept and the shadow concept with its variants have a higher message complexity, but

at the same time show a much higher availability.

Furthermore, we examined the area of distributed garbage collection for mechanisms suitable

for a transformation into control mechanisms for mobile agents. We transformed different ref-

erence counting variants, namely simple reference counting, the Lermen & Maurer variant, Ru-

dalics’ 3 message and 4 message variant, weighted reference counting and local reference

counting. To do this, we introduced dependency objects used in one of the following ways:

• agents are defined as parent objects referencing the dependency object.

• dependency objects are defined as parent objects referencing the agents.

This generic approach covers all possible dependencies between agents and other objects inside

the agent system that base on a direct relationship, since the definition of a dependency object

in Definition 2-1 explicitly allows a dependency object to be an agent, an object or even a place

inside the agent system. 
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We then examined transformations following the different ideas to combine their functionality.

By comparing the transformations with the mechanisms proposed for the mobile agent para-

digm the following points have been clarified: 

• the transformations provide most of the functionality of the control mechanisms for mobile

agents, if the different failure model is ignored.

• no timed paths as used in the shadow concept exist in the transformed garbage collection al-

gorithms.

• the transformations bear no new, fundamentally different mechanisms. 

These results show that the set of distributed garbage collection mechanisms corresponds to a

subset of mobile agent control mechanisms. It is a true subset, since timed paths as used in the

shadow concept are not found in distributed garbage collection. Using the results of TEL AND

MATTERN (1993), we can extend this subset relation to the area of termination detection.

Finally, comparing the different mechanisms proposed in this thesis with the mechanisms pro-

vided by others, i.e. MASIF and the Aglets Workbench, demonstrated that these mechanisms

are superior to the alternatives.

Overall, the different results show the following:

• the existing set of control mechanisms for mobile agents is a superset of the mechanisms that

can be derived from distributed garbage collection and termination detection.

• the mechanisms proposed in this thesis are better than other existing mechanisms in terms of

message complexity, migration delay, and availability.

8.1 Future Work

One aspect of every large distributed system has been neglected in this thesis, the fact that the

costs for messages and the availability of a path along which the messages have to be sent, can

vary greatly with the distance between sender and receiver. If, for instance, we assume that a

message on a local network costs a hundred times less than on a WAN, and that the local net-

work is a hundred times more reliable than a WAN, then the availability of hierarchical or mo-

bile shadows can look quite different depending on how the shadows and the agents are distrib-

uted. By examining the migration sequences of mobile agents in different agent applications it

should be possible to derive a model for the distribution of agents in different application class-
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es. By including the different costs the availability and the message complexity for the different

mechanisms could be determined with much more precision. This could e.g. lead to a variant of

the shadows in which only the needed availability is given as parameter. The mechanism itself

could then compute the time to live needed to show this availability.

Furthermore, it might be very interesting to introduce the concept of timed paths into implemen-

tations of distributed garbage collection. The thus modified algorithms would show a higher

availability, making them more suitable for large distributed systems.

Finally, more complex types of dependencies would merit further consideration. A more com-

plex type of dependency, in which e.g. an agent depends on the existence of at least three agents

out of five, is, while possible, extremely cumbersome to implement. For each possible subgroup

of agents an object depending on these agents would have to be introduced. The agent then

would have to depend on these objects representing each subgroup. Better ways to implement

these dependencies have been proposed e.g. in BAUMANN AND RADOUNIKLIS (1997) and in

PAULUS (1998), but they should be investigated further.



A Fundamentals of Probability Theory

Most of the work evaluating the reliability and the availability of systems has its roots in prob-

ability theory. A good if short introduction can be found in BRONSTEIN AND

SEMENDJAJEW (1983). Probability theory is useful in all situations in which the outcome of an

experiment is not certain, as is the lifetime of a system. This type of experiment is called ran-

dom. The totality of all possible results of the experiment is called the sample space, and a sub-

set of this sample space is called an event. An example for such an event is “at least one of the

dice shows more than three eyes” in a game of dice. The likelihood of the occurrence of one

event in relation to all others is the probability of the event. The probability for an event e is

written as .

To compute the probability for all sample points, we first define a random variable X on the

sample space:

Definition A-1: Random Variable

A random variable X, on a sample space S, is a function that assigns a real number

X(s) to each sample point .

This variable models e.g. the length of a leaf taken randomly from a tree, or the number of atoms

in a cm3 of air. In the next step we assign a probability to these values. This is done by using a

distribution function:

P e( )

s S∈
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Definition A-2: Cumulative Distribution Function or CDF

The distribution function F of a random variable X is defined to be the function 

. (Equation A-1)

This means that the value of the CDF at a point x0 is the probability for the random variable X

being lower than x0. Thus with the help of the CDF the probability for X being in a specific in-

terval is:

(Equation A-2)

The CDF has the following characteristic properties:

1. As a probability the values for F(x) lie between 0 and 1.

2. F(x) is a monotonically nondecreasing function, i.e. .

3.  and .

A variant of random variables are continuous random variables, where for every , the set

 is an event. These are the most interesting random variables for reliability

models; for instance the lifetime of a system is frequently modelled as a continuous random var-

iable. If a random variable is continuous, then the CDF can be obtained as follows:

(Equation A-3)

with f(t) being the probability density function, which is defined in Definition A-3:

Definition A-3: Probability Density Function or PDF

For a continuous random variable X,  is called the probability den-

sity function.

The PDF has the following properties:

1.  for all x.

2. Following from  the following holds: .

F x( ) P X x<( ) x ℜ∈,=

P a X b<≤( ) F b( ) F a( )–=

x1 x2 F x1( ) F x2( )≤⇒≤

F x( )
x +∞→
lim 1= F x( )

x ∞–→
lim 0=

x ℜ∈

s X s( ) x s S∈,<{ }

F x( ) f t( ) td

∞–

x

∫=

f x( ) d F x( )( )
dx

-------------------=

f x( ) 0≥

F x( )
x ∞→
lim 1= f x( ) xd

∞–

+∞

∫ 1=
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Thus, with the help of Equation A-2 and Equation A-3 we can define the probability for X being

in a specific interval as

(Equation A-4)

For reliability evaluations throughout this thesis we will use an exponential distribution, be-

cause it has a very advantageous property called the Markov property. This property implies that

if the distribution of an exponentially distributed variable is determined after some time t has

elapsed, then after this time the distribution is again exponential. This property models quite

well the lifecycle of systems, which, after a burn-in time have a constant reliability for every

time t in their lifetime until the reliability all of a sudden sinks and the system has to be repaired.

A random variable is exponentially distributed, if the PDF has the following form:

(Equation A-5)

We integrate the PDF to obtain the CDF (see Equation A-3) and get:

(Equation A-6)

In Figure A-1 exponential probability density functions and exponential cumulative distribution

function are shown, with values of 1, 2 and 5 for . 

Both CDF and PDF completely characterize the behaviour of a random variable. But often such

detailed information is not needed; frequently we are interested only in the average, or expec-

tation of a random variable X:

Definition A-4: Expectation, 

The expectation, , of a random variable X is defined by:

(Equation A-7)

P a X b<≤( ) f x( ) xd

a

b

∫=

f x( ) λe
λx–

 if 0 x ∞<≤,
0      otherwise,




=

F x( ) 1 e
λx–

 if 0 x ∞<≤,–

0         otherwise,



=

λ

E X[ ]

E X[ ]

E X[ ] xf x( ) xd

∞–

+∞

∫=
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One example for the expectation is the mean time to failure MTTF, which is the expectation of

the lifetime of the system.

Figure A-1. Exponential distribution of density and probability for λ = 1, 2, 5.

(a) Probability density function f(x). (b) Cumulative distribution function F(x)
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